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Dear Attendee:
 
Welcome to the 2014 NF Conference, the largest worldwide meeting dedicated entirely to the neurofibromatoses!

“Connecting for a Cure” is the 2014 NF Conference motto. We are fostering a special gathering of clinicians, researchers, 
and scientists from a multitude of different “classical” disease areas — genetics, neurology, oncology, pediatrics, 
neurosurgery, orthopedics, and many others. This is a unique opportunity for the sharing of innovative information and 
the building of relationships, driven by the one connection we all have — the will and the passion to END NF.

CTF is determined to play the role of the pivot and mediator that actively builds the bridges between all stakeholders to 
facilitate the transition from discovery to clinical benefit.

All of the Foundation’s initiatives can be considered as strategic investments that foster collaborations and connections. 
As a result, in the last two years the Children’s Tumor Foundation has launched efforts including the NF Registry, the NF 
Biobank, the Synodos consortium, and the NF data-sharing platform in partnership with Sage Bionetworks.

This year’s Conference is enriched by a unique keynote speech from Dr. Francis Collins, Director of the National Institutes 
of Health. Dr. Collins is a very special guest for the Children’s Tumor Foundation, having been a successful NF doctor who 
discovered the NF1 gene which translated to great benefit for our community. In addition, we will be enlightened at the 2014 
Conference by the presence of two other gene masters in NF — Dr. James Gusella, who discovered the NF2 gene, will open 
the Conference and Dr. Ludwine Messiaen, who discovered the LZTR1 gene in schwannomatosis, will lead a session.

The patient-focused NF Forum is taking place simultaneously this weekend here at the Omni Shoreham Hotel, meaning 
that all stakeholders as well as clients are at the table — the researchers/clinicians striving for solutions, and the patients 
who are critical partners in finding the best results.

The Children’s Tumor Foundation continues to be a proactive agent in ending NF, striving to create a link amongst the 
multiple parts of the drug discovery process. To that end, this year we are organizing the first business satellite meeting 
for members of the financial and pharmaceutical industries as well as clinicians and researchers.

Be creative, share knowledge, and ENJOY the 2014 NF Conference, the NF Forum, the joint dinner, and the time to 
connect with each other again.
 
Cheers,

ANNETTE BAKKER, PhD
President and Chief Scientific Officer
Children’s Tumor Foundation

For the last two years, Misty 
Plunkard of Windber, PA has 
asked the Johnstown Area 
Heritage Association to light 
the Johnstown Stone Bridge in 
Johnstown, PA blue and green, 
CTF’s colors, in recognition of 
NF Awareness Month.

Her son, Tyler (3) has NF1  
and is currently undergoing  
his second round of chemo  
to shrink an optic glioma.
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The Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award: Neurofibromatosis 
Tradition and Progress

The Children’s Tumor Foundation’s Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award is given to individuals 

in the professional neurofibromatosis community who have made significant contributions to 

neurofibromatosis research or clinical care. Named after Friedrich Daniel von Recklinghausen (1833-

1910) the German physician who first described ‘von Recklinghausen’s disease’ – what we now 

know as neurofibromatosis type 1.

2014 Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award Recipient

We are delighted to announce that the recipient of the 2014 von Recklinghausen Award 

is D. Gareth Evans, MD (University of Manchester, UK). With over 500 peer-reviewed 

publications specific to NF, Dr. Evans has over many years been at the forefront of NF 2 and 

schwannomatosis clinical care and basic science.

In a public nomination process, Dr. Evans was cited by his colleagues as not only being a 

tireless advocate for NF patients, but has long played a leading role in the various meetings 

and initiatives in NF, helping to forge the collaborations so important to the work that is being 

done today, and meaningfully enriching the NF research and clinical community . Dr. Evans 

will be presented with the Award on Monday night at the special von Recklinghausen session 

with presentations and a provocative panel discussion among the most recent awardees.

First awarded by the Children’s Tumor Foundation in 1989, the initial recipients of the Friedrich von Recklinghausen Award included 

the Foundation’s Chief of Medical Affairs , Dr. Bruce Korf (University of Alabama), Dr. John Carey (University of Utah), and the current 

director of the National Institutes of Health, Dr. Francis Collins. The following are the most recent recipients of the Award:

2008  
Vincent ‘Vic’ Riccardi, MD,  
The Neurofibromatosis Institute

2009 
Luis Parada, PhD, 
University of Texas 
Southwestern

2010  
Nancy Ratner, PhD,  
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital  
Medical Center

2012  
David Gutmann, MD PhD,  
Washington University

2013  
Brigitte Widemann, MD 
National Cancer Institute
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Salvatore LaRosa, PhD Research and Development Director...............................................................slarosa@ctf.org
Pamela Knight Clinical Program Manager ..............................................................................pknight@ctf.org
Marco Nievo, PhD Intellectual Property Attorney .................................................................. mnievo@gmail.com
Patrice Pancza Program Director ......................................................................................... ppancza@ctf.org
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John Heropoulos Vice President ........................................................................................ jheropoulos@ctf.org
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Emily Crabtree Program Director, NF Endurance .................................................................ecrabtree@ctf.org
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Garrett Gleeson Program Director, Major Gifts ...................................................................... ggleeson@ctf.org
Carolyn Castellano Program Director, Major Events ................................................................ccastellano@ctf.org
Kelly Mills Regional Manager, Comm. Relations ................................................................ kmills@ctf.org
Julie Pantoliano Community Relations Coordinator ............................................................ jpantoliano@ctf.org
Kristin Stanley Community Relations Coordinator ................................................................ kstanley@ctf.org
Marissa Moscatello Community Relations Coordinator ......................................................... mmoscatello@ctf.org
Kristine Poirier Community Relations Coordinator ..................................................................kpoirier@ctf.org
Sarah Morley National Manager, Cupid’s Undie Run ............................................................smorley@ctf.org
Ben Leathers Logistics and Reporting Mgr, CUR
Jessica Beckerman NF Walk Coordinator ............................................................................... jbeckerman@ctf.org
Chrissie Connors NF Walk Coordinator ...................................................................................cconnors@ctf.org
Angela Dumadag NF Endurance Team Manager ....................................................................adumadag@ctf.org
Angela Auzston NF Endurance Community Events ............................................................... aauzston@ctf.org
Lauren Walsh NF Endurance Manager, Logistics ................................................................... lwalsh@ctf.org

Communications
Simon Vukelj Communications Director .............................................................................. svukelj@ctf.org
Mary Vetting Communications Associate .........................................................................mvetting@ctf.org
Alissa Marks Marketing Manager ........................................................................................amarks@ctf.org

Finance and Database Management
Judi Swartout Chief Financial Officer .................................................................................jswartout@ctf.org
Sarah Bourne Accountant .................................................................................................. sbourne@ctf.org
Sean Thompson Director, Information and Technology .......................................................sthompson@ctf.org
Monique Boucher Database Supervisor ................................................................................. mboucher@ctf.org
Mohamed Amin Database Assistant ........................................................................................ mamin@ctf.org
Danielle Meyer Technical Support ......................................................................................... dmeyer@ctf.org

Administration
Rosa Perez Project Administrator .......................................................................................rperez@ctf.org
Sarah Rosenberg Program Assistant ...................................................................................srosenberg@ctf.org

Children’s Tumor Foundation
FOUNDATION STAFF

2014 Board of Directors
Stuart Match Suna, Chair
Linda Martin, Vice Chair
Aram Fuchs, Treasurer
Rachel Tiven, Secretary
Bruce Korf, MD, PhD, Chair of the Medical Advisory 

Committee
Suzanne Earle, Chair Emeritus
Jill Markland, Chapter Council President
Allan Rubenstein, MD, Director of Medical Affairs 

Emeritus
Daniel Altman
Laura Ganio Bona

William Brooks
Colin Bryar
Tracy Galloway
Daniel Gilbert
John Golfinos, MD
Daniel Graeff
Matthew Hay
John McCarthy
Steven McKenzie
Lesley Oslica
JoAnne Pastel
Laura Perfetti

Robert Schaffer
David Viskochil, MD, PhD
Nate Walker
Peggy Wallace, PhD

Honorary Directors
Richard Horvitz
Michie O’Day
Alan Robbins, MD
Doris Schnuck
Carolyn E. Setlow
Ed Stern, Pro Bono Counsel
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NF Walk Program (www.nfwalk.org)
An NF Walk is a community event that supports and empowers individuals with NF and 
their families to raise awareness about neurofibromatosis and the work of the Children’s 
Tumor Foundation. The Walk program brings together individuals with NF and the greater 
community in an atmosphere of fun and fellowship where enduring relationships are 
formed and progress is made in the shared mission of “Ending NF Through Research.”

In 2013, dedicated volunteers organized over 37 NF Walk events involving more than 
6,000 participants and raising over $1 million for NF research. 

NF Endurance Program (www.nfendurance.org)
The NF Endurance Team is the signature endurance training and fundraising program 
benefitting the Children’s Tumor Foundation. Participants swim, bike, and run in events 
across the country to raise awareness and funds to find a cure for neurofibromatosis 
(NF). The NF Endurance Team stepped into the world of elite athletes as a charity partner 
for IRONMAN Hawaii 70.3 and IRONMAN Lake Placid, and launched the relationship as 
the Official Charity Partner of IRONMAN Florida for 2014. Partnership with IRONMAN is 
a unique opportunity to align our organization with one of the most premier events in the 
word of endurance sports.

Racing4Research (www.racing4research.org)
Racing4Research (R4R) program raises funds and awareness for NF research through a 
diverse racing program that includes a presence in multiple race series including GRAND-AM 
Road Racing, Pirelli World Challenge, and the NASCAR K&N Series highlighted annually by the 
Rolex 24 at Daytona effort each January. Throughout the race season, NF Heroes, children 
and adults who live with neurofibromatosis, join the R4R teams to enjoy an once-in-a-lifetime 
experience at the track that both activates and inspires. Since the program’s inception, $3.3 
million has been raised for NF Research.

Cupid’s Undie Run (www.cupidsundierun.com)
Putting the “hilarity in charity,” Cupid’s Undie Run is a “mile-ish” fun run in which participants 
race in their underwear, outdoors, on Valentine’s Day weekend. 

Cupid’s, a 501(c)3 charity, has grown monumentally since its inception in 2010, which raised 
an initial $10,000. This past February, Cupid’s Undie Run 2014 had over 7,500 participants in 
30 cities internationally, raising $2,700,000 exclusively for the Children’s Tumor Foundation’s 
initiatives in NF research. 

Though there may be fewer clothes than a normal fundraising event, there seems to be even 
more spirit! Cupid’s plans to expand to more cities, raise even more funds, and involve more 
“cherubs” – people who are working, volunteering – and running – to find solutions for NF.

NATIONAL PROGRAMS
Children’s Tumor Foundation National Programs
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Schedule At-A-Glance

7:00 AM  8:00 AM Breakfast for Educational Symposium Attendees Empire/Regency Foyer
7:00 AM Registration West Registration Desk
8:00 AM  12:35 PM Educational Symposium Part I (Satellite Meeting) Empire Ballroom
10:50 AM  11:05 PM Break Empire Foyer
11:05 AM   11:55 AM Educational Symposium Part II Empire Ballroom
11:55 AM 12:35 PM Patient Empowerment – PCORI Empire Ballroom
12:45 PM   1:00 PM 2014 NF CONFERENCE BEGINS Regency Ballroom
1:00 PM    2:00 PM KEYNOTE 1: Genomics – James Gusella, PhD, Harvard University Regency Ballroom
2:00 PM   4:00 PM SESSION 1: Cognition and Motor Function in NF1 Regency Ballroom
4:00 PM   4:15 PM Break Regency Foyer
4:15 PM   6:15 PM SESSION 2: NF2 Signaling Regency Ballroom
6:30 PM   8:00 PM Special Poster Session Birdcage Walk/Ambassador Ballroom
8:00 PM   10:00 PM KEYNOTE 2: Francis Collins, MD,PhD, Director, NIH –  

Dinner for Conference and Forum Attendees
Regency Ballroom

TIME EVENT LOCATION

FR
ID

AY
 

JU
NE

 6

7:00 AM  8:30 AM Breakfast Diplomat Ballroom
8:00 AM 9:00 AM Optional Sunrise Session - “Meet the Experts” Palladian Room
9:00 AM 10:00 AM KEYNOTE 3: iPS Cell Technology, Gene Editing and Disease Research,  

Rudolf Jaenisch, MD, Whitehead Institute of Biomedical Research, MIT
Regency Ballroom

10:00 AM  10:15 AM Break Regency Foyer
10:15 AM 12:15 PM SESSION 3: Schwann Cells and Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors Regency Ballroom
12:15 PM   1:00 PM KEYNOTE 4: Douglas Lowy, MD, Deputy Director, National Cancer Institute (NCI) Regency Ballroom

Pick up Lunch
1:00 PM    3:00 PM SESSION 4A CONCURRENT: NF2 Basic Research Diplomat Ballroom
1:00 PM   3:00 PM SESSION 4B CONCURRENT: NF1 Basic Research Regency Ballroom
3:00 PM   3:15 PM Break Diplomat/Regency
3:15 PM 4:30 PM SESSION 5A CONCURRENT: Atypical Neurofibroma and MPNST Regency Ballroom
3:15 PM 4:30 PM SESSION 5B CONCURRENT: Emerging Role of LZTR1 in Schwannomatosis Diplomat Ballroom
4:30 PM   6:30 PM Poster Session I - Basic Science Ambassador Ballroom/Birdcage Walk
6:30 PM   Dinner on your own
6:30 PM 9:00 PM International Schwannomatosis Collaborators’ Dinner
8:30 PM 10:30 PM Cocktail Reception at New Heights Restaurant (all welcome) New Heights Restaurant

SU
N

D
AY

 
JU

NE
 8

SA
TU

RD
AY

 
JU

NE
 7

4:00 PM 6:00 PM Registration West Registration Desk

6:30 AM 8:00 AM Breakfast Diplomat Ballroom
7:30 AM 8:30 AM Optional Sunrise Session - Schwannomatosis Palladian Room
8:30 AM 9:30 AM KEYNOTE 5: NRG1/Erb – Signalling in Schwann Cells – Klaus Nave, PhD, Max 

Planck Research Institute
Regency Ballroom

9:30 AM 10:45 AM SESSION 6A CONCURRENT: Select Abstract Presentations - Clinical Science Diplomat Ballroom
9:30 AM 10:45 AM SESSION 6B CONCURRENT: Select Abstract Presentations - Basic Science Regency Ballroom
10:45 AM 11:00 AM Break Regency/Diplomat
11:00 AM 1:00 PM SESSION 7A CONCURRENT: Rare Diseases in NF1 – Bone and Vasculopathy Regency Ballroom
11:00 AM   1:00 PM SESSION 7B CONCURRENT: NF2 and Schwannomatosis Diplomat Ballroom
1:00 PM 4:00 PM Free Time
1:10 PM 4:00 PM Optional Satellite Session: NF1 Behavior and Cognition Workshop Congressional
2:00 PM 4:00 PM Optional Satellite Session:  Innovative Business Opportunities for NF Diplomat Ballroom
4:00 PM   6:00 PM Poster Session II - Clinical Birdcage Walk/Ambassador Ballroom
6:00 PM 7:30 PM Light Buffet Dinner annd Keynote Regency Ballroom
6:30 PM 7:30 PM KEYNOTE 6: Targeted Therapies for Pediatric Low Grade Gliomas – Charles Stiles, 

PhD, Harvard University
Regency Ballroom

8:00 PM 9:45 PM SESSION 8: Provocative session with past von Recklinghausen Award Winners  
and presentation of 2014 FVR Award

Regency Ballroom

9:45 PM 11:00 PM Cocktail Reception Regency Ballroom

M
O

N
D

AY
 

JU
NE

 9

7:00 AM 8:30 AM Breakfast Diplomat Ballroom
8:30 AM 9:30 AM KEYNOTE 7: Translational Research Model – Kevin Shannon, MD, UCSF Regency Ballroom
9:30 AM 10:30 AM SESSION 9: Models, Mechanisms and Therapeutics Regency Ballroom
10:30 AM 10:45 AM Break Regency Foyer
10:45 AM 12:45 PM SESSION 10: Preclinical and Clinical Trial Update Regency Ballroom
12:45 PM 1:00 PM Closing Remarks - Conference Co-Chairs Regency Ballroom

TU
ES

D
AY

JU
NE

 1
0

SCHEDULE
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IMPORTANT NOTES
Important Notes to Chairs, Speakers & Poster Presenters

Important Notes to Speakers, Chairs & Poster Presenters

NOTE TO SPEAKERS

• Bring your slides to the meeting on a flash drive. DO NOT bring your own laptop. You will be notified by Foundation staff at registration as to when to 
bring your slides to the audiovisual staff.

• Be available by the podium 30 minutes before the start of the session in which you are speaking to understand audiovisual setup and make sure your 
slideshow is running smoothly.

• Check your time allotment on the agenda. Be prepared to complete your talk in the time-frame given on the agenda.
• If you run over time, you may be ‘cut off’ briefly summarize what you see as the key ‘take home’ points of the session.

NOTE TO SESSION CHAIRS

• Please stand by the podium 30 minutes before start of session you are chairing to ensure speakers have arrived, go through audiovisual setup, etc.
• It is your responsibility to convene your session PROMPTLY per the schedule.
• Introduce speakers by name and affiliation; and whether they are keynotes, invited speakers or selected abstract speakers. If they are CTF awardees 

(indicated on the agenda), please mention so in the introduction.
• Introduce the keynote speaker in more detail, by current affiliation, career, etc. (Their biosketch can be found on their abstract page.)
• It is your responsibility to keep your speakers ON TIME. Visual prompts (clock, lights) will be given; you are also encouraged to give a 3-minute 

warning.
• When fielding questions from the audience, have the audience member identify him/herself, and ensure they speak into a microphone.
• At the close of the session, please briefly summarize what you see as the key ‘take home’ points of the session.

PREPARING A SUMMARY OF YOUR SESSION

The meeting co-chairs will be assembling a report from the Conference that can translate into a publication after the meeting. Session co-chair(s) are requested 
to collaborate on providing a one to two page summary of your session. This should be succinct but sufficiently comprehensive to be meaningful. You are 
encouraged to liaise with your session speakers in putting this together. If there are critical references you want to mention please include the citation for the 
reference. 

NOTE TO POSTER PRESENTERS

• Posters will be on display throughout the Conference from Friday, June 8th to Tuesday, June 12th 
• Even number (Clinical) poster presenters will need to stand by their posters on Sunday (June 10th) 1:10 – 3:00 PM. 
• Odd number (Basic Research) poster presenters will need to stand by their posters on Monday (June 11th)  

8:30 – 10:00 PM. 
• Pushpins will be provided! 
• Posters can be set-up on Friday, June 10th; it should be on display for the entire duration of the Conference

Questions?
Please contact a Foundation staff member!
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AGENDA
Friday · June 6, 2014

Saturday · June 7, 2014

3:00 PM 6:00 PM Registration

7:00 AM 8:00 AM Breakfast for Educational Symposium Attendees Empire Foyer

7:00 AM Registration West Registration Desk

8:00 AM 12:15 PM EDUCATIONAL SYMPOSIUM PART I (Satellite Meeting) Empire Ballroom

(An Optional session - open to all registered attendeees)

8:00 AM 8:05 AM Welcome and Goals for the Session, D. Bradley Welling, MD, PhD,  
Chief of Otolaryngology, Harvard/MEEI, MGH

8:00 AM 8:50 AM Schwannomatosis

8:05 AM 8:35 AM Surgical Procedures, Allan Belzberg, MD, Dir. Peripheral Nerve Center, Assoc. Prof. of 
Neurological Surgery, Johns Hopkins Univ. Hospital

8:35 AM 8:50 AM Pain Management in Schwannomatosis, Gary J. Brenner, MD, PhD, Dir. MGH Pain 
Medicine Fellows

8:50 AM 10:50 AM NF2

8:50 AM 9:15 AM NF2 Treatment Paradigms, D. Bradley Welling, MD, PhD, Chief of Otolaryngology, 
Harvard/MEEI, MGH

9:15 AM 9:40 AM Update on NF2 Clinical Trials, Joni Doherty, MD, PhD, Shohet Ear Associates, Newport 
Beach, CA

9:40 AM 10:05 AM Auditory Brainstem Implants, Daniel Lee, MD, Harvard, MEEI

10:05 AM 10:30 AM Surgical Update, Derald Brackmann, MD, House Research Institute

10:30 AM 10:50 AM Highlights from NF2 SOA Meeting, Scott Plotkin, MD, PhD, Dir., Neurofibromatosis 
Clinic, Massachusetts General Hospital

10:50 AM 11:05 AM Break Empire Foyer

11:05 AM 11:55 AM EDUCATIONAL SYMPOSIUM PART II Empire Ballroom

NF1

Autism Spectrum Disorder, Maria Acosta, MD, Clinical Director, Gilbert Family 
Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Medical Center; Shruti Garg, PhD, 
University of Manchester, UK

11:55 AM 12:35 PM PATIENT EMPOWERMENT Empire Ballroom

Suzanne Schrandt, JD, Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI)

12:45 PM 1:00 PM 2014 NF CONFERENCE BEGINS Regency Ballroom

WELCOME REMARKS 

CTF President and CSO Annette Bakker, PhD

Conference Co-chairs: Yuan Zhu, PhD, Children’s National Medical  
Center; D. Bradley Welling, MD, PhD, Massachusetts General  
Hospital/Harvard University

1:00 PM 2:00 PM KEYNOTE 1: Genomics Regency Ballroom

James Gusella, PhD, Harvard University
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AGENDA
Saturday · June 7, 2014

2:00 PM 4:00 PM SESSION 1: Cognition and Motor Function in NF1 Regency Ballroom

Chairs: Kathryn North, MD, Murdoch Children’s Research Institute,  
AUS; Aaron Schindeler, PhD, Kids’ Research Institute/Children’s  
Hospital, Westmead, AUS

Cognitive

2:00 PM 2:30 PM Recent Advances in the NF1 Cognitive and Motor Phenotype, Kathryn North, MD, 
Murdoch Children’s Research Institute

2:30 PM 2:55 PM The Mechanisms Underlying Loss and Reduction in Neurofibromin Expression in NF1-
Associated Brain Pathologies (pg. 36), Yuan Zhu, PhD, Children’s National Medical Center

2:55 PM 3:20 PM Reversing Cognitive Deficits Associated with NF1:  Leveraging Mechanism to Devise 
Multiple Strategies to Intervene in Adults (pg. 32), Alcino Silva, MD, UCLA

Motor Function

3:20 PM 3:40 PM Motor Proficiency in NF1 (pg. 34), David Stevenson, MD, University of Utah

3:40 PM 4:00 PM
Preclinical Models of NF1 Muscle Deficiency Show Impaired Muscle Function and 
Metabolism (pg. 30),  Aaron Schindeler, PhD, Kids’ Research Institute/Children’s 
Hospital, Westmead, AUS

4:00 PM 4:15 PM Break Regency Foyer

4:15 PM 6:15 PM SESSION 2: NF2 Signaling Regency Ballroom

Session Chairs: Duojia Pan, PhD, Johns Hopkins University; Filippo Giancotti, MD, PhD, 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering

Disruption of the Merlin-Hippo Signaling Network in NF2 Mutant Tumors (pg. 24), 
Filippo Giancotti, MD, PhD, Memorial Sloan-Kettering

Molecular Events as a Result of NF2 Inactivation (pg. 26), Joseph Kissil, PhD, Scripps 
Institute

Investigating the role of Nf2 in the early embryo (pg. 21), Katie Cockburn, Sick Kids 
Hospital, Canada

A Molecular Link between NF2 and Hippo Signaling (pg. 29), Duojia Pan, PhD, Johns 
Hopkins University

6:30 PM 7:30 PM Special Poster Session Birdcage Walk/Ambassador 
BallroomPoster Session for NF Forum attendees

8:00 PM 10:00 PM KEYNOTE 2 AND DINNER FOR CONFERENCE & FORUM ATTENDEES Regency Ballroom

Keynote #2:  Special Keynote Address by Francis Collins, MD, PhD, Director, NIH

Sunday · June 8, 2014

7:30 AM 9:00 AM Breakfast Diplomat Ballroom

8:00 AM 9:00 AM Optional Sunrise Session - “Meet the Experts” Palladian Room

Nancy Ratner, PhD, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital; Vincent Riccardi, MD, The 
Neurofibromatosis Institute; Rosalie Ferner, MD, Guy’s Hospital, UK

9:00 AM 10:00 AM KEYNOTE 3: IPS CELL TECHNOLOGY, GENE EDITING  
AND DISEASE RESEARCH (pg. 25)

Regency Ballroom

Rudolf Jaenisch, MD, Whitehead Institute of Biomedical Research, MIT
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AGENDA
Sunday · June 8, 2014

10:15 AM 12:15 PM SESSION 3: Schwann Cells and Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors Regency Ballroom

Session Chairs: Alison Lloyd, PhD, University College London;  
Helen Morrison, PhD, Leibniz Institute for Age Research

10:15 AM 10:35 AM Introduction to Schwann Cell Pathologies Associated with NF1 (pg. 34), Stemmer-
Rachamimov, MD, Harvard/MGH

10:35 AM 11:00 AM The Control of Peripheral Nerve Repair by Merlin (pg. 29), David Parkinson, PhD, 
University of Plymouth, UK

11:00 AM 11:25 AM Cell-extrinsic Regulation of Schwann Cell Activity in NF2 (pg. 27),  
Helen Morrison, PhD, Leibniz Institute for Age Research

11:25 AM 11:50 AM Parallels Between Schwann Cell Regenerative Behavior and Tumor Formation in NF1 
Tumourigenesis (pg. 26), Alison Lloyd, PhD, University College London, UK

11:50 AM 12:15 PM Schwann Cells of NF1-Related Neurofibroma and MPNST (pg. 27), Lu Le, MD, PhD, 
UT Southwestern

12:15 PM 1:00 PM KEYNOTE 4 Regency Ballroom

Douglas Lowy, MD, Deputy Director, National Cancer Institute

Pick up Lunch Regency/Diplomat

1:00 PM 3:00 PM SESSION 4A CONCURRENT: NF2 Basic Research Diplomat Ballroom

Session Chair: Long-Sheng Chang, PhD, Nationwide Children’s Hospital and The Ohio 
State University

1:00 PM 1:25 PM Opposing Roles of Merlin during Development and Tumorigenesis (pg. 20), Long-
Sheng Chang, PhD, Nationwide Children’s Hospital and The Ohio State University

1:25 PM 1:50 PM Rational Targeting of Protein Kinases in NF2-Deficient Meningioma (pg. 20), 
Jonathan Chernoff, PhD, Fox Chase Cancer Center

1:50 PM 2:15 PM Update on High-Content Screening Campaign for NF2 (pg. 30),  
Cristina Fernandez-Valle, PhD, University of Central Florida

2:15 PM 2:40 PM Kinome Screen of NF2-Deficient, Disease Relevant Human Cells (pg. 31),  
Vijaya Ramesh, PhD, Harvard University

2:40 PM 3:00 PM Proteomic Analysis of Merlin Interactions (pg. 25), Robert Hennigan, Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center

1:00 PM 3:00 PM SESSION 4B CONCURRENT: NF1 Basic Research Regency Ballroom

Session Chair: Yuan Zhu, PhD, Children’s National Medical Center

1:00 PM 1:25 PM The Use of Murine Models to Identify Novel Molecular Targets to Treat Plexiform 
Neurofibromas (pg. 21), Wade Clapp, MD, University of Indiana

1:25 PM 1:50 PM Targeted degradation of NF1 by SAG-Cul1-FBXW7E3 ubiquitin ligase upon 
phosphorylation by ERK (pg. 35), Yi Sun, MD, PhD, University of Michigan

1:50 PM 2:15 PM Interaction of KDM5D and CDCA7L regulates gliomagenesis in males (pg. 31), 
Karlyne Reilly, PhD, National Cancer Institute

2:15 PM 2:30 PM Creating nonsense NF1 mouse model to develop new therapeutic interventions  
(pg. 27), Kairong Li, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Department of Genetics

2:30 PM 2:55 PM Defining Key Signaling Nodes, Therapies and Biomarkers in NF1-Mutant Cancers 
(pg. 20), Karen Cichowski, PhD, Harvard University

3:00 PM 3:15 PM Break Diplomat/Regency

10:00 AM 10:15 AM Break Regency Ballroom
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AGENDA
Sunday · June 8, 2014

3:15 PM 4:30 PM SESSION 5A CONCURRENT: Atypical Neurofibroma and MPNST Regency Ballroom

Co-Chairs: Eric Legius, MD, University of Leuwen; Rosalie Ferner,  
MD, Guy’s Hospital, London

3:15 PM 3:30 PM Atypical neurofibromas – Clinical and PET features of atypical neurofibromas  
(pg. 24), Rosalie Ferner, MD, Guy’s Hospital, London

3:30 PM 3:45 PM Pathology of atypical neurofibromas and MPNST (pg. 34), Anat Stemmer-
Rachamimov, MD, Harvard University

3:45 PM 4:15 PM Molecular biology of atypical neurofibromas (pg. 34), Eric Legius, MD, University of 
Leuwen; Douglas R. Stewart, MD, National Cancer Institute

4:15 PM 4:30 PM
Loss of PRC2 amplifies Ras-driven transcription and sensitizes MPNSTs to 
bromodomain inhibitor-based combination therapies (pg. 23), Thomas DeRaedt, PhD, 
Harvard University

3:15 PM 4:30 PM SESSION 5B CONCURRENT: Emerging Role of LZTR1 in 
Schwannomatosis

Diplomat Ballroom

Chair: Ludwine Messiaen, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham

3:15 PM 3:40 PM
Germline loss-of-function mutations in LZTR1 predispose to an inherited disorder 
of multiple schwannomas (pg. 30), Arkadiusz Piotrowski, PhD, University of Gdansk, 
Poland

3:40 PM 4:00 PM The LZTR1 ubiquitin ligase as new tumor suppressor gene in neural cancer (pg. 25), 
Antonio Iavarone, MD, Columbia University, New York, USA

4:00 PM 4:15 PM Mutations in LZTR1 add to the complex heterogeneity of schwannomatosis (pg. 33), 
Miriam Smith, PhD, University of Manchester, UK

4:15 PM 4:30 PM Expanding the Mutational Spectrum of LZTR1 in Schwannomatosis (pg. 29),  
Laura Papi, PhD, University of Florence, Italy

4:30 PM 6:30 PM Poster Session I - Basic Science Ambassador Ballroom/
Birdcage Walk

Wine and cheese to be served.

6:30 PM 8:30 PM Dinner on Your Own

6:30 PM 9:00 PM International Schwannomatosis Collaborators’ Dinner

Dinner is open - for more information and to register, contact Amanda Bergner at 
abergne1@jhmi.edu. 

8:30 PM 10:30 PM Cocktail Reception at New Heights Restaurant (all welcome) New Heights Restaurant

Monday · June 9, 2014

7:00 AM 8:30 AM Breakfast Diplomat Ballroom

7:30 AM 8:30 AM Optional Sunrise Session - Schwannomatosis Palladian Room

Panelists: Allan Belzberg, MD, Johns Hopkins University; Jaishri Blakeley, MD, Johns 
Hopkins University; Scott Plotkin, MD, PhD, Harvard/MGH

8:30 AM 9:30 AM KEYNOTE 5: NRG1/ErbB Signalling in Schwann cells (pg. 28) Regency Ballroom

Klaus Nave, PhD, Max Planck Research Institute
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AGENDA
Monday · June 9, 2014

9:30 AM 10:45 AM SESSION 6A CONCURRENT: Select Abstract Presentations - Clinical 
Science

Diplomat Ballroom

9:30 AM 9:45 AM
Identification and management of lesions concerning for transformation to malignant 
peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) in neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1), Sucharita 
Bhaumik, MD, National Cancer Institute and Children’s National Medical Center

9:45 AM 10:00 AM Acceptance and commitment therapy for chronic pain:  a pilot study of adolescents 
with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), Staci Martin, PhD, National Cancer Institute

10:00 AM 10:15 AM
Cancer incidence and mortality of NF1 patients:  a total population study in Finland, 
1987-2001, Juha Peltonen, MD, PhD, Department of Cell Biology and Anatomy, 
University of Turku, Finland

10:15 AM 10:30 AM
Resiliency training for patients with NF1, NF2 and Schwannomatosis:  results from 
a pilot clinical trial, Ana-Maria Vranceanu, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital, 
Harvard Medical School

10:30 AM 10:45 AM
Growth patterns and predictors of plexiform neurofibroma (PN) growth in patients 
with neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1) based on volumetric Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI analysis), Srivandana Akshintala, MBBS, MPH, National Cancer Institute

9:30 AM 10:45 AM SESSION 6B CONCURRENT: Select Abstract Presentations - Basic 
Science

Regency Ballroom

9:30 AM 9:45 AM
NF1 Mice Demonstrate Impaired Long-Range Functional Connectivity in Active and 
Passive fMRI Studies, Ben Shofty, MD, The Kahn Laboratory, Rappaport Faculty of 
Medicine, Technion, the Gilbert Israeli NF Center, Tel-Aviv Medical Center

9:45 AM 10:00 AM
Abnormal Unipolar Brush Cell Differentiation and Migration May Underlie NF1-
associated Motor Defects, Yuan Wang, University of Michigan Medical School, , The 
Gilbert Family Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Medical Center

10:00 AM 10:15 AM
MET Activation in the Context of NF1 Loss-of-Heterozygosity Results in Enhanced 
Tumorigenesis in a Novel Murine Model of NF1, Jacqueline Peacock, PhD, Van Andel 
Institute, Grand Rapids, MI

10:15 AM 10:30 AM
STAT3 Activates  β-Catenin Signaling to Drive NF1 Neurofibroma Initiation, Jianqiang 
Wu, MD, MSc, Cancer and Blood Diseases Institute, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, 
University of Cincinnati

10:30 AM 10:45 AM Identifying New Targets Downstream of mTORC1 for the Treatment of MPNSTs, 
Rebecca Lock, PhD, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School

10:45 AM 11:00 AM Break Regency/Diplomat

11:00 AM 1:00 PM SESSION 7A CONCURRENT: Rare Diseases in NF1-Vasculopathy, 
Bone and Pheochromocytoma

Regency Ballroom

Chairs: David Viskochil, MD, PhD, University of Utah; Elizabeth Schorry, MD, Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital

11:00 AM 11:10 AM Pitfalls of Clinical Trials for NF1 Bone Disease, Elizabeth Schorry, MD, Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital

11:10 AM 11:35 AM Surgical Approach to NF1 Orthopedic Manifestations, B. Stephens Richards, MD, 
Texas Scottish Rite Hospital, Dallas

11:35 AM 11:50 AM

Combined Anabolic/Anti-catabolic Preclinical therapeutic interventions for the 
treatment of impaired fracture healing in NF1 (pg. 22), Nikita Deo, BMed Sci Hons I, 
Kid’s Research Institute, Children’s Hospital at Westmead/University of Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

11:50 AM 12:15 PM Neurofibromin, via its RAS-GAP Activity, Regulates Pyrophosphate Homeostasis and 
Bone Matrix Mineralization (pg. 23), Florent Elefteriou, PhD, Vanderbilt University
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AGENDA
Monday · June 9, 2014

12:15 PM 12:30 PM
Controlled Local Delivery of Trametinib Combined to rhBMP2 Promotes Osteoblast 
Differentiation and Bone Healing in NF1Osx

 -/- Mice (pg. 21), B. Jean de la Croix Ndong, 
PhD, Vanderbilt University

12:30 PM 12:55 PM Cerebrovascular Disease in NF1 (pg. 35), Nicole Ullrich, MD, PhD, Boston Children’s 
Hospital/Harvard University

12:55 PM 1:00 PM Wrap-up

11:00 AM 1:00 PM SESSION 7B CONCURRENT: NF2 and Schwannomatosis Diplomat Ballroom

Chairs: D. Bradley Welling, MD, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard 
University;  D. Gareth Evans, MD, University of Manchester, UK

Meningioma risks in NF2 (pg. 26), Michel Kalamarides, MD,PhD, Universite Marie et 
Pierre Curie, Paris

Broadening the SMARCE1 phenotype (pg. 33), Miriam Smith, PhD, University of 
Manchester, UK

SMARCB1 Mutations in Schwannomatosis and genotype correlations with Rhabdoid 
tumours (pg. 24), D. Gareth Evans, MD, University of Manchester, UK

1:10 PM 4:00 PM Optional Satellite Session - NF1 Behavior and Cognition Workshop Congressional

2:00 PM 4:00 PM Optional Satellite Session - Innovative Business Opportunities for 
NF

Diplomat Ballroom

2:00 PM 3:00 PM Presentation of CTF Business Model, Annette Bakker, CTF President and CSO

Presentation of NF Market Model, David Lapidus, Principal, LapidusData LLC

3:00 PM 4:00 PM Panel Discussion

Moderated by: Randall Stanicky, RBC Managing Director, Global Equity Research - 
Specialty Pharmaceuticals

Innovative models are applied in industry to better match patient needs with 
business opportunities, Mark DeSouza, PhD, CEO, desouzatech

Other successful disease foundations have adopted business models that efficiently 
translate research findings into clinical benefit, Margaret Anderson, Executive 
Director, FasterCures

There is a well-defined clinical need and a path to approval for NF - REiNS 
(Response Evaluation in Neurofibromatosis and Schwannomatosis), Scott Plotkin, 
MD, PhD, Director Neurofibromatosis Clinic, Massachusetts General Hospital and 
Chairperson, REiNS

It is possible to make a business case for NF, David Lapidus, Principal, LapidusData 
LLC

Companies have interest in NF, Gideon Bollag, PhD, CEO, Plexxikon

The investor’s position on rare disease and NF, Sara Nayeem, MD, Principal, New 
Enterprise Associates

4:00 PM 6:00 PM Poster Session II - Clinical Birdcage Walk/Ambassador 
Ballroom

Wine and cheese to be served.

6:00 PM 7:30 PM LIGHT BUFFET DINNER AND KEYNOTE Regency Ballroom
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9:15 PM 9:25 PM Vincent Riccardi, MD, The Neurofibromatosis Institute

9:25 PM 9:45 PM

Discussion moderated by Luis Parada, PhD 
Nancy Ratner, PhD, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, David Gutmann, MD, PhD, 
Washington University, D. Gareth Evans, MD, University of Manchester, UK,
Brigitte Widemann, MD, NIH, Vic Ricciardi, MD, The Neurofibromatosis Institute

9:45 PM 11:00 PM Cocktail Reception Regency Ballroom

AGENDA
Monday · June 9, 2014

Tuesday · June 10, 2014

7:00 AM 8:30 AM Breakfast Diplomat Ballroom

8:30 AM 9:30 AM KEYNOTE 7: Translational Research Model Regency Ballroom

Kevin Shannon, MD, UC San Francisco

9:30 AM 10:30 AM SESSION 9: Models, Mechanisms and Therapeutics Regency Ballroom

Chair: Luis Parada, PhD, University of Texas Southwestern; Marco Giovannini, MD, PhD, UCLA

9:30 AM 10:00 AM NF1 Mouse Models, Luis Parada, PhD, University of Texas Southwestern

10:00 AM 10:30 AM NF2 Mouse Models, Arkadiusz Piotrowski, Marco Giovannini, MD, PhD, UCLA

10:30 AM 10:45 AM Break Regency Ballroom

10:45 AM 12:45 AM SESSION 10: Preclinical and Clinical Trial Update Regency Ballroom

Chair: Roger Packer, MD, Children’s National Medical Center; Kevin Shannon, MD, UCSF

10:45 AM 11:25 AM Update on Preclinical Testing (pg. 32), Kevin Shannon, MD, UCSF

11:25 AM 12:05 PM Translational Trials Update (pg. 28), Roger Packer, MD, Children’s National Medical Center

12:05 PM 12:45 PM
Update on the NCI Phase I Trial of AZD6244 for NF1 Related Plexiform 
Neurofibromas and on SARC Trials Directed at Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath 
Tumors (MPNST) (pg. 36), Brigitte Widemann, MD, NIH

12:45 PM 1:00 PM CLOSING REMARKS - CONFERENCE CO-CHAIRS Regency Ballroom

6:30 PM 7:30 PM KEYNOTE 6: TARGETED THERAPIES FOR PEDIATRIC LOW-GRADE 
ASTROCYTOMAS (pg. 35)

Regency Ballroom

Charles Stiles, PhD, Harvard University

8:00 PM 9:45 PM SESSION 8: Provacative Session with past Von Recklinghausen 
Award Winners

Regency Ballroom

Co-Chairs: Nancy Ratner, PhD, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital; Brigitte Widemann, MD, NIH

NF1 Lab Research

8:00 PM 8:25 PM Nancy Ratner, PhD, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital; David Gutmann, MD, PhD, 
Washington University

8:25 PM 8:50 PM David Gutmann, MD, PhD, Washington University

8:50 PM 8:55PM Presentation of 2014 Friedrich von Rechlinghausen Award - recipient D. Gareth 
Evans, MD, University of Manchester, UK

Perspectives and Challenges

8:55 PM 9:15 PM D. Gareth Evans, MD, University of Manchester, UK
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NF Conference Chairs
BIOS

Yuan Zhu, PhD, The Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Medical Center

Dr. Yuan Zhu is Gilbert Family Professor of Neurofibromatosis Research, and serves as Scientific Director in the Gilbert 
Neurofibromatosis Institute at the Children’s National Medical Center at Washington D.C. Dr. Zhu obtained his Ph.D. at the University of 
Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas in 2000, was Assistant Professor from 2003 to 2010, and Associate Professor with tenure 
from 2010 to 2013 in the Departments of Internal Medicine and Cell & Developmental Biology at the University of Michigan Medical 

School. Dr. Zhu has contributed significantly to the current understanding of the cellular and mechanism underlying the pathogenesis of NF1-associated 
diseases, the role of tumor suppressor genes in normal development and brain tumorigenesis. Dr. Zhu received a number of awards including Biological 
Sciences Scholars Program (BSSP) Scholar from the University of Michigan, General Motors Cancer Research Scholars Program Scholar, Paul Daniel 
Bogart Leadership Chair of Research from Brain Tumor Society, American Cancer Society Research Scholar and Gilbert Family Endowed Chair.

D. Bradley Welling, MD, PhD, Harvard University, Massachusetts General Hospital, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary

Until early 2014, Dr. Welling served as department Chairman at The Ohio State University Eye and Ear Institute, where he served in 
multiple capacities since 1989. He was appointed Professor of Speech and Hearing and Professor of Otolaryngology in 2000 and took 
over leadership of the department in 2005. In 2014, Dr. Welling was appointed the Walter Augustus LeCompte Professor and Chair, 
Department of Otology and Laryngology, Harvard University, Boston, MA and in March of this year, he officially assumed his new 

position as Chief of Otolaryngology at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, and as Chief of Otolaryngology at Massachusetts General Hospital.  

Dr. Welling earned his bachelor of arts and his doctor of medicine at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City. He completed his residency in 
Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery at the University of Iowa and a fellowship in Otology, Neurotology and Skull Base Surgery at the Ear 
Foundation in Nashville, Tennessee. Dr. Welling has a doctorate in Pathobiology from The Ohio State University.
 
Dr. Welling currently serves as a member of the Residency Review Committee for the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education co-
chaired by Dr. Michael Cunningham. He is a Director of the American Board of Otolaryngology and is the President-elect of the American Otologic 
Society. Dr. Welling’s research involves basic and translational studies on Neurofibromatosis type 2-associated tumors, for which he was awarded 
the Edmund Prince Fowler Award by the Triological Society.
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BIOS
Keynote Speakers

KEYNOTE 1: James Gusella, PhD, Harvard University
                                              
Dr. Gusella’s laboratory is currently pursuing collaborative studies at all stages of the genetic research cycle aimed at discovering 
genes that cause, predispose to or modify neurological and behavioral disorders or caused abnormal development in subjects 
with balanced chromosomal aberrations and developmental phenotypes, delineating mechanisms of pathogenesis in Huntington’s 
disease, Parkinson’s disease, neurofibromatosis, and autism and exploring the potential mechanism-based treatments. As one of 

the two discoverers of the NF2 gene, Dr. Gusella has recently undertaken a large-scale genomic approaches to study neurologic diseases. He will 
provide a great insight and perspective on how to investigate disease mechanisms in the era of genomics. 

KEYNOTE 2: Francis S. Collins, MD, PhD, Director, National Institutes of Health
                                       
Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D. is the Director of the National Institutes of Health (NIH).  In that role he oversees the work of the largest 
supporter of biomedical research in the world, spanning the spectrum from basic to clinical research. Dr. Collins is a physician-
geneticist noted for his landmark discoveries of disease genes and his leadership of the international Human Genome Project, which 
culminated in April 2003 with the completion of a finished sequence of the human DNA instruction book. He served as director of the 

National Human Genome Research Institute at the NIH from 1993-2008. Before coming to the NIH, Dr. Collins was a Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
investigator at the University of Michigan. He is an elected member of the Institute of Medicine and the National Academy of Sciences, was awarded the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom in November 2007, and received the National Medal of Science in 2009.

KEYNOTE 3: Rudolph Jaenisch, MD, Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research and MIT
                                       
Dr. Rudolf Jaenisch is Professor of Biology at the Whitehead Institute and the Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. He has generated the first transgenic mice carrying exogenous DNA in the germ line and was the first to use insertional 
mutagenesis for identifying genes crucial for embryonic development.  Perhaps his most fundamental contributions have been in the 
study of epigenetic processes during development.  In particular he showed that methylation of DNA plays important roles in gene 

expression, imprinting and X-inactivation as well as in diseases such as cancer and mental retardation.  His work has focused on mammalian cloning 
and has defined some of the molecular mechanisms that are crucial for the nuclear reprogramming.  More recently he is using direct reprogramming of 
somatic cells to generate “induced Pluripotent Stem” (iPS) cells in the culture dish. These cells are relevant to establish an in vitro system to study major 
human diseases and eventually to derive cells that could be used for “customized” therapy.

KEYNOTE 4: Douglas Lowy, MD, Deputy Director, National Cancer Institute

Douglas Lowy is chief of the Laboratory of Cellular Oncology in the Center for Cancer Research at the National Cancer Institute (NCI), 
National Institutes of Health. He is also a deputy director of the NCI, deputy director of the Center for Cancer Research, and acting 
director of CSSI at NCI. Doug’s growth regulation research includes prior studies that established the importance of the ras gene family 
in cancer and the main mechanisms by which the NF1 tumor suppressor gene regulates normal cell growth. His growth regulation 

research is now focused primarily on the DLC family of tumor suppressor genes and their mechanism of action. Doug is a member of the National 
Academy of Sciences (NAS) and a member of the Institute of Medicine of the NAS. 

KEYNOTE 5: Klaus-Armin Nave, PhD, Max Planck Institute of Experimental Medicine, Gottingen, Germany
                                       
Klaus-Armin Nave obtained a Ph.D. in Neuroscience from UCSD in 1987, following graduate work with Floyd Bloom at the Scripps 
Clinic and Research Foundation. After postdoctoral training at the Salk Institute with Greg Lemke, he became an independent Group 
Leader at the Center for Molecular Biology Heidelberg (ZMBH) in 1991. He was promoted to Professor of Biology at the University 
of Heidelberg (1998) and recruited by the Max Planck Society in 1999 to direct the Department of Neurogenetics at the MPI of 

Experimental Medicine in Göttingen. His research focusses on mechanisms of neuron-glia signaling and myelination, glial support of axonal energy 
metabolism, and transgenic models of neuro-psychiatric diseases.
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BIOS
Keynote Speakers (cont.)

KEYNOTE 6: Charles Stiles, PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute/Harvard Medical School
                                              
Dr. Charles Stiles is Co-Chair of the Department of Cancer Biology, Deputy Director of Mahoney Center for Neuro Oncology, and 
Associate Director for Basic Science at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and Harvard Medical School. Dr. Stiles also serves as a 
member of Scientific Advisory Board for the Medical Foundation, the Brain Tumor Society and the Sontag Foundation. Dr. Stiles is 
a pioneer and leader in brain cancer research, who employs the insights into molecular biology of normal brain development to 

identify the treatment for primary brain cancers. Dr. Stiles discovered the genes Olig1 and Olig2, which play an essential role in the development of 
glial cells in the brain. His work is highly relevant to glial pathologies seen in NF1 patients. 

KEYNOTE 7: Kevin Shannon, MD, University of California San Francisco
                                       
Kevin Shannon, MD, is the Auerback Distinguished Professor of Molecular Oncology in the Department of Pediatrics, where he 
leads the Hematopoietic Malignancies Program at the Comprehensive Cancer Center and is director of the UCSF Medical Scientist 
Training Program (MSTP). Dr. Shannon received his MD degree from Cornell University, obtained residency training in pediatrics at 
UT Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas, and completed a fellowship in pediatric hematology/oncology at UCSF. He also served 10 

years in the US Navy Medical Corps. Dr. Shannon joined the UCSF faculty in 1992. His research, which focuses on normal and leukemic hematopoiesis, 
involves interrogating human leukemia specimens and engineering mouse models to investigate the genetic and biochemical mechanisms of aberrant 
growth and using these novel reagents to discover mechanisms of drug response and resistance. Hyperactive Ras signaling and chromosome 7 
deletions in hematologic cancers are focused areas of interest, and he has discovered a number of genes that are mutated in pediatric leukemia and in 
developmental disorders. Dr. Shannon’s academic honors include membership in the American Association of Physicians, the American Academy of 
Pediatrics Award for Excellence in Research, a MERIT Award from the National Cancer Institute, and an American Cancer Society Research Professorship.
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Opposing Roles of Merlin During Development and Tumorigenesis 
Session 4A Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 1:00pm – 1:25pm

Long-Sheng Chang, PhD, Nationwide Children’s Hospital and The Ohio State University

Neurofibromatosis type 2, which predisposes individuals to the development of multiple nervous system tumors such as vestibular schwannomas, is caused by 
mutations in the NF2 tumor suppressor gene. Somatic NF2 mutations have also been detected in multiple cancer types, including breast cancer. The NF2 gene 
encodes a protein named merlin, which regulates multiple signaling pathways in several cellular compartments. Previously, we showed that NF2 is expressed in a 
variety of tissue types. During early embrogenesis, strong NF2 expression was detected in the developing brain and in regions containing migrating cells, including 
the neural tube closure. Using Nestin-CreER, we demonstrated that Nf2 inactivation during early gestation impaired neuroprogenitor cell proliferation and caused 
neural tube defects by abolishing multiple mitogenic signaling pathways in the apical surface of the ventricular zone. These results suggest a proproliferative 
role for merlin during neural development. In contrast, mice with Nf2 inactivation during mid-to-late gestation developed schwannomas at a high frequency, 
supporting merlin’s tumor suppressor function. To test whether merlin exhibits opposing roles during development and tumorigenesis in another epithelial cell 
type, we inactivated Nf2 in the mammary gland, which normally undergoes major postnatal development. We found that Nf2 inactivation in luminal epithelial cells 
during mid-to-late pregnancy using Wap1-Cre and during early pregnancy using Blg-Cre markedly decreased cell proliferation, leading to impaired lobuloalveolar 
morphogenesis. This decreased cell proliferation was mediated by reduced levels of estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, phospho-Jak2, and phospho-Stat5 
in the nucleus. Intriguingly, Nf2-deficient luminal epithelial cells underwent precocious apoptosis and exhibited elevated phospho-Src and phospho-Stat3 during 
pregnancy. However, 100% of these Nf2 knockout mice developed mammary tumors following multiple gestation cycles. Similar to mouse and human NF2-
deficient schwannomas, these mammary tumors exhibited strong expression of phospho-Stat3, suggesting a role for merlin in regulating Stat3 signaling. The 
decreased cell proliferation during development and tumor formation at later stages due to Nf2 loss in neural and mammary epithelial cells imply that merlin either 
inhibits or supports cell proliferation depending on the biological context.
  
Full List Authors: Long-Sheng Chang, PhD,1,2,3 Elena M. Akhmametyeva, MD, PhD,1,2 Jie Huang, MD, PhD,1,2 Sarah S. Burns, BA1,3, D. Bradley Welling, MD, PhD3,4

1Nationwide Children’s Hospital and Depts. of 2Pediatrics and 3Otolaryngology, The Ohio State Univ., and 4Massachusetts Eye and Ear Inst., MGH and Harvard Med. Sch.

Funding: CTF, Advocure NF2, and the Department of Defense.  We sincerely thank Dr. Marco Giovannini for Nf2flox/flox mice.

Rational Targeting of Protein Kinases in NF2-Deficient Meningioma 
Session 4A Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 1:25pm – 1:50pm

Jonathan Chernoff, MD, PhD, Fox Chase Cancer Center

While the general function of the Merlin protein is known, this knowledge has not yet translated into useful therapeutic approaches to patients with NF2. One of the 
best-established functions of wild-type Merlin is to bind and inactivate p21-activated kinases (Paks), suggesting that inhibiting these enzymes might be a useful 
strategy in NF2. We therefore used genetic and pharmacologic approaches to determine the effects of Pak inhibition in a model of NF2-deficient meningioma. We 
found that regulated knockdown of either Pak1 or Pak2 significantly reduced the growth of NF2-null malignant meningioma cells in an orthotopic xenograft model, 
implying that both Pak isoforms contribute to the growth of these cells. Treatment of such xenografted mice with specific small-molecule inhibitors of Pak1/2 
likewise reduced growth of both malignant and benign meningioma cells in the orthotopic xenograft model. Tumors dissected from treated animals exhibited an 
increase in apoptosis without notable change in proliferation. Collectively, these results suggest that Pak inhibitors might be useful agents in the treatment of NF2-
deficient meningiomas by impeding cell survival pathways. 

Defining Key Signaling Nodes, Therapies, and Biomarkers in NF1-Mutant Cancers
Session 4B Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 2:30pm – 2:55pm

Karen Cichowski, Genetics Division, Department of Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Ludwig Center at 
Dana-Farber/Harvard Cancer Center, Boston, MA

NF1 encodes a RAS GTPase-Activating Protein.  Accordingly, aberrant RAS activation underlies the pathogenesis of NF1-mutant cancers. Nevertheless, it 
is unclear which RAS pathway components represent optimal therapeutic targets. Given the plethora of available drugs that target these pathways we set 
out to genetically and chemically deconstruct the most important signaling nodes in NF1-mutant MPNSTs. Together with preclinical studies in a genetically 
engineered mouse tumor model, we have identified the key Ras effectors in these tumors and have developed several promising combination therapies, 
which will be discussed. Moreover we have used transcriptional profiling studies to establish a signature of effective pathway inhibition in vivo. Through 
this analysis we have identified a non-invasive biomarker of target inhibition that can be readily incorporated into clinical trials.

ABSTRACTS
Invited Speaker Abstracts
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Use of Murine Models to Identify Novel Molecular Targets to Treat Plexiform Neurofibromas
Session 4B Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 1:00pm – 1:25pm

D. Wade Clapp, MD, University of Indiana

Mutations in the NF1 tumor suppressor gene cause neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), a common, pandemic human genetic disorder affecting 
approximately 1 in 3000 persons (1). Individuals with NF1 experience multiple malignant and nonmalignant manifestations including chemotherapy 
resistant tumors termed plexiform neurofibromas, which affect 25-40% of NF1 patients producing lifelong morbidity and mortality. NF1 encodes 
neurofibromin, a GTPase activating protein (GAP) for p21ras (Ras) and with loss of neurofibromin, Ras is activated leading to uncontrolled proliferation 
(2).  Targeting Ras activation directly has been challenging given its complex post-translational modification. However, pharmacologic attenuation of 
key Ras-directed signaling pathways hold significant potential in inhibiting tumorigenesis. Attention has recently focused on receptor tyrosine kinase 
inhibitors and the Ras-Raf-Mek-Erk pathway with promising results while initial studies focusing on the Akt-mTOR pathway utilizing rapamycin have had 
less success.  To better understand the potential mechanisms underlying these clinical observations, we utilize genetically engineered murine models 
(GEMMS) to test the cellular and biochemical consequences of multiple inhibitors.  We wish to determine whether novel Akt or mTORC1/2 inhibitors may 
outperform rapamycin alone in reducing tumor burden or whether combinations with the Raf-Mek-Erk pathway inhibitors may have additive or synergistic 
effects.  In addition, studies utilizing both imaging and cellular biomarkers have been employed to identify an early response to therapy and as a means to 
identify resistance to treatment. Collectively, these GEMMs are being utilized to address questions that are challenging to conduct in patients. 
 

Investigating the Role of Nf2 in the Early Embryo 
Session 2:  Saturday, June 7, 5:15pm – 5:45pm

Katie Cockburn, PhD Candidate, University of Toronto, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, CAN

Inactivation NF2 is associated with the hereditary cancer disorder Neurofibromatosis type II, highlighting the importance of understanding the role of this tumor 
supressor in normal and diseased cells. Recent work has demonstrated that NF2 is a key component of the Hippo pathway, a signaling cascade implicated in 
growth control and tumor supression, but further work is needed to understand the relationship between NF2 and Hippo signaling in different cellular contexts. 
During mouse embryonic development, the first two lineages to be specified are the trophectoderm (TE), which will go on to form the tissues of the placenta, and 
inner cell mass (ICM), which will form the embryonic body itself. This specification event is controlled by the downstream Hippo pathway members Amot, Lats1/2 
and Yap, but a role for Nf2 in this process has not yet been identified. Here we demonstrate a novel role for Nf2 in TE/ICM segregation. Using both dominant 
negative and genetic approaches we show that Nf2 is required for active Hippo signaling in putative ICM cells of the early mouse embryo. In its absence, these 
cells display mislocalized Yap and ectopic expression of Yap target genes, resulting in the formation of excess TE at the expense of ICM and subsequent embryonic 
lethality. These data identify a previously unforseen role for Nf2 in the early embryo and indicate that the process of TE/ICM specification can be used to study the 
relationship between Nf2 and Hippo signaling in greater detail.

Controlled Local Delivery of Trametinib Combined to rBMP2 Promotes Osteoblast Differentiation and Bone 
Healing in Nf1Osx

-/- Mice 
Session 7A Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 12:15pm – 12:30pm  
Jean de la Croix Ndong, PhD, David M. Stevens, MS, Guillaume Vignaux, PhD, Sasidhar Uppuganti, MS, Daniel S. Perrien, PhD, Xiangli Yang, 
Jeffry S. Nyman, PhD, Eva Harth, PhD3 and Florent Elefteriou, PhD

Neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) is an autosomal dominant disease with an incidence of 1/3000, caused by mutations in the NF1 gene, which encodes the 
RAS/GTPase-activating protein neurofibromin. Non-bone union following fracture (pseudarthrosis) in children with NF1 remains a challenging orthopedic 
condition to treat. Recent progress in understanding the biology of neurofibromin suggested that NF1 pseudarthrosis stems primarily from defects in the 
bone mesenchymal lineage and hypersensitivity of hematopoietic cells to TGFβ. However, clinically relevant pharmacological approaches to augment bone 
union in these patients remain limited. In this study, we report the generation of a novel conditional mutant mouse line used to model NF1 pseudoarthrosis, 
in which Nf1 can be ablated in an inducible fashion in osteoprogenitors of post-natal mice, thus circumventing the dwarfism associated with previous mouse 
models where Nf1 is ablated in embryonic mesenchymal cell lineages. An ex vivo-based cell culture approach based on the use of Nf1flox/flox bone marrow 
stromal cells showed that loss of Nf1 impairs osteoprogenitor cell differentiation in a cell-autonomous manner, independent of developmental growth plate-
derived or paracrine/hormonal influences. In addition, in vitro gene expression and differentiation assays indicated that chronic ERK activation in Nf1-deficient 
osteoprogenitors blunts the pro-osteogenic property of BMP2, based on the observation that only combination treatment with BMP2 and the MEK inhibitor 
Trematinib promoted the differentiation of Nf1-deficient osteoprogenitors. The in vivo preclinical relevance of these findings was confirmed by the improved 
bone healing and callus strength observed in Nf1flox/flox mice receiving Trematinib and BMP2 released locally at the fracture site via a novel nanoparticle and 
polyglycidol (PEG)-based delivery method. Collectively, these results provide novel evidence for a cell-autonomous role of neurofibromin in osteoprogenitor 
cells and insights about a novel targeted approach for the treatment of NF1 pseudoarthrosis. 
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Combined Anabolic/Anti-catabolic Preclinical Therapeutic Interventions for the Treatment of Impaired 
Fracture Healing in NF1 

Session 7A Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 11:35am – 11:50pm

Nikita Deo, BMedSci Hons, Kid’s Research Institute, Children’s Hospital at Westmead/ University of Sydney, NSW, Australia

Congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia (CPT) is a severe orthopedic complication of Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) which develops following fracture of 
dysplastic tibiae. Healing is recalcitrant often requiring multiple surgical interventions and potentially amputation. Poor bone anabolism and catabolic excess 
have been noted to be features of NF1 fracture healing. In light of previous preclinical studies, we hypothesized that recombinant human bone morphogenetic 
protein-2 (rhBMP-2) co-treated with the bisphosphonate zoledronic acid (ZA) would improve bone healing in a localized Nf1-/- murine tibial fracture model. 

Nf1flox/flox female mice were induced with Ad-Cre virus to create a local double inactivation of Nf1 at a tibial fracture site, resulting in a high non-union rate, 
proliferative fibrous tissue, poor bone formation and excess osteoclastic resorption; characteristic of a clinical CPT. This model was used to test: 10µg 
rhBMP-2 introduced locally via collagen sponge; 5 doses of 0.02mg/kg ZA systemically starting 3d post-operatively; and both regimens combined (n=15/
group). The primary outcome measures were x-ray, microCT, histology, and mechanical testing at 3w post-fracture. 

Treatment with rhBMP-2/ZA showed the highest rate of bone union (93%) compared to vehicle (7%*), ZA (0%*), and rhBMP-2 alone (86%) (*p<0.01). 
Treatment with rhBMP-2 produced a 2-fold greater increase in BV compared to ZA (p<0.01) and a 3-fold increase compared to vehicle (p<0.01). Co-
treatment with rhBMP-2/ZA led to significant increases in BV vs. vehicle**, ZA** and rhBMP-2** (**p<0.01). Callus fibrous tissue was decreased with 
rhBMP-2/ZA co-treatment vs. vehicle and rhBMP-2 respectively. RhBMP-2/ZA treated fractures could withstand a larger maximum load and energy to failure vs. 
rhBMP-2 alone. This data demonstrates the utility of our pre-clinical model for screening therapies for NF1/CPT and supports the advancement of clinical trials 
to assess the efficacy of rhBMP-2/ZA co-treatment. Our results suggest that an approach that does not specifically target the deficient pathways in NF1 can 
still be effective in promoting fracture repair. 

Full Author List: Nikita Deo (BMedSci Hons I) 1, 2§, Tegan Cheng (BMedSci/BE) 1, Kathy Mikulec 1, David G Little (FRACS(Orth) PhD) 1, 2, Aaron Schindeler (PhD) 1, 2

1 Orthopaedic Research & Biotechnology Unit, The Children’s Hospital at Westmead, Sydney, Australia
2 Discipline of Paediatrics and Child Health, Sydney Medical School, University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
§ Presenting author 
 

Loss of PRC2 Amplifies Ras-driven Transcription and Sensitizes MPNSTs to Bromodomain Inhibitor-based 
Combination Therapies 

Session 5A Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 4:15pm – 4:30pm

Thomas deRaedt, PhD, Brigham and Women’s Hospital/Harvard University

NF1 microdeletion patients harbor discrete germline deletions of NF1 and 13 surrounding genes, caused by the recombination of repetitive flanking sequences. 
Interestingly, these patients can develop thousands of benign tumors and exhibit up to a 4-fold increased risk of developing Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath 
Tumors (MPNSTs) as compared to the broader NF1 population, suggesting that a cooperating tumor suppressor lies within this region. If true, we reasoned that this 
potential tumor suppressor might contribute to tumor development in microdeletion patients as well as other sporadic NF1-mutant cancers. We identified SUZ12, a 
member of the PRC2 complex, as the proximal tumor suppressor that potently cooperates with NF1 mutations in both NF1-associated and sporadic cancers.

The polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) exerts oncogenic effects in many tumor types.  However, loss-of-function mutations in PRC2 components occur in a 
subset of hematopoietic malignancies, suggesting that this complex plays a dichotomous and poorly understood role in cancer. Our genomic, cellular, and mouse 
modeling data demonstrates that the polycomb group gene SUZ12 functions as tumor suppressor in PNS tumors, glioblastomas, and melanomas by cooperating 
with mutations in NF1. NF1 encodes a Ras GTPase-activating protein and its loss drives cancer by activating Ras.  We show that SUZ12-loss potentiates the 
effects of NF1 mutations by amplifying Ras-driven transcription. Importantly however, SUZ12-inactivation also triggers an epigenetic switch that sensitizes these 
cancers to bromodomain inhibitors. Collectively, these studies not only reveal an unexpected connection between the PRC2 complex, NF1, and Ras, but also 
identify a promising epigenetic-based therapeutic strategy that may be exploited for a variety of cancers.

Thomas De Raedt 1,2,3, Eline Beert 4*, Eric Pasmant 5,6*, Armelle Luscan 5,6, Hilde Brems 4, Nicolas Ortonne 5,6, Kristian Helin 7, Victor Mautner 10, Hildegard Kehrer-Sawatski 11, Wade 
Clapp 12, James Bradner 2,13, Michel Vidaud 5,6, Meena Upadhyaya 14, Eric Legius 4,15,+, Karen Cichowski 1,2,3,+

*These authors contributed equally, + Corresponding authors

1 Genetics Division, Department of Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, USA; 2 Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA; 3 Ludwig Center at Dana-Farber/Harvard Cancer 
Center, Boston, USA; 4 Department of Human Genetics, Catholic University Leuven, Belgium; 5 UMR745 INSERM, Université Paris Descartes, Paris, France; 6 Service de Biochimie et de 
Génétique Moléculaire, Hôpital Beaujon, Clichy, France; 7 Biotech Research and Innovation Centre (BRIC), University of Copenhagen, Denmark; 10 Department of Maxillofacial Surgery, 
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Neurofibromin, via its RAS–GAP Activity, Regulates Pyrophosphate Homeostasis and Bone Matrix 
Mineralization

Session 7A:  Monday, June 9, 11:50am – 12:15pm

Florent Elefteriou, PhD, Vanderbilt University

The etiology of long bone and vertebral dysplasiae in individuals with NF1 is unclear, thus clinical management remains difficult. Hypomineralization 
has been observed in bone biopsies from these individuals and from mouse models of NF1 skeletal dysplasia, but the contribution of this defect to the 
suboptimal bone mass, strength and poor healing associated with NF1 remains uncertain. Our latest studies indicate that ablation of neurofibromin 
in bone-forming cells leads to supraphysiologic pyrophosphate (PPi) accumulation, caused by a chronic ERK-dependent increase in Enpp1 and Ank 
expression, two genes promoting PPi synthesis and extracellular transport, respectively. It also prevents BMP2-induced osteoprogenitor differentiation 
and, consequently, expression of alkaline phosphatase and PPi breakdown, further contributing to PPi accumulation. Noticeably, the short stature, reduced 
bone mineralization, decreased strength and increased cortical porosity in mice lacking neurofibromin in osteochondroprogenitors or osteoblasts could be 
corrected by enzyme therapy aimed at reducing PPi levels. Bone mineralization and pyrophosphate homeostasis are thus dependent upon proper control 
of the RAS-MAPK pathway by NF1, suggest that altered PPi homeostasis contributes to the skeletal dysplasiae associated with NF1, and that some of the 
skeletal conditions associated with this disorder might be preventable pharmacologically.

SMARCB1 Mutations in Schwannomatosis and Genotype Correlations with Rhabdoid Tumours 
Session 7B Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 11:00am – 1pm

D. Gareth R. Evans, Andrew J. Wallace, Naomi L. Bowers, Helen Eaton, Miriam J. Smith, Department of Genomic 
Medicine, St Mary’s Hospital, Manchester Academic Health Sciences Centre (MAHSC), University of Manchester, UK

Mutations in the SMARCB1 gene are involved in several human tumour predisposing syndromes. They were established as an underlying cause of the tumour 
suppressor syndrome schwannomatosis in 2008. There is a much higher rate of mutation detection in familial disease than in sporadic disease.

We have carried out extensive genetic testing on a cohort of familial and sporadic patients who fulfilled clinical diagnostic criteria for schwannomatosis. In our 
updated cohort, we identified novel mutations within the SMARCB1 gene as well as several recurrent mutations. Of the schwannomatosis screens reported 
to date, including our updated cohorts, SMARCB1 mutations have been found in 45% of familial probands and 9% of sporadic patients. The exon 1 mutation, 
c.41C>A p.(Pro14His) (10% in our series), and the 3’ untranslated region mutation, c.*82C>T, (27%) are the most common changes reported in patients with 
schwannomatosis so far, indicating the presence of mutation hotspots at both 5’ and 3’ portions of the gene. Comparison with germline SMARCB1 mutations in 
patients with rhabdoid tumours showed that the schwannomatosis mutations were significantly more likely to occur at either end of the gene and be non-truncating 
mutations (p<0.0001). SMARCB1 mutations are found in a significant proportion of schwannomatosis patients, and an even higher proportion of rhabdoid 
patients. Whilst SMARCB1 alone seems to account for rhabdoid disease, but there is likely to be substantial heterogeneity in schwannomatosis even for familial 
disease. There is a clear genotype phenotype correlation with germline rhabdoid mutations being significantly more likely to be centrally placed, involve multiple 
exon deletions and be truncating mutations.

Atypical Neurofibromas – Clinical Features and Positron Emission Tomography Findings 
Session 5A Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 3:15pm – 3:30pm

Rosalie E Ferner MD FRCP, Professor of Neurology, Guy’s and St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust, London and 
Department of Clinical Neurosciences, Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College London

Individuals with generalised neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1) and with mosaic NF1 are at risk of developing atypical neurofibromas in childhood or adulthood. The clinical 
manifestations of atypical neurofibromas are difficult to distinguish from both benign neurofibromas and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours (MPNSTs).  
Some tumours are asymptomatic and diagnosed incidentally when a neurofibroma is removed for cosmetic reasons.  Symptomatic atypical neurofibromas may 
cause pain, increase in size, change in texture and neurological deficit. They arise in locations that are common in MPNSTs (e.g. brachial and lumbo-sacral plexi) 
but are also encountered more frequently in the distal limbs than malignant lesions. Most atypical tumours are positive on FDG PET CT (fluoro-deoxyglucose 
positron emission tomography computerised tomography), but the mean SUVmaxD (maximum standard uptake value delayed) is lower than in patients with 
malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours.  Atypical neurofibromas should be excised if the location of the tumour permits surgery, as some tumours may 
transform over time to high grade MPNST.  Fully excised lesions do not appear to recur or cause further symptoms, but may be associated with MPNSTs in other 
body locations.  

Reference: [18F]FDG PET/CT in the diagnosis of malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours in neurofibromatosis type-1. Warbey VS, Ferner RE, Dunn JT, Calonje E, O’Doherty MJ. Eur J 
Nucl Med Mol Imaging. 2009;36:751-7.
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Merlin/NF2-loss Driven Tumorigenesis Linked to CRL4DCAF1-Mediated Inhibition of the Hippo Pathway 
Components Lats1 and 2 in the Nucleus

Session 2:  Saturday, June 7, 4:15pm – 4:45pm

Filippo G. Giancotti, MD, PhD, Cell Biology Program and Metastasis Research Center, Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, 
MSKCC, New York, NY

It is currently unclear if Merlin/NF2 suppresses tumorigenesis by activating upstream components of the Hippo pathway at the plasma membrane or by 
inhibiting the E3 ubiquitin ligase CRL4DCAF1 in the nucleus. I will discuss experiments demonstrating that de-repressed CRL4DCAF1 promotes YAP and TEAD-
dependent transcription by ubiquitylating and thereby inhibiting Lats1 and 2 in the nucleus. Genetic epistasis experiments and analysis of tumor-derived 
missense mutations indicate that this signaling connection sustains the oncogenicity of Merlin-deficient tumor cells. Analysis of clinical samples confirms 
that this pathway operates in NF2 mutant tumors. These results indicate that de-repressed CRL4DCAF1 promotes activation of YAP by inhibiting Lats1 and 2 
in the nucleus.

Proteomic Analysis of Merlin Interactions

Session 4A:  Sunday, June 8, 2:40pm – 3:00pm

Robert F. Hennigan, Steven Guard, Li Guo, Nancy Ratner, Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, 
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital

Neurofibromatosis Type 2 is an inherited disease characterized by bilateral schwannomas of the 8th cranial nerve that are caused by inactivation of the 
tumor suppressor gene, NF2.  The NF2 gene encodes merlin, a 70 kDa member of the Ezrin-Radixin-Moesin (ERM) family.  Nf2-null cells have impaired 
contact inhibition of growth, suggesting that merlin functions as a context-dependent growth suppressor. This suppressor function is regulated by 
phosphorylation and requires PIP2 mediated association with plasma membrane resident lipid rafts.  Merlin directly regulates cell surface availability of 
growth factor receptors via both endocytic and exocytic pathways.  Other studies demonstrate that merlin functions in the nucleus where it binds to and 
inhibits an E3 ubiquitin ligase.  However, the precise role that merlin plays in these diverse biological functions is unknown. Like all ERM proteins, merlin 
has a globular N-terminal FERM domain, followed by a central α-helical (CH) region that is folded into an anti-parallel coil-coil that juxtaposes a flexible 
C-tail domain (CTD) over the surface of the FERM domain.  Merlin has no known catalytic activity, it is presumed to function by binding to critical target 
molecules.  These interactions are thought to be regulated by small changes in conformation.  In order to fully understand Merlin function, it is therefore 
critical to understand the full range of proteins that bind to merlin and the molecular context under which these proteins interact.

We used a new technology, proximity biotinylation, to define a large set of proteins that interact with, or are in close proximity to merlin in Schwann 
cells.  We identified a number of proteins that have been previously described as interacting with merlin, including angiomotin, erbin, spectin, dynein and 
calpain.  Additionally, we identify novel merlin partners that function at the cell-cell junction, cell-substrate interface, microtubule and actin cytoskeletons.  
This work represents a unique opportunity to globally map merlin interactions at the proteomic level and investigate these interactions dynamically.  
Understanding merlin function at the molecular level is essential to fully appreciate the consequences of merlin loss and allow the rational design of 
effective therapies for the devastating consequences of NF2.

Supported by NF120118 to RFH

The LZTR1 Tumor Suppressor Gene in Neural Cancer 
Session 5B Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 3:40pm – 4:00pm

Antonio Iavarone, MD, Columbia University

In the genetic analysis of human cancer, focal gene copy number variation (CNV) and point mutations provide exquisite information on candidate driver genes by 
pinpointing their exact location. Recently, we conducted a large-scale analysis in which we integrated somatic point mutations and focal CNV information in a single 
framework to nominate new driver genes implicated in glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), one of the most aggressive types of human cancer. The top-ranking gene that 
emerged from this analysis is LZTR1, which codes for the substrate adaptor of a Cullin-3 (Cul3) ubiquitin ligase complex for which the substrates still await discovery. 
In GBM, LZTR1 is targeted by loss-of-function mutations and focal deletions, thus behaving as a new tumor suppressor gene, a notion recently confirmed in other 
tumors. From a mechanistic standpoint, we have discovered the unexpected capacity of LZTR1 to impair self-renewal and growth of the most aggressive cellular 
subpopulation in human GBM, the glioma stem cells (GSCs). Given the recent discovery of germline loss-of-function mutations in LZTR1 in patients with multiple 
schwannomas (and in other tumor types as well), the mechanistic analysis of LZTR1 mutations in GSCs is expected to have a significant impact for the pathogenesis 
of multiple schwannomas. Our overarching hypothesis is that the LZTR1-Cul3 protein complex suppresses tumor growth through the regulated proteolysis of a 
particular set of substrates. We are currently working to identify and functionally characterize the substrates of the LZTR1 ubiquitin ligase complex and decipher how 
mechanistically LZTR1 operates to prevent tumor development in normal neural cells.
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iPS Cell Technology, Gene Editing and Disease Research 
Keynote Speech 3:  Sunday, June 8, 9:00am – 10:00am

Rudolf Jaenisch, Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research and Department of Biology, MIT, Cambridge, MA

The recent demonstration of in vitro reprogramming using transduction of 4 transcription factors by Yamanaka and colleagues represents a major advance in the field. 
However, major questions regarding the mechanism of in vitro reprogramming need to be understood and will be one focus of the talk. A major impediment in realizing 
the potential of ES and iPS cells to study human diseases is the inefficiency of gene targeting. Methods based on Zn finger or TALEN mediated genome editing have 
allowed to overcome the inefficiency of homologous recombination in human pluripotent cells. Using this genome editing approaches we have established efficient 
protocols to target expressed and silent genes in human ES and iPS cells. The most recent advance comes from the use of the CRISPR/Cas9 system to engineer ES 
cells and mice. This technology allows the simultaneous editing of multiple genes and will facilitate establishing relevant models to study human disease. 

We have used this technology to generate isogenic pairs of cells that differ exclusively at a disease causing mutation. The talk will describe the various approaches 
to use this technology for the study of human disease.

Risk of Meningioma in NF2 
Session 7B Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 11:00am – 1pm

Michel Kalamarides, MD, PhD, Universite Marie et Pierre Curie, Paris, FR

Meningiomas occur in approximately 50% of neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) patients. The NF2 gene is commonly inactivated in meningiomas. The spectrum of 
NF2 mutations consists mainly of truncating (nonsense and frameshift) mutations. A smaller number of patients have missense mutations, which are associated 
with a milder disease phenotype. 
 
A genotype/phenotype correlation between the position of the NF2 mutation and the occurrence of cranial meningiomas has been recently described allowing to 
predict the risk to develop a meningioma. 

The median number of meningiomas per patient is 3. Two-third show no or minimal linear growth. Over a long period of follow-up, few de novo meningioma 
seem to appear but are more agressive. As stated in the last consensus recommendations for current treatments in NF2, most meningiomas occur in surgically 
accessible locations, and hence surgery is generally considered first-line therapy. In contrast, there are no definitive data for or against the use of radiosurgery as a 
primary treatment modality for NF2 meningiomas.

The meningiomas are generally treated because of symptoms or rapid growth with oedema, which occurs in a small proportion of meningiomas. In a large recent 
series, among symptomatic resected meningiomas, grades II and III tumors were found in 29% and 6% of cases, respectively, with a remarkable intratumor histological 
heterogeneity. These agressive tumors showed increasing chromosome instability with increasing grade, the most frequent losses being on 22q, 1p, 18q, and 6p. 

In conclusion, meningiomas are frequent tumors in NF2 patients. Some represent therapeutic challenges in relation to their location, their consequence (intracranial 
hypertension). Future clinical trials in NF2 need to focus specifically on meningiomas as the primary endpoint and should include patients with meningiomas 
growing 20% or more per year in order to assess new treatments.

Molecular Events as a Result of NF2 Inactivation
Session 2:  Saturday, June 7, 4:45pm – 5:15pm

Joseph Kissil, Scripps Institute

NF2, is a dominantly inherited autosomal disease (affecting 1 in 30,000) and has been attributed to the loss-of-heterozygosity (LOH) of the NF2 gene. 
There are currently no effective treatments for NF2 and there is a clear and urgent need to develop new therapies. The NF2 gene codes for Merlin, a 
regulatory protein of multiple cellular signal transduction pathways, many of which have been implicated in the development of cancer including those 
regulated by Rac1, Ras/MAPK, mTOR and Hpo. 

The p21-activated kinases (PAKs) are immediate downstream effectors of the Rac/Cdc42 small G-proteins and implicated in promoting tumorigenesis 
in various type of cancer including breast and lung carcinomas. Recent studies have established a requirement for the PAKs in the pathogenesis of NF2. 
Merlin has been shown to negatively regulate signaling through the PAKs and the tumor suppressive functions of Merlin are mediated, at least in part, 
through inhibition of the PAKs. These findings strongly implicate the PAKs as therapeutic targets in this disease. Our efforts to develop PAK inhibitors and 
the rationale for combination therapies involving PAK and other targets will be discussed.
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Tracing the Cellular Origin for NF1-associated Plexiform Neurofibromas 
Session 3:  Sunday, June 8, 11:50am – 12:15pm

Lu Q. Le, MD, PhD, Department of Dermatology, UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas

Neurofibromas are the most frequent NF1 tumors, and plexiform neurofibromas carry a risk of transformation into Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor.  
The majority of internal plexiform neurofibromas manifest in the paraspinal region at the neural foramina associated with dorsal root ganglia.  Their malignant 
transformation carries a poorer prognosis, in part because they are not evident clinically in the early stage.  Currently, little is known about the molecular 
mechanisms mediating the initiation and progression, as well as the identity of the specific cell type that gives rise to these complex tumors.  In this study, using 
cell lineage tracing, we identify a subpopulation of precursor cells in the embryonic nerve roots as the cell of origin for these para-spinal tumors and report a 
novel, non-germ line model for plexiform neurofibroma.  The identity of the tumor cell of origin and the facility for isolation and expansion provide fertile ground for 
continued analysis to identify additional intrinsic and extrinsic factors that likely play essential roles in neurofibroma development.

Genetic Abnormalities in Atypical Neurofibromas
Session 5A Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 3:45pm – 4:15pm

Eric Legius, Center for Human Genetics, University of Leuven, Belgium

Atypical neurofibromas are symptomatic, hypercellular PNSTs, composed of cells with hyperchromatic nuclei in the absence of mitoses. Little is known 
about the origin and nature of atypical neurofibromas in NF1 patients.

We compared tumor-specific chromosomal copy number alterations between benign neurofibromas, atypical neurofibromas and MPNSTs (low, 
intermediate and high grade) by karyotyping and microarray-based comparative genome hybridization (aCGH).

One highly significant recurrent aberration (15/16) was identified in the atypical neurofibromas, namely a deletion with a minimal overlapping region 
(MOR) on chromosome 9p21.3, including CDKN2A and CDKN2B. Copy number loss of the CDKN2A/B gene locus was one of the most common events 
in the group of MPNSTs, with deletions in low, intermediate and high grade MPNSTs. In one tumor, we observed a clear transition from a benign-atypical 
neurofibroma towards an intermediate MPNST, confirmed by both histopathology and aCGH analysis.

These data support the hypothesis that atypical neurofibromas are premalignant tumors, with the CDKN2A/B deletion as the first step in the progression 
towards MPNST.

Creating Nonsense NF1 Mouse Model to Develop New Therapeutic Interventions 
Session 4B Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 2:15pm – 2:30pm

Kairong Li, PhD, Department of Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant inherited disease predisposed to tumorigenesis and caused by mutations of NF1 gene. Nonsense 
mutations that introduce premature termination codons (PTCs) represent a significant type of genetic variation, accounting for one-fifth of NF1 occurrence.  
Suppression therapy is a novel treatment strategy for genetic diseases caused by nonsense mutations using pharmacological agents that suppress translation 
termination at in-frame PTCs to restore translation of a full-length, functional polypeptide. To model NF1 loss-of-function due to nonsense mutations, we created a 
novel NF1 mouse line carrying an Nf1 nonsense mutation found in NF1 patients at exon 18 (c. 2041 C>T; p. R681X, Nf1st18).  We detected significantly accelerated 
nonsense mediated mRNA decay after introducing PTC into exon 18 of the NF1 gene. In addition, mouse embryos homozygous for Nf1st18 (Nf1st18/st18) failed to 
develop after embryonic day 9.5 (E9.5). Taken together, our data suggest the severe functional disruption of neurofibromin in the Nf1st18 allele. To establish an in 
vivo model for testing nonsense suppression therapy, Nf1+/st18 mice are being crossed to a conditional NF1 knockout allele (Nf1Flox from Nf1tm1e (KOMP) Wtsi; 
Eucomm) harboring the Dhh:cre transgene to generate Nf1Flox/st18; Dhh:cre allele. These mice are currently under evaluation for tumorigenesis. Notebly, progressive 
hind limb paralysis has been observed in 4 month old mice, indicating possible neurofibromas along peripheral nerves as found in control Nf1Flox/Flox; Dhh:cre 
animals.  Nf1st18/st18 mouse embryonic stem cells are being established to both gain insight of how introducing PTC into exon 18 of Nf1 will disrupt neurofibromin 
function and to exploit these cells to evaluate the efficiency of different compounds on suppression therapy in vitro. Drug(s) showing maximal effect will be applied 
to our preclinical mouse model. In summary, we have created novel Nf1 mouse model harboring human NF1 nonsense variants for testing suppression therapy, 
which may eventually offer a practicable treatment for NF1 patients with such mutations in the future. 

Full List of Authors: Robert Allen Kesterson PhD, Ludwine Messiaen PhD, Min Chen MS and Bruce Korf MD, PhD
Department of Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Funding support: Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award to KRL, and founding by UAB benefactors
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Parallels Between Nerve Regeneration and NF1 Tumourigenesis
Session 3:  June 8, 11:25am – 11:50am

Alison Lloyd, PhD, MRC Laboratory for Molecular Cell Biology, University College London

Peripheral nerves are able to regenerate following injury. This multicellular regenerative response requires the coordination of multiple cell types in order 
to replace and remodel the damaged tissue. Schwann cells are key regulators of this process- in the adult they are highly quiescent specialised cells, 
however following injury they are able to dedifferentiate to a progenitor-like state. These “repair” cells  coordinate the multicellular response, including the 
regrowth and remodelling of the tissue. It is well-established that in many ways that the neurofibromas that develop in NF1 patients resemble the wound-
ed/regenerative state of the nerve and they have been referred to as “unprepared wounds”. In this talk, I will discuss our findings on how the cellular 
processes and signalling pathways controlling nerve regeneration may be important for the development and progression of tumours in NF1.

Cell-extrinsic Regulation of Schwann Cell Activity in NF2 
Session 3:  Sunday, June 8, 11:00am – 11:25am

Helen Morrison, PhD, Leibniz institute for Age Research, Germany 

Our previous studies show that merlin, mutated in the hereditary tumour syndrome neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2), has important functions in peripheral nervous 
system (PNS) neurons beyond its well-established tumour suppressive role in Schwann cells. We discovered that merlin has a specific function in maintaining 
axonal integrity and proposed that reduced axonal NF2 gene dosage leads to NF2-associated polyneuropathy. Moreover we reported on a role of neuronal merlin 
in the regulation of the axonal surface protein neuregulin 1, important for modulating Schwann cell differentiation and myelination. Further, the expression of 
the ERBB2, a Schwann cell receptor for neuregulin 1 ligands, was increased in nerve tissue of both neuron-specific merlin knockout animals and patients with 
neurofibromatosis type 2; demonstrating for the first time that axonal merlin regulates the crosstalk between axons and Schwann cells. Because their axonal 
partner influences a Schwann cell we hypothesize that the aberrant axons and/or axon-derived signals may contribute to aberrant regenerative processes as 
well as contribute to the Schwann cell tumorigenesis. These ideas are currently being tested in the lab and will address key cell intrinsic and extrinsic signalling 
mechanisms important for peripheral nerve repair, as well as identify a potential tumour promoting microenvironment for Schwann cells.

Alexander Schulz1,2, Stephan L. Baader3, Andrey Irintchev4, Reinhard Bauer5, Robert Büttner1, Helen Morrison1

1 Leibniz Institute for Age Research, Fritz Lipmann Institute, 07745 Jena, Germany
2Hans Berger Department of Neurology, Jena University Hospital, Friedrich Schiller University Jena, 07747 Jena, Germany
3Institute of Anatomy, Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Bonn, 53115 Bonn, Germany
4Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Jena University Hospital, Friedrich Schiller University Jena, 07747 Jena, Germany
5Institute of Molecular Cell Biology & Center for Sepsis Control and Care (CSCC), Jena University Hospital, Friedrich Schiller University Jena, 07747 Jena, Germany

NRG1/ErbB Signalling in Schwann Cells
Keynote 5:  Monday, June 9, 8:30am – 9:30am

Klaus-Armin Nave, Max Planck Institute of Experimental Medicine, Hermann-Rein-Strasse 3, D-37073 Göttingen, Germany

Schwann cells are axon associated glial cells that are vital to the function of the peripheral nervous system (PNS). Myelination, the spiral wrapping of 
axons for rapid impulse propagation, is a very late step in nervous system evolution, and largely controlled by neuronal signals. In the PNS, myelination 
is specifically promoted by the axonal growth factor neuregulin-1 (NRG1) type III (Michailov et al., 2004). NRG1 gene expression stimulates virtually all 
aspects of Schwann cell proliferation and differentiation (Nave and Salzer, 2006), including axonal support. The latter may have a metabolic component, 
which has been studied first in the central nervous system, where a similar neuroprotective relationship exists between axons and myelin-forming 
oligodendrocytes.  To enable efficient regeneration of myelinated nerves after axonal injury in the PNS, Schwann cells themselves can express the soluble 
NRG1 type I isoform in order to maintain, in an autocrine fashion, continued NRG1/ErbB signaling in the transient absence if axonal signals (Stassart et 
al., 2013).  In fact, recombinant NRG1 can be used to stimulate Schwann cell differentiation and myelination in inherited diseases such as Charcot-Marie-
Tooth neuropathy CMT1A (Fledrich et al., unpubl.). However, the  ability of the PNS to promote regeneration and remyelination by autocrine NRG1/ErbB 
activation of dedifferentiated Schwann cells may be a ‘double-edged sword’, as is bears the risk of uncontrolled Schwann cell growth, which may be 
relevant to diseases such as neurofibromatosis.
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Translational Trial Update 
Session 10:  Tuesday, June 10, 10:45am – 12:45pm

Roger J. Packer, MD, Director Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Health System, Washington DC

Over the past decade there has been a rapid transition in neurofibromatosis (NF) research with increased emphasis on translational trials. The greater molecular 
understanding of NF and the results of informative preclinical studies have resulted in a series of clinical/translational trials for various manifestations of NF1 and NF2. 
For children and adults with NF1, initial therapeutic targets were plexiform neurofibromas, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors, neurocognitive challenges and 
low-grade gliomas. The translational trials have molecularly targeted the RAS-MAPK pathway, known to be aberrantly activated in NF1. Translational trials have been 
greatly facilitated by the Department of Defense supported Neurofibromatosis Clinical Trials Consortium (NCTC). In children and adults with NF1, trials have been 
completed through NCTC for those with progressive/symptomatic plexiform neurofibromas, demonstrating the efficacy, albeit limited, of rapamycin, a MTOR inhibitor. 
Subsequent trials, also through NCTC, have just begun for plexiform neurofibromas utilizing other molecularly targeted agents, including MEK inhibitors and cMET 
inhibitors. Both trials were supported by results from preclinical plexiform neurofibroma mouse studies. Similarly, for visual pathway gliomas, a NCTC study has 
just been completed utilizing another MTOR inhibitor, RAD 001, and the results are pending. A second trial utilizing a MEK inhibitor is soon to open. To address the 
neurocognitive issues associated with NF1, based once again on preclinical studies, a placebo controlled randomized trial utilizing lovastatin, a drug which, among 
other actions, also interferes with RAS-MAPK signaling, has recently been completed and follow up studies are planned. Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors 
are being studied in a unique collaboration between the NCTC and the International Sarcoma Alliance (SARC). These MPNST translational trials are also evaluating 
biologic agents, including the combination of bevacizumab and MTOR inhibitors, as well as a planned study evaluating an inhibitor of heat shock protein. For NF2, 
molecularly based studies are underway utilizing bevacizumab in both children and adults for acoustic shwannomas, using hearing function as a primary outcome 
measure. Studies evaluating other molecular targets are also being planned. This rapid acceleration and the development of clinical trials for children and adults with 
NF 1 and NF 2 is gratifying and holds great promise, especially since they are based on increasingly strong molecular and preclinical data. There is also the belief that 
combination trials, coupling molecularly targeted agents with other similar agents or possibly conventional chemotherapy may be even more effective. However, the 
potential toxicities of such combination trials must be carefully weighed against likely benefit.

A Molecular Link between NF2 and Hippo Signalling
Session 2:  Saturday, June 7, 5:45pm – 6:15pm

DJ Pan, PhD, Johns Hopkins University

The Hippo signaling pathway regulates organ size and tissue homeostasis in diverse species from Drosophila to mammals. Central to the Hippo pathway 
is a functionally conserved kinase cascade leading from the Ste20-like protein kinase Hippo (Hpo) (Mst1/2 in mammals) and the NDR family kinase Warts 
(Lats1/2 in mammals) to the transcription factor complex formed by the coactivator Yorkie (Yki) (YAP/TAZ in mammals) and its major DNA-binding partner 
Scalloped (Sd) (TEAD1/2/3/4 in mammals). Inactivation of the Hippo pathway tumor suppressors or overexpression/activation of the YAP oncoprotein 
results in uncontrolled growth and tumorigenesis in transgenic mouse models and has been implicated in various types of human cancers.

Our recent work offered some new mechanistic insights into the transcriptional machinery and the upstream regulation of the Hippo pathway. We found 
that Sd functions by default as a transcriptional repressor and that Yki promotes tissue growth by antagonizing the repressor activity of Sd in a “relief-of-
repression” manner. We also elucidated an important molecular function for the tumor suppressor Merlin/NF2 in spatial organization of the Hippo kinase 
cascade at the plasma membrane.
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Expanding the Mutational Spectrum of LZTR1 in Schwannomatosis 
Session 5B:  Sunday, June 8, 4:15pm – 4:30pm

Laura Papi, MD, University of Florence

Schwannomatosis is characterized by the development of multiple non-vestibular, non-intradermal schwannomas. Constitutional inactivating mutations in two 
genes, SMARCB1 and, very recently, LZTR1 have been reported. We performed exome sequencing of 13 schwannomatosis patients from 11 families without 
SMARCB1 mutations. We identified four individuals with heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in LZTR1. Sequencing of the germline of 59 additional patients 
identified 18 additional heterozygous mutations in LZTR1. Tumors from individuals with LZTR1 mutations lost the protein expression in at least a subset of tumor 
cells, consistent with a tumor suppressor mechanism. In conclusion, we confirmed LZTR1 as a major gene predisposing to schwannomatosis, but our study also 
revealed some inconsistencies:
 1. discrepancies between the molecular defect and clinical findings: in the 5 sporadic cases for which parental DNA  
  was available, the LZTR1 variant was inherited from an unaffected parent;
 2. defects of segregation: in one family, the LZTR1 mutation was present in the unaffected father and only in one of  
  the two affected brothers;
 3. six of our LZTR1 mutated sporadic patients have a segmental form of the disease: in our opinion, it is difficult to  
  understand how a germline predisposing LZTR1 mutation may be responsible of schwannoma development  
  restricted to a very limited body portion.

In conclusion, our study demonstrated that molecular analysis of LZTR1 gene in clinical genetics practice may contribute to molecular characterization of 
schwannomatosis patients, especially to distinguish schwannomatosis from mosaic Neurofibromatosis type 2. However, the role of LZTR1 the pathogenesis of 
schwannomatosis needs further elucidation.

The Control of Peripheral Nerve Repair by Merlin 
Session 3:  Sunday, June 8, 10:35am – 11:00am

David Parkinson, PhD, Peninsula Medical School, University of Plymouth, UK

The tumour suppressor Merlin has been widely studied for its role in the development of schwannoma tumours in patients with Neurofibromatosis type 2, however 
the putative role of Merlin in the developing nerve, Schwann cell plasticity and peripheral nerve repair has not been investigated. Schwann cell-specific Merlin loss 
cells leads to hypomyelination in the early developing peripheral nerve which is mostly corrected by adulthood. The most dramatic effects of Merlin loss are seen 
following peripheral nerve injury. We see an increase in both Schwann cell proliferation and recruitment of macrophages into the nerve following injury. Functional 
testing following injury shows an almost complete lack of recovery in Merlin null mice and both axonal regeneration and remyelination are severely reduced in 
the null animals. In the absence of axonal regeneration and remyelination we see increased cellularity distal to the injury site, ongoing presence of macrophages 
and continued expression of immature Schwann cell markers; such a phenotype is consistent with the generation of a schwannoma tumour in the distal nerve. 
These findings have implications for the role of Merlin in regulating the repair potential of the peripheral nervous system as well as the possible initiating events in 
schwannoma tumour development.

Co authors:  Thomas Mindos, PhD, Xin-peng Dun, PhD, Peninsula Medical School, UK

High Content Screening of Small Drug-like Molecules for Anti-proliferative Activity in NF2 Null Schwann Cells 
Session 4A Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 1:50pm – 2:15pm

Alejandra Petrilli, Steffen Schubert2, Daniel Tondera2, Corina Frenzel2, Christophe Echeverri2,3, Cristina Fernandez-Valle1, 
1Burnett School of Biomedical Science, College of Medicine, University of Central Florida, 2Cenix BioScience GmbH, 3Cenix BioScience USA, Inc.

We are conducting a high content screening campaign focusing on nearly 60 small drug-like molecules selected from the public domain as offering strong 
clinical development potential while targeting pathways known to be deregulated in NF2. Compounds were first tested for anti-proliferative efficacy in merlin-null 
(Nf2ex2-/-) mouse Schwann cells. The microscopy-based phenotypic assay, which integrated several readouts relating to cell counts, cell cycle progression (EdU 
incorporation and phospho-histone H3), nuclear morphometry (size- and shape-based classifications) and apoptosis, was run in cells fixed after 24-48 hour 
treatments with 3nM-10uM dilution series of each compound. Based on the results, 20 compounds were prioritized for follow-up testing for phenotypic selectivity, 
comparing merlin-null (Nf2ex2-/-) versus normal mouse Schwann cells.  Results of the ongoing study will be reported. 
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Germline Loss-of-function Mutations in LZTR1 Predispose to an Inherited Disorder of Multiple Schwannomas 
Session 5B Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 3:15pm – 3:40pm

Arkadiusz Piotrowski*, PhD, The University of Alabama at Birmingham and Medical University of Gdansk 

Constitutional SMARCB1 mutations at 22q11.23 have been found in ~50% of familial and <10% of sporadic schwannomatosis cases. We sequenced highly 
conserved regions along 22q from eight individuals with schwannomatosis whose schwannomas involved somatic loss of one copy of 22q, encompassing 
SMARCB1 and NF2, with a different somatic mutation of the other NF2 allele in every schwannoma but no mutation of the remaining SMARCB1 allele in blood and 
tumor samples. LZTR1 germline mutations were identified in seven of the eight cases. LZTR1 sequencing in 12 further cases with the same molecular signature 
identified 9 additional germline mutations. Loss of heterozygosity with retention of an LZTR1 mutation was present in all 25 schwannomas studied. Mutations 
segregated with disease in all available affected first-degree relatives, although four asymptomatic parents also carried an LZTR1 mutation. Our findings identify 
LZTR1 as a gene predisposing to an autosomal dominant inherited disorder of multiple schwannomas in ~80% of 22q-related schwannomatosis cases lacking 
mutation in SMARCB1.

Further studies are underway to investigate the pathogenic potential of evolutionary conserved non-coding variants in 22q-related schwannomatosis patients who 
do not have LZTR1 or SMARCB1 mutations. 

Full List Authors: Jing Xie*, Ying F Liu, Andrzej B Poplawski, Alicia R Gomes, Piotr Madanecki, Chuanhua Fu, Michael R Crowley, David K Crossman, Linlea Armstrong, Dusica Babovic-
Vuksanovic, Amanda Bergner, Jaishri O Blakeley, Andrea L Blumenthal, Molly S Daniels, Howard Feit, Kathy Gardner, Stephanie Hurst, Christine Kobelka, Chung Lee, Rebecca Nagy, 
Katherine A Rauen, John M Slopis, Pim Suwannarat, Judith A Westman, Andrea Zanko, Bruce R Korf, Ludwine M Messiaen#.
* AP and JX contributed equally to this work.
# LMM corresponding author

References: Piotrowski A et al, Nature Genetics 46, 2, 182-187, 2014

Acknowledgements: We thank the patients for their participation in this study. A.P. is a recipient of a Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award (grant 2009-01-004). The 
study was supported in part by the Children’s Tumor Foundation and by internal funds from the University of Alabama at Birmingham Medical Genomics Laboratory.

Preclinical Models of NF1 Muscle Deficiency Show Impaired Muscle Function and Metabolism 
Session 1:  Saturday, June 7, 3:40pm – 4:00pm

Kate Quinlan, PhD, Children’s Hospital, Westmead, Australia

There is emerging evidence for reduced muscle strength in children with Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). We have two mouse models of NF1 muscle deficiency to 
explore muscle function and underlying mechanism. The limb-mesenchyme specific knockout mice (Nf1Prx1-/-) show decreased size but survive until maturity. In 
Nf1Prx1-/- specimens we observed a 10-fold increase in muscle triglyceride content. However, in these mice adipocytes in the limb were also missing NF1 making 
it unclear whether muscle specific effects existed.

We generated muscle-specific knockout mice (Nf1MyoD-/-) and these exhibit a failure to thrive leading to neonatal lethality. Intramyocellular lipid accumulations 
were observed in muscle by electron microscopy (EM) and confirmed by Oil Red O staining. This led us to hypothesize that metabolic dysfunction may underlie 
muscle weakness in NF1. Further analysis of the Nf1Prx1-/- strain showed significant increase in the activities of the mitochondrial enzymes SDH, BHAD, and 
MCAD as well as increases in Fatty Acid Synthase (FAS) and Leptin protein levels.

We are currently exploring other more advanced inducible models of NF1 inactivation in muscle as well as pathway-specific interventions for muscle lipid 
accumulation.
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Kinome Screen of NF2-Deficient, Disease Relevant Human Cells 
Session 4A Concurrent: Sunday, June 8, 2:15pm – 2:40pm

Vijaya Ramesch, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School

Merlin-deficient meningiomas and schwannomas exhibit constitutive activation of mTORC1, which has led to clinical trials with rapalogs. To understand the 
mechanisms involved in NF2-mediated mTORC1 activation, we have performed an unbiased large-scale kinome screen in a merlin-deficient meningioma cell line 
to identify kinases that may be responsible for mTORC1 activation and meningioma growth. For this screening approach, a library of specific, human short-hairpin 
RNAs (shRNAs), developed by The RNAi Consortium (TRC; Broad Institute/MIT), is used to suppress ~800 known kinases.  In order to avoid false-positive 
effects, at least 5 distinct shRNAs are used to target each individual kinase, followed by immunofluorescence-based analysis to test for a decrease of mTORC1 
pathway activation employing phosphorylated S6 (pS6Ser240/244) as a readout In addition, DAPI staining is used to tag each cell nucleus in order to quantitate 
the intensity of pS6 staining/cell. A statistically significant reduction in mTORC1 signaling observed with at least 2 of the 5 shRNAs is scored as a positive hit. 
Screening of kinases has revealed several candidate kinases with top hits being SGK1 and PAK1. The SGK family of kinases resembles the AKT kinase family, and 
is known to regulate cell growth, proliferation, survival and migration. SGK1 inhibitor (GSK650394) as well as mTOR kinase inhibitor (AZD2014) blocks mTORC1 
and SGK1 activation in meningioma cells, thus implicating SGK1 as a potential player in meningioma growth. These results are further examined and compared 
between sgRNA (CRISPR-Cas9) and shRNA-mediated merlin depleted human arachnoid cells, and merlin negative human primary meningioma cells.

Interaction of KDM5D and CDCA7L Regulates Gliomagenesis in Males 
Session 4B Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 1:50pm – 2:15pm

Karlyne Reilly, PhD, National Cancer Institute

Anaplastic astrocytoma and glioblastoma are rare but deadly tumors that have been reported in neurofibromatosis type 1 patients. The NF1 gene is one of the most 
commonly mutated genes in sporadic glioblastoma. Although progress has been made in identifying molecular subtypes of glioblastoma and how they influence 
therapeutic response, little is known about male-female differences except that males are more susceptible to glioblastoma. We used the Nf1-/+;Trp53-/+cis 
mouse model of astrocytoma/glioblastoma to identify a male-specific gliomagenesis modifier and show that CDCA7L is a male-specific oncogene, transforming 
primary male astrocytes and driving proliferation and survival of male astrocytoma and glioblastoma cells. Because male-female differences in CDCA7L action are 
hormone-independent, we examined whether the male-specific histone demethylase KDM5D regulates the effects of CDCA7L. Our data identify the first male-
specific oncogene in glioblastoma and demonstrate that pathways can be oncogenic in males, while being neutral or tumor suppressive in females. This has 
important implications for the application of therapies to glioblastoma patients.

Full author list: Min-Hyung Lee, Ph.D., Karlyne M. Reilly, Ph.D, Rare Tumors Initiative, Office of the Director, Center for Cancer Research, National Cancer Institute

Funding: Intramural Research Program, NCI, NIH

Congenital Pseudarthrosis of the Tibia in Neurofibromatosis – the Orthopaedic Management

Session 7A Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 11:10am – 11:35am

B.S. Richards MD, Texas Scottish Rite Hospital

Congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia (CPT) is a rare orthopedic condition often associated with neurofibromatosis.  Multiple fractures, symptomatic 
nonunions, and angular deformities commonly occur as sequelae of congenital pseudarthrosis of the tibia. The outcomes of operative treatment are 
limited by difficulty in achieving a healed tibia and by maintenance of tibial alignment and union over time. A recent consensus statement from the 
Children’s Tumor Foundation NF1 Bone Abnormalities Consortium  outlined several important orthopaedic treatment concepts which included rigid 
skeletal stability, debridement of the fibrous pseudarthrosis tissue, promotion of osteogenesis, and achievement of long term bone health to prevent 
recurrence.  This presentation focuses on the current state of these concepts in the treatment of CPT in 23 patients whose treatment over a 12-year span 
(1999-2010) included BMP-2.  NF1 was the primary diagnosis in 16/23 patients.  No deleterious effects due to rhBMP-2 were seen.
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Preclinical Drug Testing and Clinical Translation in NF1
Session 10:  Tuesday, June 10, 10:45am – 11:25am

Kevin Shannon, MD, University of California San Francisco

The use of genetically engineered mice that model NF-associated tumors to test rational therapeutics is an appealing strategy for accelerating “bench 
to bedside” translation and for identifying agents that are likely to have clinical efficacy. Children with NF1 are predisposed to juvenile myelomonocytic 
leukemia (JMML), an aggressive myeloproliferative neoplasm (MPN) largely refractory to conventional anti-leukemia treatment. Hematopoietic stem 
cell transplantation, the current standard of care for JMML, only cures ~50% of patients. We used the Mx1-Cre transgene to inactivate a conditional 
mutant Nf1flox allele in the hematopoietic compartment. Mx1-Cre, Nf1flox/flox mice develop MPN that faithfully models JMML. Administering the “first 
generation” MEK inhibitor CI-1040 to Mx1-Cre, Nf1flox/flox mice with MPN was ineffective. By contrast, PD0325901 (PD901, Pfizer), an inhibitor with 
better pharmacokinetic properties, induced a dramatic improvement in blood cell counts, prolonged survival, and corrected the aberrant proliferation 
and differentiation of bone marrow progenitors. Importantly, however, mice that responded to PD901 had persistence of Nf1 mutant hematopoietic cells, 
indicating that treatment rebalances growth and differentiation in vivo, but not eradicate mutant cells. These studies in mouse models have informed a 
“high content” clinical trial of MEK inhibition in JMML that is expected to open later this year. To model progression from indolent neoplasms to advanced 
cancers observed in some NF1 patients, we performed insertional mutagenesis with the MOL4070LTR virus in Mx1-Cre; Nf1flox/flox mice. In this system, 
Nf1 inactivation cooperative with virally-induced mutations to drive progression to acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Interestingly, treatment with CI-1040 
or PD901 induced AML regression followed by relapse due to the outgrowth of rare pre-existing clones during the selective pressure of drug treatment. 
Recent studies support the hypothesis that PD901-resistant AML cells remain dependent on Nf1 inactivation for survival. These data have implications for 
treating benign neoplasms and fully malignant cancers in persons with NF1. 

Reversing Cognitive Deficits Associated with NF1: Leveraging Mechanism to Devise Multiple Strategies to 
Intervene in Adults

Session 1:  Saturday, June 7, 2:55pm – 3:20pm

Alcino J Silva, PhD, Department of Neurobiology, Department of Psychology, Department of Psychiatry, Integrative Center for Learning and 
Memory, Semel Institute, Brain Research Institute, University of California, Los Angeles, California

Abnormalities in brain development, thought to be irreversible in adults, have long been assumed to underlie the neurocognitive symptoms associated 
with neurodevelopmental disorders. Surprisingly, a number of recent animal model studies of neurodevelopmental disorders, including mouse models of 
NF1, demonstrate that reversing the underlying molecular and cellular deficits can result in dramatic improvements in cognitive function even if treatments 
are started in adulthood. These unexpected results may reflect the considerable molecular, cellular, structural and behavioral plasticity of the adult brain. 
Importantly, our laboratory has discovered multiple strategies to reverse cognitive deficits in adult mouse models of NF1 based on detailed mechanistic 
studies of these deficits. By exploring multiple steps of this mechanism, we have been able to devise multiple strategies to intervene and reverse the 
cognitive deficits associated with NF1 in mice. However, we have also been able to demonstrate specificity, since strategies effective in NF1 have been 
unsuccessful in related disorders with different biochemistry and neurophysiology, including Tuberous Sclerosis. Altogether these findings mark a 
paradigmatic change in the way we understand and envision treating neurodevelopmental disorders such as NF1. They suggest the potential feasibility of 
multi-prong, individually adjusted treatments for the cognitive deficits that afflict many individuals with NF1.  
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Broadening the SMARC1 Phenotype 
Session 7B Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 11:00am – 1:00pm

Miriam J. Smith, PhD, St Mary’s Hospital, University of Manchester, UK

We recently reported heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in the SWI/SNF chromatin remodelling complex subunit, SMARCE1, that cause a novel autosomal 
dominant disorder of spinal clear cell meningiomas. We found mutations in 4 of 9 probands. Here we have identified four further cases with spinal meningiomas 
and screened them for SMARCE1 mutations and copy number changes. We have identified an additional germline nonsense mutation in one patient and a large 
deletion of the 5’ end of SMARCE1 in two probands. In one of these families three affected female siblings carried the deletion which was inherited from an 
unaffected father.

In addition, we have screened a panel of 12 paraffin embedded cranial clear cell meningiomas by immunohistochemistry and found that six of these tumours show 
loss of SMARCE1 protein. This demonstrates that loss of SMARCE1 protein is found in cranial as well as spinal meningiomas. One of the tumours from this panel 
was from an individual with NF2 disease and a known germline NF2 mutation, who had somatic SMARCE1 loss, while another was from an individual with an 
affected uncle, presumed to have NF2. The tumour contained a truncating point mutation and loss of the wild-type allele, but no germline DNA was available for 
testing.

These results indicate that heterozygous loss of function mutations in SMARCE1 cause both spinal and cranial clear cell meningiomas and broaden the spectrum 
of mutations to include large deletions.

Full Author List: Miriam J. Smith, Andrew J. Wallace, William G. Newman, D. Gareth Evans (all at St Mary’s Hospital, University of Manchester, UK), Christian Beetz, Institut für Klinische Chemie 
und Laboratoriumsdiagnostik Universitätsklinikum Jena, Jena, Germany, Chris Bennett, Department of Clinical Genetics, Chapel Allerton Hospital, Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Leeds, 
UK, Martin Hasselblatt, Institut für Neuropathologie, Universitätsklinikum Münster, Pottkamp 2, Münster, Germany, Jack van Hoff, David Bauer, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, 
NH, USA, Amy Lee, Division of Neurosurgery, Seattle Children’s Hospital, Seattle, WA, USA, Robert F. Hevner, Center for Integrative Brain Research, Seattle Children’s Research Institute, 
Seattle, WA,USA, Daniel du Plessis, Salford Royal Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, UK.

Funding: Association for International Cancer Research and a Young Investigator Award from the Children’s Tumor Foundation.

Mutations in LZTR1 Add to the Complex Heterogeneity of Schwannomatosis 
Session 5B Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 4:00pm – 4:15pm

Miriam J. Smith, PhD, St Mary’s Hospital, University of Manchester, UK

Schwannomatosis has phenotypic overlap with neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). Both conditions predispose patients to multiple schwannomas, although 
the location of these tumours differ in that schwannomatosis patients do not develop the intradermal or bilateral vestibular schwannomas typically seen in 
neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). Genetic analysis is important for distinguishing between many cases of NF2 and schwannomatosis. While NF2 mutations can 
be identified in over 90% of individuals with NF2, SMARCB1 mutations have only been identified in ~50% of familial cases of schwannomatosis and ~10% of 
sporadic cases.

Recently Piotrowski et al identified mutations in LZTR1 in individuals with schwannomatosis. We screened our own schwannomatosis cohort of 65 individuals 
without germline NF2 or SMARCB1 mutations, using exome sequencing, Sanger sequencing and copy number analysis.

We identified germline LZTR1 mutations in five of 15 familial patients and 12 of 50 sporadic patients in our cohort. Two of these patients had developed a unilateral 
vestibular schwannoma. Three patients in our cohort with no germline mutation in NF2, SMARCB1 or LZTR1, were excluded from mosaicism in any of these genes 
by screening two tumours.

Our data suggest that mutations in LZTR1 confer an increased risk of vestibular schwannoma compared to SMARCB1 mutations and that further causative genes 
for schwannomatosis remain to be identified.

Full Author List: Miriam J. Smith, Simon Williams, Sanjeev S. Bhaskhar, James O’Sullivan, Beverly Andersen, Sarah B. Daly, Jill E. Urquhart, William G. Newman, D. Gareth Evans (all at 
St Mary’s Hospital, University of Manchester, UK), Franck Bourdeaut, CHU Nantes, Service d’hemato-oncologie pediatrique, Nantes, France, Christian Beetz, Institut für Klinische Chemie 
und Laboratoriumsdiagnostik Universitätsklinikum Jena, Jena, Germany, Alan Fryer, Department of Clinical Genetics, Royal Liverpool Children’s Hospital, Liverpool L12 2AP, UK, Cecilie F. 
Rustad, Department of Medical Genetics, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway, Samantha J. Mills, University of Manchester Biomedical Imaging Institute, Manchester Academic Health 
Sciences Centre, The University of Manchester, Manchester, UK, Amir Samii, Neuroscience Institute - Hannover Rudolf-Pichlmayr Str. 4, 30625 Hannover, Germany, Daniel du Plessis, 
Salford Royal Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, UK.

Funding: Association for International Cancer Research and a Young Investigator Award from the Children’s Tumor Foundation.
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Pathology of Atypical Neufibromas and MPNST
Session 5A Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 3:30pm – 3:45pm

Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD, Harvard University

Schwann cell lesions in NF1 include neurofibromas, atypical neurofibromas and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST). Neurofibromas are 
benign, hypocellular lesions and represent one end of the spectrum, while MPNSTs are malignant lesions with histological characteristics of a sarcoma.  
The intermediate lesions in the spectrum are atypical neurofibromas; that is, benign lesions with some atypical features. The histological distinction 
between neurofibroma with atypical features, neurofibroma with degenerative changes and low grade MPNST can be challenging. The clinical features, 
histological criteria and molecular markers that may help in that distinction are reviewed.

Schwann Cell Lesions in NF1 and NF2 – Pathological Aspects
Session 3:  Sunday, June 8, 10:15am – 10:35am

Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD, Harvard University

Schwann cell lesions are the hallmark of NF1 (neurofibroma, MPNST) and NF2 (schwannoma). Schwannomas can be divided according to site and growth 
pattern (vestibular, peripheral, spinal, cutaneous) histological subtypes (conventional, cellular, melanotic, plexiform, cellular, epithelioid). Schwannomas may 
evolve over time (initiation/early change, progression, degenerative changes/involution).

Similarly, neurofibromas may be divided by location and growth pattern (plexiform, dermal, localized, diffuse) and may also evolve over time (initiation/early 
change, growth/progression, atypical changes, MPNST). Some histological features are associated with known genetic changes. Other histological changes 
raise questions that may be answered by in vitro or animal model experiments. The histology, biology and the pertinent questions will be discussed.
 

Motor Proficiency in NF1 
Session 1:  Saturday, June 7, 3:20pm – 3:40pm

David Stevenson, MD, Department of Pediatrics, Division of Medical Genetics, University of Utah

Skeletal complications are associated with NF1 and part of the diagnostic criteria.  While the effects of NF1 deficiency on the bone cellular processes are becoming 
more rapidly understood, there is a lack of data on the muscle phenotype in NF1.  It is of interest that hypotonia, muscle weakness and motor delays are common 
phenotypes for the RASopathies, suggesting that the RAS/MAPK pathway is important in muscle development.  Data from animal models now provide evidence for 
a role of NF1 in myogenesis, but correlation with human data are still lacking.  Studies describing motor proficiency, muscle strength, and muscle mass in humans 
with NF1 and other RASopathies will be discussed.

Exome Sequencing of NF1-Associated Atypical Neurofibromas 
Session 5A Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 3:45pm – 4:15pm

Douglas Stewart, MD, National Cancer Institute

It is currently unknown where atypical neurofibromas (AF) lie in the benign-to-malignant spectrum of NF1-associated peripheral nerve sheath tumors (PNST).  
Similar to benign neurofibromas, no mitoses are detected in AF, although they demonstrate more variable cellularity and may have enlarged hyperchromatic nuclei. 
AFs frequently grow slowly, can appear “hot” on 18F-FDG-PET imaging and can cause pain. Published work (Beert et al., 2011) from Eric Legius’s group showed 
that AFs are premalignant tumors; 15/16 harbored a deletion of chromosome band 9p21.3, which includes CDKN2A and CDKN2B. To further characterize these 
tumors, we exome-sequenced 7 AFs, plus matching germline DNA, on the Illuemina platform. Five of the 7 AFs were reported in Beert et al. Exome data on 24 
NF1-associated plexiform neurofibroma (PN) and 4 malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) cell lines sequenced in the same lab was available for 
comparison. Mutation burden and type in AFs was compared to that of PNs and MPNSTs to gain insight into PNST tumorigenesis in NF1.
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Targeted Therapies for Pediatric Low-Grade Astrocytomas
Keynote 6:  Monday, June 9, 6:30pm – 7:30pm

Charles Stiles, PhD, Harvard University

Low-grade astrocytomas are a common feature of hereditary neurofibromatosis type I in children and young adults. However, low-grade astrocytomas are 
also the most common sporadic brain cancer of childhood.  A majority of these sporadic tumors feature activating mutations in the BRAF protein kinase.  
Thus the Ras/Raf/MAP kinase signaling axis is a therapeutic target common to both the hereditary and sporadic forms of low-grade astrocytoma in children.  
The point of departure for my talk on therapeutic approaches will be the cellular and genetic origins of low-grade astrocytoma.  I will progress to current 
opportunities and challenges for signal transduction inhibitors as a therapeutic modality for these tumors.  I will show how mass spectroscopy-based 
imaging techniques can be used to monitor drug penetrance through the blood brain barrier.  I will conclude with a mention of synthetic lethal therapeutic 
strategies that might exploit an intrinsic oppositional relationship between “steaminess” and p53 that is a salient feature of pediatric low-grade astrocytoma.

Targeted Degradation of NF1 by SAG-Cul1-FBXW7 E3 ubiquitin ligase Upon Phosphorylation by ERK 
Session 4B Concurrent:  Sunday, June 8, 1:25pm – 1:50pm

Yi Sun, MD, PhD, Department of Radiation Oncology, University of Michigan

Neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) is a familial tumor syndrome that affects one in 3000 live births. Affected individuals have a higher risk for developing a variety 
of benign and malignant tumors mainly in the peripheral and central nervous systems as well as bone abnormalities, cardiovascular defects, and cognitive 
dysfunction. Although a well-defined model for the development of NF1 associated tumors is the inheritance of a defective NF1 allele, followed by mutation and 
deletion (LOH) of wild type (wt) allele, it is completely unknown if enhanced degradation of NF1 protein from the wt allele, triggered by activation of oncogenic 
kinases, contributes to the disease development, particularly at the early stage. Here we report that NF1 is phosphorylated by ERK kinase upon mitogen 
stimulation, followed by ubiquitylation and degradation by SCFFBXW7 E3 ubiquitin ligase. Degradation of NF1 would activate RAS-RAF-ERK signaling to further 
amplify NF1 phosphorylation, thus establishing a positive feedback loop for NF1 inactivation.  We will also report our effort in establishment of a molecule imaging 
system to screen the kinase inhibitor library for inhibitors that block NF1 phosphorylation and subsequent degradation with potential to identify additional signal 
pathways that regulate NF1 turnover. 

Additional authors: Yongchao Zhao1, Ph.D., Qiang Zhang1, Ph.D., Wei Zheng2, M.D., Ph.D., and Yuan Zhu3, Ph.D.
1University of Michigan; 2National Center for Advancing Translational Science, NIH; 3Children’s National Medical Center, Washington D.C.

Supported by NCI grants CA111554, CA118762, and CA156744 to Y.S. 
and NS053900 and W81XWH-11-1-0251 to Y.Z.

Cerebrovascular Abnormalities in Neurofibromatosis type 1
Session 7A:  June 9, 12:30pm – 12:55pm

Nicole Ullrich, MD, PhD, Boston Children’s Hospital/Harvard Medical School

Cerebrovascular abnormalities are thought to represent a serious but underrecognized complication of NF1.  The goal of this talk is to review the evidence 
for cerebrovascular changes in NF1, along with risk factors and putative pathophysiology.  Imaging techniques, surgical and medical management and 
potential avenues for intervention will be discussed.

The putative prevalence rate of cerebral vasculopathy is 6%.  Types of observed vascular changes include stenoses, occlusions/compressive vaculopathy, 
moyamoya syndrome, aneurismal lesions, major artery ectasia and arteriovenous fistulae/malformations.  Risk factors are thought to include younger 
age, known optic pathway glioma and prior cranial irradiation.  Many patients with cerebrovascular arteriopathy are asymptomatic at time of presentation 
and vascular changes are thought to be progressive in 1/3-1/2 of patients.  Individuals with NF1 are at increased risk for moyamoya syndrome.  Addition-
ally, radiation can hasten the development of NF1-associated vasculopathy.  Children with NF1 can have variable onset of arteriopathy; however, once nar-
rowing is detected, slow arterial flow quickly follows with radiographic progression in almost 60% within 5 years.  Early surgical intervention may prevent 
ongoing strokes.  The question of surveillance for asymptomatic patients remains a clinical dilemma.  Methods are in development to develop biomarkers 
for cerebral ischemia, which would be useful to detect vascular changes as well as in predicting outcomes after surgical intervention.
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Update on the NCI Phase I Trial of AZD6244 for NF1 Related Plexiform Neurofibromas and on SARC Trials 
Directed at Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors 

Session 10:  Tuesday, June 10, 10:45am – 12:45am

Brigitte Widemann, MD, National Cancer Institute

Preliminary activity has been observed in a phase I trial of the specific MEK1/2 inhibitor AZD6244 (selumetinib) in children and young adults with NF1 and 
inoperable plexiform neurofibormas. An update of the status of this clinical trial will be provided, and the further development plans will be discussed. The sarcoma 
cooperative group SARC is coordinating 2 clinical trials directed at malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors. An update will be provided on the status of the SARC 
016 trial, which evaluates the activity of bevacizumab in combination with everolimus in patients with refractory, high grade unresectable or metastatic MPNST. A 
new trial, which will be ready for enrollment, a combination of the HSP90 inhibitor ganetespib with the mTOR inhibitor sirolius, will also be presented.

The Mechanisms Underlying Loss and Reduction of Neurofibromin Expression in NF1-associated Brain 
Pathologies 

Session 1:  Saturday, June 7, 2:30pm – 2:55pm

Yuan Zhu, PhD, The Gilbert Family Neurofibromatosis Institute, Center for Cancer and Immunology Research, 
the Children’s National Medical Center, Washington DC

Approximately 30-70% of individuals with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) have cognitive deficits, representing the most significant cause of lifetime morbidity 
associated with this disease. Recent studies have also revealed that a high percentage of NF1 patients exhibit motor deficits and the characteristics of autistic 
spectrum disorders (ASD). The mechanisms underlying these cognitive, motor, social and behavioral deficits associated with NF1 remain largely unknown. Given 
that all NF1 patients harbor germline NF1 heterozygous mutations (NF1+/-), there must be a mechanism(s) responsible for such highly variable manifestations in 
NF1-related cognitive, motor and social deficits. Using a series of genetically engineered mouse (GEM) models, we propose two mechanisms. First, one or a small 
number of neural stem and progenitor cells during brain development suffers from loss of the remaining NF1 wild-type allele – a process also known as “double-
hit” that contributes to NF1-related tumorigenesis. Because of the self-renewing potential of developing neural stem/progenitor cells, one or few genetic event(s) 
could produce a large number of differentiated progeny, leading to clinical phenotypes. Indeed, we have used both constitutive and inducible inactivation of Nf1 
in developing neural stem and progenitor cells, demonstrating that “double-hit” in a small number of neural stem and progenitor cells overproduces glial cells via 
distinct mechanisms in the cerebral cortex and cerebellum, respectively. Overproduction of glial cells appears to result in enlarged corpus callosum in the forebrain 
– a structural brain defect observed in a set of NF1 patients with severe cognitive deficits, and abnormal cerebellar development. Second, we have identified a 
molecular mechanism that degrades neurofibromin in abnormally excessive rate, leading to an aberrantly low level of neurofibromin in NF1+/- cells in a context-
dependent manner. Finally, we will present our study on the development of new therapeutic strategies to antagonize both mechanisms. 

Additional authors: Yuan Wang1,2, Ph.D., Edward Kim2, B.S., Huarui Zheng2, Miriam Bornhorst1,2, M.D., Yongchao Zhao2, Ph.D., Yi Sun2, M.D./Ph.D., Bennett G. Novitch3, Ph.D., Kazuaki 
Yoshikawa4, Ph.D., Long-Sheng Chang5, Ph.D. The Children’s National Medical Center1, University of Michigan2; University of California at Los Angeles3; Osaka University4; Nationalwide 
Children’s Hospital at Columbus5.    
   
Supported by NIH R01 (NS053900) and DOD (W81XWH-11-1-0251) to Y.Z.
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NF1 Mice Demonstrate Impaired Long-Range Functional Connectivity in Active and Passive fMRI Studies
Session 6B Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 9:30am – 9:45am

Ben Shofty, MD, The Kahn Laboratory, Rappaport Faculty of Medicine, Technion, and the Gilbert Israeli NF Center, Tel-Aviv Medical Center

Neurofibromatosis I is an autosomal dominant tumor pre-disposition syndrome cognitively characterized by attention deficit and learning disabilities. 
NF1 knockout mice were demonstrated to have impaired long-term potentiation (LTP) formation in the hippocampus, neurotransmitter imbalance, and 
white matter abnormalities. In the present study we utilized two complementary advanced functional imaging methods: spontaneous, intrinsic functional 
connectivity MRI (fcMRI), and optogenetic functional MRI (opto-fMRI) in order to investigate the effect of NF1 on cortical organization at the macroscopic 
systems level. The first method utilizes temporal correlations of spontaneous fluctuations in the fMRI signal, in order to estimate connectivity between 
different regions across the brain, and evaluate the integrity of neuronal ensembles and cortical and sub-cortical connectivity. Using this method we 
imaged two awake NF1 +/- mice and analyzed the somatosensory, motor and hippocampal long- and short-ranged connectivity. When compared to 
normal controls, NF1 +/- mice demonstrate impaired long-range connectivity (p<0.05, FWE) between primary somatosensory cortex (S1) and primary 
motor cortex (M1). In addition, increased local connectivity (p<0.05, FWE) was noted inside S1, between S1 and secondary somatosensory cortex (S2), 
and between M1 and secondary motor cortex (M2). The second method combines optogenetics (i.e. genetically engineering neurons to express light 
sensitive cation channels, thus enabling precise temporal control of neural activity under light activation), and functional imaging to characterize the known 
basic impairment in LTP formation of NF1 +/- mice. Six mice (3 NF1 +/- and 3 littermate normal controls) were injected with pAAV-CamKII-hChR2-p2A-
EYFP-WPRE to CA1 sub-region of the hippocampus, and implanted with an MRI compatible optical fiber, enabling chronic longitudinal imaging. LTP was 
induced by an optically driven theta burst and event-related responses were measured before and after the theta burst. Prior to the theta burst, reliable CA1 
responses were observed in both non-NF1 and NF1 animals. Following the theta burst distal cortical responses were observed in non-NF1 but not in NF1 
mice. The failure to observe long-range hippocampal connectivity in NF1 suggests a role for hippocampal LTP in the formation of brain-wide functional 
connectivity. Critically, these impairments in long-range connectivity either in spontaneous signals or following optogenetic stimulation suggest a basic 
defective functional mechanism that may have a role in NF1 phenotype, and may serve as a drug-screening target. 

Eyal Harari BSc, Technion, Nadav Cohen MSc, Technion, Alexandra Kavushinsky PhD, Technion, Shlomi Constantini MD, MSc, Tel-Aviv Medical Center, and Itamar Kahn PhD, Technion

Abnormal Unipolar Brush Cell Differentiation and Migration May Underlie NF1-Associated Motor Defects
Session 6B Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 9:45am – 10:00am

Yuan Wang, Departments of Internal Medicine, University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI; The Gilbert Family Neurofibromatosis 
Institute, Centers for Cancer and Immunology Research & Neuroscience Research, Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, DC

Motor deficits and learning disabilities are the most common NF1-associated non-tumor complications that affect quality of life. Impairment of fine and 
gross motor coordination in NF1 patients can be detected as early as the toddler stage. The cellular and brain structural basis underlying these motor deficits 
remains largely unknown. Here we show that Nf1-loss impacts on a unique population of excitatory neurons-unipolar brush cells (UBCs) in the murine 
cerebellum, which are associated with vestibular motor function and share common developmental origin (Math1+ rhombic lip precursors) with cerebellar 
granule cells. In Nf1 conditional knockout cerebella, a subpopulation of Nf1-deficient granule cell precursors abnormally differentiate into the UBC lineage 
and accumulate in the molecular layer. In addition, a significant number of rhombic lip-derived UBCs fail to migrate through the cerebellar white matter into 
the internal granule cell layer. These developmental defects can be rescued by MEK inhibitor treatment. These data suggest Nf1-regulated Ras/ERK signaling 
plays an important role in the specification and migration of UBCs, which may have therapeutic implications for NF1-associated motor defects. 

Other: Edward Kim1,2,4, Sun-Jung Kim1,2,4, Miriam Bornhorst3,4, and Yuan Zhu1,2,4

1Departments of Internal Medicine, 2Cell & Developmental Biology, and 3Division of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology, Mott Children’s Hospital, 
University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI; 4The Gilbert Family Neurofibromatosis Institute, Centers for Cancer and Immunology Research & 
Neuroscience Research, Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, DC 
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MET Activation in the Context of NF1 Loss-of-Heterozygosity Results in Enhanced Tumorigenesis in a Novel 
Murine Model of NF1

Session 6B Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 10:00am – 10:15am

Jacqueline D. Peacock, PhD, Van Andel Institute, Grand Rapids, MI

Activation of the Hepatocyte Growth Factor(HGF)/Scatter Factor(SF)/MET signaling pathway results in enhanced cellular growth, invasion and metastasis. 
The tyrosine kinase receptor, MET, is known to be overexpressed in some Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) -associated tumors. We aimed to determine the 
effects of HGF/SF/MET signal activation within a haploinsufficient NF1 background using a mouse model that features combined inactivation of NF1(NF1-/flox) 
and activation of a humanized MET transgene (METtg) under tamoxifen control (Plp-creERT). Allele-specific PCR confirmed the presence of the activated 
MET transgene and bi-allelic loss of the NF1 gene in peripheral nerves, as expected in these animals. Preliminary results include a large increase in tumor 
incidence in animals with combined NF1 and MET mutations (NF1fl/-;METtg;Plp-CreERT, 33%) compared to mice with targeted, bi-allelic NF1 mutation 
alone (NF1fl/-;Plp-CreERT, 7%), and mice with targeted MET activation only (0%, METtg;Plp-CreERT). A majority of these tumors are craniofacial, with 
several abdominal and subcutaneous tumors also observed. Detailed examination of FDG-PET positive tumor progression and pathology are ongoing. 
Sudden death, with evidence of intestinal failure, and/or seizures has also occurred, most frequently in mice with the targeted, bi-allelic NF1 mutation. 
The average age at death or euthanasia criteria in NF1fl/-;METtg;Plp-CreERT (165 days +/- 137) and NF1fl/-;Plp-CreERT mice (185 days +/- 122) is 
markedly lower than the METtg;Plp-CreERT group (286 days +/- 54). These data support a substantial effect of MET activation in NF1 in the peripheral 
nerves, and highlight a need for greater study into the role of mouse strain in similar models, as these mixed-background mice do not develop plexiform 
neurofibromas at the same rate as previous, similar mouse models. 

Kevin Kampfschulte B.A., Van Andel Institute, Matt Steensma M.D., Van Andel Institute, Spectrum Health, Michigan State University College of Human Medicine

This work was supported by the Jay and Betty Van Andel Foundation

STAT3 Activates β-Catenin Signaling to Drive NF1 Neurofibroma Initiation
Session 6B Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 10:15am – 10:30am

Jianqiang Wu, MD, MSc, Division of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cancer and Blood Diseases Institute, 
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Research Foundation, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) patients are predisposed to develop benign neurofibromas, but signaling pathways that drive neurofibroma formation 
remain largely unknown. To identify genes and signaling pathways that drive NF1 neurofibroma initiation and growth we used unbiased insertional 
mutagenesis screening. We identified STAT3 as a potential neurofibroma driver. Targeted genetic deletion of Stat3 in mouse Schwann cell precursors 
(SCPs) and Schwann cells (SCs) decreased neurofibroma formation. Gain- and loss-of-function studies identified EGFR and β-catenin as the major 
upstream regulator and downstream effector of Stat3 signaling, respectively in mouse and human neurofibroma SCP. In preclinical tests, a Jak2/Stat3 
inhibitor reduced growth of established neurofibromas. We also demonstrate a strong correlation between phosphorylated STAT3 (Y705) and β-catenin in 
NF1 human plexiform neurofibromas. Therefore, STAT3 activated β-catenin signaling in the SC lineage promotes neurofibroma initiation and contributes 
to neurofibroma maintenance. Further, efficacy of pharmacological Jak2/Stat3 in reducing neurofibroma growth in vivo and tumor-sphere numbers in vitro 
support testing of JAK/STAT and β-catenin inhibition as neurofibroma therapeutic treatment strategies. 

This work was supported by NIH R01 NS28840 to N.R. and NIH P50 NS057531 to N.R. and D.L., a DAMD New Investigator Award W81XWH-11-1-0259  and an Ohio State 
University Comprehensive Cancer Center Pelotonia Idea Grant to J.W.). The American Cancer Society (IRG-67-003-44) supported J.R.F. 

2Vincent Keng, Ph.D, 1Deanna M. Patmore,B.S., 1Edwin Jousma,M.S., 1David W. Eaves, M.S., 1Walter Jessen,Ph.D., 3James R. Fuchs, Ph.D., Kevin A.T., 4Robert J. Spinner, 
M.D., Ph.D., 1,5Jose A. Cancelas, M.D., Ph.D., 6Anat O. Stemmer-Rachamimov, M.D., 1Timothy P. Cripe,M.D., Ph.D., 2David A. Largaespada, Ph.D., and 1Nancy Ratner Ph.D. 
1Division of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Research Foundation, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, 3333 Burnet 
Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45229, USA. 2Masonic Cancer Center, University of Minnesota, Department of Genetics, Arnold and Mabel Beckman Center for Genome Engineering, 
6-160 Jackson Hall, 321 Church Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA. 3Ohio State University, College of Pharmacy 496 W. 12th Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210. 
4Department of Neurologic Surgery, Mayo Clinic, Gonda 8S-214, 200 First Street SW, Rochester, MN, 55905, USA. 5Hoxworth Blood Center, College of Medicine, University 
of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45229-7013, USA. 6Department of Pathology, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts, USA. 
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Identifying New Targets Downstream of mTORC1 for the Treatment of MPSNTs
Session 6B Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 10:30am – 10:45am

Rebecca Lock, PhD1,2, 1Genetics Division, Department of Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, 2Harvard Medical School

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) are highly aggressive, metastatic tumors and the lifetime risk for MPNST development in 
neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) patients is approximately 8-13%. Currently, limited therapeutic options exist for NF1 patients that develop non-resectable 
MPNSTs, and these tumors remain the leading cause of death for patients with NF1.  We are interested in developing new therapeutic strategies for NF1 
associated MPNSTs by identifying and targeting the signaling pathways that drive MPNST pathogenesis.  Our lab and others have previously shown the 
PI3K/AKT/mTORC1 and Raf/MEK/ERK pathways are hyperactivated in NF1-associated MPNSTs, and we recently found combined inhibition of these 
pathways using rapamycin (a mTORC1 inhibitor) and a MEK inhibitor results in MPNST regression in vivo.  Now, we are expanding on this finding by 
exploring new therapeutic targets downstream of mTORC1. 

Here we evaluate the therapeutic potential of targeting MAPK-interacting kinase 1 and 2 (MNK1/2) directed phosphorylation of eIF4E, a major downstream 
effector of the mTORC1 pathway, for the treatment of NF1-associated MPNSTs. We observed robust phosphorylation of eIF4E in human MPNST tumor 
samples as well as human and mouse MPNST cell lines. Using S462s, a human MPSNT cell line, we find that siRNA-mediated depletion of MNK1 is 
sufficient to reduce eIF4E phosphorylation but has minimal effects on cell proliferation.  However, when combined with the MEK inhibitor PD0325901 
(PD901) MNK1 knockdown cooperates with MEK inhibition to induce cell death.  In support of this finding, the MNK inhibitor, CGP-57380 and PD901 
cooperate to reduce MPSNT cell viability.  Surprisingly we find the multi-receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor cabozantinib (XL184/Cometriq) is a potent 
MNK inhibitor and when combined with MEK inhibition results in MPNST death in vitro.  Finally, using a genetically engineered mouse MPNST model 
we find that combined treatment with XL184 and PD901 results in tumor regression in vivo.  Overall, these results implicate MNK and downstream 
eIF4E phosphorylation as potential targets in combination with MEK inhibition for the treatment of MPNSTs and identify XL184 in combination with MEK 
inhibitors as a new therapeutic strategy for the treatment of MPNSTs. 

This work was supported by a CTF Young Investigator Award to R. Lock

Full list of authors: Rebecca Lock Ph.D.1,2, Rachel Ingraham1,2, Ophélia Maertens Ph.D.1,2, and Karen Cichowski Ph.D.1,2,3 
1Genetics Division, Department of Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, 2Harvard Medical School, 3Ludwig Center at Dana-Farber/Harvard Cancer Center, 3Ludwig 
Center at Dana-Farber/Harvard Cancer Center
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Identification and Management of Lesions Concerning for Transformation to Malignant Peripheral Nerve 
Sheath Tumors (MPNST) in Neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1)

Session 6A Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 9:30am – 9:45am

Sucharita Bhaumik MD, National Cancer Institute and Children’s National Medical Center

Background: MPNST in NF1 often arises in preexisting plexiform neurofibromas (PN). Recently atypical neurofibromas (ANF) were described as potential 
precursor lesions for MPNST. 

Goals: We describe our experience with identification and management of lesions at risk for malignant transformation in patients with NF1 and the outcome 
for patients who underwent biopsy or resection of concerning lesions. 

Methods: Patients with NF1 and substantial PN burden are followed on the NCI NF1 NH (Natural History) study longitudinally with MRI (Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging) and volumetric analysis of PN and total body tumor burden. Nodular appearing, well demarcated lesions > 3 cm that lack the central dot sign are 
considered potentially concerning for malignancy and underwent biopsy if they caused pain, had a higher growth rate (GR) than the surrounding PN, or 
showed increased uptake on 18Fluoro-Deoxy Glucose Positron Emission Tomography (FDG-PET). 

Results: Of 140 patients enrolled on the NF1 NH study (total body tumor burden 3 mL to 12,975 mL), 56 patients had potentially concerning nodular 
lesions identified on MRI or FDG-PET. Of those, 15 patients (9 male, 6 female; median age 23 years, range, 10- 50 years) had 20 nodular lesions that had 
interventions as described in the table below. 

Management Primary resection Biopsy followed by resection Biopsy followed by observation

Lesions (N) 9 (7pts) 4 (4pts) 7 (7pts)

Pathology

ANF

Neurofibroma

MPNST

6

3

-

3

-

1

1

6

-

Biopsies and resections were safely performed.  However, one patient had functional loss (decrease of motor and sensory function) after removal of a 
retroperitoneal ANF, one patient had an incomplete resection of an ANF, and one patient with biopsy confirmed deep sacral ANF developed a high grade 
MPNST after 10 years of observation during which the lesion volume was stable. No malignant transformation was noted in follow up for any of the other 
nodular lesions.

Conclusion: MRI with GR analysis and FDG-PET identified lesions, which may be at greater risk for malignant transformation. Biopsies and resections 
were safely performed. Complete removal of these lesions may reduce the risk for malignant transformation, but surgical management of multiple nodular 
lesions or lesions in deep locations is challenging.  ANF that are not resected require close monitoring throughout life. We are evaluating additional imaging 
modalities (MRI perfusion diffusion imaging and 18Fluoro-thymidine PET), which may have utility in identifying malignant transformation, and are developing 
an algorithm for the identification and management of concerning lesions. 

Full list of authors: Holly Meany MD2, Srivandana Akshintala MBBS, MPH1, James Reynolds MD1, Andrea Baldwin PNP1, Joanne Derdak NP1, Markku Miettinen MD1, Brigitte 
Widemann MD1, Eva Dombi MD1

1National Cancer Institute, 2Children’s National Medical Center
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Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for Chronic Pain: A Pilot Study of Adolescents with Neurofibromatosis 
Type 1 (NF1) and Their Parents

Session 6A Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 9:45am – 10:00am

Staci Martin, PhD, National Cancer Institute (NCI)

It is estimated that up to 53% of individuals with NF1 and plexiform neurofibroma tumors (PNs) experience chronic pain (Kim et al., 2009).  Acceptance 
and Commitment Therapy (ACT) has gained attention recently as an empirically-supported method for addressing chronic pain (APA Division 12, 2011).  
ACT focuses on helping individuals change their relationship with their pain by re-focusing on valued relationships and activities.  Research supports ACT’s 
effectiveness among adolescents with chronic pain delivered via weekly sessions (Wicksell et al., 2009).  The current pilot study extends that work through 
a brief ACT workshop in the NF1 population.  We hypothesized that pain interference would be significantly lower at three months post-intervention.  

Eligible participants included adolescents (12-21 years) with NF1 and chronic pain that interfered with daily functioning, and their parents. Patients must 
have been enrolled in a natural history study of NF1 at the NCI.  Adolescents and parents completed baseline measures of pain interference, pain intensity, 
functional disability, pain acceptance, depression, and anxiety.  Then, patients participated in a 2-day ACT workshop delivered over three 2-hour sessions.  
Parents participated in a parallel ACT workshop aimed at helping them cope with their child’s illness.  A telephone booster session occurred one month 
post-intervention.  Patient and parent measures were completed again by mail three months post-treatment.  Nonparametric statistics were used due to 
the small sample size.

Twelve adolescents (6 males) and their parents completed the workshop (M age = 16.9 years), with 9 patients and six parents providing 3-month data 
to date.  Pre-post comparisons showed that our hypothesis was partly supported in that parents, though not patients, reported significantly less pain 
interference in their children at three months (p<.05).  Additionally, patient-reported pain intensity on a 100-mm visual analogue scale significantly 
declined from baseline to three months (baseline mean = 43.0, 3-month mean = 29.3; p<.05).  Parents reported marginally greater acceptance of 
their child’s pain (p=.06).  No changes were seen in functional ability or mood.  Challenges emerged with respect to some of the patients understanding 
certain ACT-related concepts, possibly due to their learning deficits.  However, preliminary findings suggest that a brief ACT intervention has potential as 
a non-pharmacological method for helping adolescents with NF1 and chronic pain and their parents.  Future randomized controlled trials are needed to 
further assess the efficacy of ACT in this population.  

Full List Authors: Staci Martin, PhD1, Mary Anne Toledo-Tamula, MA2, Pam Wolters, PhD1, Andrea Baldwin, CRNP1, and Brigitte Widemann, MD1.  
1National Cancer Institute; 2Clinical Research Directorate/Clinical Monitoring Research Program, Leidos Biomedical Research Inc. (formerly SAIC-Frederick, Inc), Frederick 
National Laboratory Cancer Research.

Funded by the Intramural research program of the NIH, NCI, POB; funded by NCI 
Contract #HHSN261200800001E. 
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Cancer Incidence and Mortality of NF1 Patients: A Total Population Study in Finland, 1987-2011
Session 6A Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 10:00am – 10:15am

Juha Peltonen MD, PhD, Department of Cell Biology and Anatomy, University of Turku, Turku, Finland

We report a total population study carried out in Finland (population 5.3 million). The following study inclusion criteria were used: confirmed diagnosis of 
NF1, hospital visit 1987-2011, and a known national identification number. The NF1 cohort contained 1388 patients (666 males and 722 females from 
980 different families) with year of birth between 1905 and 2011. The first hospital visit for neurofibromatosis between the years 1987-2011 was used 
as a cohort entry date. The total number of person years was 17, 670.6, and the average length of follow up was 12.7 years, and the median 12.58 
years. The NF1 cohort was cross-referenced with Causes of Death Register, and the follow up for cancer was carried out through the files of the Finnish 
Cancer Registry using the personal identification number as a key. The cancer registration system in Finland is population based, nationwide, and virtually 
comprehensive (http://www.cancer.fi/syoparekisteri/en/). During the follow up period, a total of 201 cases of cancer were diagnosed while the expected 
number was 42.51 cases in the reference population (standardized incidence ratio (SIR) 4.73; 95% CI 4.10-5.40). As expected, the incidence of MPNSTs 
was highly elevated (ICD-10 code C47: SIR 1354.06; ICD-10 codes C48-C49, SIR 45.18). Cancers of the central nervous system were also significantly 
elevated with SIR 32.96. In addition to cancers of the nervous system, the incidence of breast cancer was elevated, and a total of 26 breast cancers were 
diagnosed during the study period (SIR 2.96). Interestingly, in the age group of 30-44 years, nine breast cancers were observed while the expected number 
of cases was 1.77, resulting in SIR 7.72. The prognosis of breast cancer in the latter group was unexpectedly poor, with three deaths within about two years 
after diagnosis. The proportionate mortality ratios (PMR) for all cancers in patients with NF1 in different age groups were as follows: 0-19 yrs PMR 54.07; 
age group 0-49 yrs PMR 26.65; and age group >50 yrs PMR 2.95. 

Full List of Authors: Elina Uusitalo MSc, University of Turku; Eero Pukkala, PhD, Finnish Cancer Registry; Jussi Leppävirta MD, Department of Dermatology, University of Turku 
and Turku University Hospital; Sirkku Peltonen MD PhD, Department of Dermatology, University of Turku and Turku University Hospital

Grants: Turku University Hospital, Academy of Finland

Resiliency Training for Patients with NF1, NF2 and Schwannomatosis: Results From a Pilot Clinical Trial
Session 6A Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 10:15am – 10:30am

Ana-Maria Vranceanu, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School

Background: NF1, NF2, and schwannomatosis are uncurable tumor suppressor syndromes. The current health care model for neurofibromatosis (NF) 
is almost entirely biomedical, focused on identifying various manifestations of NFs (e.g., nerve sheath tumors, learning disability, pseudoarthrosis) and 
providing medical treatments.  This model of care is incomplete, as it does not address the consistent research findings showing that patients with NFs 
have lower quality of life (QoL), more symptoms of depression and anxiety, higher levels of stress and more pain as compared to general population norms. 
Furthermore, research has shown that there is no association between severity of NF and emotional functioning, suggesting that psychosocial factors 
are more important than, or as important as severity of disease. Within the past decade, treatment of medical illnesses has transition from biomedical 
to biopsychosocial, where mind body interventions are integrated within medical care. To foster transition toward a biopsychosocial model of care for 
patients with NF, we set out to determine the feasibility, acceptability, and preliminary efficacy of a novel mind-body skills-based intervention, the Relaxation 
Response Resiliency Program (3RP), tailored to NF patients.  The goal of the 8-week group program was to improve resiliency (ability to cope with stress) 
and QoL. 

Methods: Patients from the Neurofibromatosis Clinic at Massachusetts General Hospital who reported difficulties coping and distress were offered 
participation. Participants completed measures of life satisfaction, resiliency, stress, mood, lifestyle, pain, post-traumatic growth and mindfulness before 
and after completing the 3RP program. They also completed a measure of client satisfaction after treatment.

Results: The intervention was feasible, with 28/63 participants (44%) who were offered participation being enrolled. The most common reason cited for 
refusal to participate was travel burden.  Eight participants failed to complete the baseline questionnaires and never started the study. The intervention was 
highly acceptable, as evidenced by an 80% completion rate (16/20), and a score o 28.3 (out of 32 maximum score) on the Client Satisfaction Scale. Paired 
t-tests showed significant improvement in resiliency, satisfaction with life, depression, stress, worry, somatization, sleepiness, and mindfulness, (E.S.= 
.73-1.33). Medium effect sizes were observed for pain coping and posttraumatic growth (E.S. = .39-.56)

Conclusion: The 3RP was found to be feasible and acceptable, and appeared efficacious in improving resiliency and QOL patients with NF, suggesting the 
need for a randomized controlled trial. To remove travel burden as a participation barrier, future work will assess 3RP program delivery via videoconferencing 
with Skype. 

Ana-Maria Vranceanu, PhD, Vanessa Merker MS, Elyse R. Park, PhD, MPH; Scott Plotkin MD, PhD; Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School
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Growth Patterns and Predictors of Plexiform Neurofibroma (PN) Growth in Patients with Neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1) 
Based on Volumetric Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Analysis 

Session 6A Concurrent:  Monday, June 9, 10:30am – 10:45am

Srivandana Akshintala MBBS, MPH, National Cancer Institute (NCI)

Objective: A better understanding of PN growth is essential for the design of meaningful clinical trials targeting PNs. Our aim is to describe the growth 
patterns and identify predictors of PN growth in NF1 patients. 

Methods: Patients with NF1 and PN enrolled on an NCI natural history study with ≥ 1-year follow-up, ≥ 2 MRI studies, and no PN-directed treatment 
during this interval, were included for this analysis. A semi-automated method of volumetric MRI analysis (MEDx v3.44) was used to measure PN 
volumes. Growth rate (regression slope of percent change in PN volume plotted against time) was calculated for each PN. In addition, growth rates for 
nodular lesions, defined as well demarcated encapsulated appearing lesions ≥ 3cm lacking the central dot sign within or outside a PN, were analyzed. 

Results: 68 patients (41 male, median age 10.3 yrs, range 0.7-40.2 yrs) had 73 PNs and 29 nodular lesions. Median follow-up was 2.3 yrs (range 1 
to11.5). Young age was associated with higher median PN growth rate consistent with previous observations, and highest growth rates were observed in 
small PNs. In contrast, growth rates of nodular lesions did not appear to be age-related. Growth rates by initial tumor volume and location are described in 
Table 1. 

Conclusion: Large variability in PN growth rates was observed. Age, initial PN volume, and MRI appearance (PN vs. nodular lesion) appear to be 
associated with PN growth kinetics. Further analysis to identify independent predictors of PN growth is ongoing.

Table 1: Growth rate (% change in tumor volume per year) of PNs and nodular lesions by initial tumor volume and tumor location (median and range)

PN (N=73) Nodular lesions (N=29)

Age (yrs) at initial MRI
Initial volume (mL)
Growth rate

8.9 (0.7 to 40.2)
364 (4 to 4895)
13 (-14 to 247)

18.9 (8.1 to 45.3)
42 (3 to 201)

22 (-10 to 273)

Growth rate by initial tumor volume

Volume quartiles in mL (PN/nodular) Age (yrs) Growth rate Age (yrs) Growth rate 

1 4-96 / 3-12 7 (0.7 to 40) 30 (-2 to 247) 20 (8 to 40) 111 (23 to 273)

2 107-295 / 15-42 9 (2 to 20) 18 (-2 to 109) 15 (8 to 45) 15 (-2 to 87)

3 364-823 / 46-65 12 (6 to 19) 12 (-14 to 55) 25 (15 to 26) 17 (-10 to 38)

4 837–4895 / 71-201 15 (4 to 30) 4 (-5 to 52) 19 (9 to 29) 17 (5 to 57)

Growth rate by tumor location

Location (# PN/nodular) Initial volume (ml) Growth rate Initial volume (mL) Growth rate

Head/Neck (14/4) 226 (9 to 624) 9 (-2 to 103) 36 (10 to 41) 6 (3 to 68)

Neck/trunk (10/4) 526 (10 to 1895) 14 (3 to 28) 121 (3 to 185) 14 (5 to 117)

Trunk (25/10) 497 (12 to 3615) 14 (-14 to 174) 44 (10 to 80) 20 (-10 to 57)

Trunk/extremity (11/1) 565 (77 to 4895) 28 (-5 to 247) 201 28

Extremity (7/10) 78 (4 to 295) 18 (11 to 41) 44 (4 to 71) 32 (17 to 273)

Whole body (6/0) 2505 (386 to 4477) 1 (-6 to 6) - -

Full list of authors: Eva Dombi MD1, Andrea Baldwin CRNP1, David Liewehr3, Andy Gillespie RN, MS2, Wendy Goodspeed RN2, Anne Goodwin RN, BSN2, Patricia Whitcomb 
RN, BSN2, Seth Steinberg, PhD3, Brigitte C. Widemann MD1

1Pediatric Oncology Branch, Center for Cancer Research; 2Center for Cancer Research; 3Biostatistics and Data Management Section, NCI, NIH
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Oncolytic Measles Virus (MV) expressing Sodium Iodine Symporter Gene as  
a Therapy for Neurofibromatosis Type I Associated Tumors 

David R. Deyle, Kah Whye Peng, and Dusica Babovic-Vuksanovic, Mayo Clinic Rochester, MN

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a common genetic disorder characterized by cafe´-au-lait macules, inguinal/axillary freckling, iris hamartomas, bone 
dysplasia and a predisposition to form nerve sheath tumors. Germline mutations in the NF1 gene combined with somatic mutations in the remaining wild-
type gene leads to Schwann cell hyperproliferation and subsequent tumor formation. Individuals with NF1 can develop dermal neurofibromas, plexiform 
neurofibromas, and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs). Plexiform neurofibromas are large, slow growing tumors that are a major cause of 
disfigurement and have a 10-15% chance of transforming into MPNST. Individuals with NF1 have an 8-13% lifetime risk of developing MPNSTs. MPNSTs are 
highly aggressive and cause significant mortality. Treat options for these tumors are limited to surgical resection that is frequently complicated by incomplete 
tumor removal and regrowth. 

Oncolytic viruses are promising therapeutic vehicles to treat NF1 because they can selectively transduce and eliminate tumor cells without destroying normal 
tissue. To determine the effect of oncolytic viral vectors on NF1 associated tumors, we treated six human MPNST cell lines with four different oncolytic viruses 
over a range of multiplicity of infections (MOIs) and examined cell viability at forty-eight and seventy-two hours after infection. The four viruses tested were 
a MV that expresses the sodium iodine symporter gene (MV-NIS), a vaccinia viral vector that also expresses NIS (VV-NIS), a vesicular stomatitis virus that 
expresses human interferon-beta (IFN-b) gene (VSV-hIFN), and a recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus that expresses the MV envelope glycoproteins, fusion 
protein (F) and hemagglutinin (H) (VSV-FH). We found that MV-NIS and VV-NIS considerably reduced the number of viable cells in all six cell lines. Flow 
cytometry experiments showed that CD46, a MV attachment receptor, is upregulated in MPNST cells. We also treated normal Schwann cells with MV-NIS and 
found that MV-NIS had only minimal effects on cell viability. 

While these results show the anti-tumor effect of MV-NIS, its efficacy on MPNST tumors in vivo is still unknown. We are currently conducting mouse xenograft 
experiments where MPNST cell line tumors are treated intra-tumorally with MV-NIS to determine the effectiveness of viral treatment. Preliminary data shows 
strong positive tumor uptake of technetium-99m in MPNST xenografts three days after intratumoral injection of MV-NIS indicating localized, functional 
expression of NIS. Our results indicate that MV-NIS has potential as a treatment for patients with MPNST and possibly other NF1 associated tumors. 

The Role of Ras Molecule Hyperactivation in Neural Stem Cell Function 

R. Hugh F. Bender, MS, Washington University School of Medicine

Neural stem cells (NSCs) give rise to the majority of cells in the mammalian brain, including neurons, oligodendrocytes, and astrocytes. However, the signaling 
mechanisms responsible for regulating NSC proliferation and directing their differentiation towards each of these lineages remain incompletely characterized. 
Individuals affected by the neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) tumor-predisposition syndrome have neurological problems that reflect abnormalities in neuronal 
(learning disabilities and seizures) and astrocytic (optic gliomas) function. The presence of abnormalities in these two distinct cell lineages suggests that the 
NF1 gene product, neurofibromin, functions as a critical regulator of NSC function. Neurofibromin negatively regulates NSC proliferation and differentiation 
through its function as a Ras-GTPase activating protein. However, three different Ras molecules – H-Ras, K-Ras, and N-Ras – are expressed in the mammalian 
brain, each of which undergoes unique processing and localization to cause different biological effects. To define the effects of activating each Ras molecule 
on NSC proliferation and differentiation, I have utilized genetically engineered mice (GEM) to selectively activate individual Ras molecules in NSCs. Using brain 
NSCs harvested from these mice, I have found that these Ras molecules differentially promote NSC expansion in a cell-autonomous manner through increased 
NSC survival and NSC proliferation. Moreover, activating the individual Ras molecules in NSCs in vivo also causes differential increases in glial cell number 
during brain development. A survey of downstream Ras effector proteins indicates that Ras-mediated hyperproliferation occurs in a MAPK- and p38-MAPK-
independent manner. Further studies are currently exploring which other Ras downstream effector proteins are required for differential NSC hyperproliferation 
upon Ras molecule activation.

Financial Support: Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award to RHFB
National Institutes of Health #NS065548 to DHG

Additional Authors: Kevin M. Haigis, PhD, Department of Pathology, Harvard Medical School
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Pharmacological Rescue of Behavioral Phenotypes in a Spred1 Mouse Model for Legius Syndrome. 

Hilde Brems, PhD, KU Leuven

Legius syndrome is an autosomal dominant disorder caused by inactivating mutations in SPRED1 (1). This syndrome belongs to the group of RASopathies 
and clinically presents with a mild neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) phenotype. The disease is clinically characterized by the presence of multiple café-au-lait 
spots with/without axillary and inguinal freckling, but without the development of specific NF1-associated tumors (2). Learning and attention problems are 
regularly reported in children with Legius syndrome (3). 

To better understand the underlying pathogenetic mechanisms, a Spred1 knockout mouse model (4) was investigated for social behaviour. Spontaneous home 
cage activity related to social behaviour was tested by nest building and marble burying. The tube test was used as an additional measure for social interaction. 
Spred1 knockout mice showed significantly restricted interest for nest building and marble burying. In addition significant abnormalities in tube test behaviour 
were detected. This Spred1 model showed interesting and robust phenotypes and allowed us to test possible therapeutic strategies. Since SPRED1 is a 
negative regulator of the RAS-MAPK pathway, a selective MEK inhibitor was subcutaneously injected in Spred1 knockout mice. This MEK inhibitor rescued the 
nest building, marble burying and tube test behavioural phenotypes in Spred1 knockout mice. These results demonstrate that the abnormal social interaction 
patterns observed in Spred1 knockout mice are depending on an overactive Ras-MAPK pathway and can be acutely rescued in adult mice. Drugs affecting 
RAS-MAPK signalling may prove useful in future clinical trials on behavioural problems in children with Legius syndrome.

Full List of Authors: Ellen Plasschaert , PhD student, KU Leuven; Ype Elgersma, PhD, University Medical Center Rotterdam; Steven Kushner MD, Phd, University Medical Center 
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Mechanism of Caspase-1 Mediated Schwannoma Regression 
 
Gary J. Brenner, MD, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School

Schwannomas are peripheral nerve tumors composed of Schwann-lineage cells. They can cause pain, sensory/motor dysfunction, and death through 
compression of peripheral nerves, the spinal cord, and/or the brain stem. Management – essentially restricted to operative resection and gamma-knife 
debulking – is limited in scope and efficacy and has significant associated morbidity. Chemotherapeutic treatments, represented mainly by inhibitors of 
angiogenesis, mTOR and tyrosine kinases, have shown incomplete and transient tumor regression. Schwannomas treatment, thus remains a major unmet 
clinical need. 

Schwannomas are appealing targets for gene therapy as they: 1) grow slowly, 2) have cellular and genetic homogeneity, and 3) can be localized using MR 
or ultrasound imaging for direct intratumoral vector injection. Gene-therapy is potentially advantageous compared to resection as gene therapy is minimally 
invasive, kills tumor cells without damaging nerve, and may allow treatment of lesions not amenable to resection. Our published data show that schwannomas 
can be effectively treated with a gene therapy strategy that uses an adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector to deliver the apoptotic and inflammatory enzyme 
ICE (IL1-converting enzyme, aka caspase-1) under the Schwann-cell specific promoter, myelin Protein 0 (P0). The vector, “AAV-P0-ICE,” efficiently debulkes 
schwannomas and resolves schwannoma associated pain, without any associated neuronal toxicity.

Given that we observed complete tumor resolution associated with our gene therapy and that we believe it very unlikely that tumor cell infection efficiency 
in vivo is greater than 50%, we hypothesize that AAV-P0-ICE leads to bystander killing. We now provide evidence that AAV-P0-ICE induces pyroptotic cell 
death characterized by cell lysis and release of intracellular factors through which non-infected tumor cells are killed. This bystander killing occurs without 
causing neuronal damage. We have further found that AAV-P0-ICE tumor treatment generates lasting micro-environmental changes that prevent growth of a 
schwannoma cells implanted in the site of the original tumor. These re-implanted tumor cells undergo pyroptotic death without causing damage to associated 
nerve. 

These data support the stability, efficacy, and safety of this treatment strategy, and open up new avenues for treatment of schwannomas involving activation of 
pro-pyroptotic pathways.

Sherif Ahmed, PhD, MGH. Mehran Taherian, MD, MGH. Shilpa Prabhakar, MGH. Farnaz Hadaegh, DDS, MGH. Dongmei Qu MD, MGH. Miguel Sena-Esteves, PhD, University of 
Massachusetts, Giulia Fulci, PhD, MGH. Xandra Breakefield, PhD, MGH.
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Mutations and Biological Behavior of NF2-Associated Schwannomas 

Sarah S. Burns, BA, Nationwide Children’s Hospital and The Ohio State University

Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is a genetic disorder characterized by the development of multiple nervous system tumors, such as vestibular schwannomas 
and meningiomas. It is caused by mutations in the NF2 tumor suppressor gene. These tumors cause considerable morbidities, including profound deafness, 
tinnitus, facial nerve paralysis, ataxia, brainstem compression, and if untreated, death. Currently, no medical therapies are available for the treatment of these 
tumors; however, several clinical trials have been initiated. Previously, we showed that the histone deacetylase inhibitor (HDACi) AR-42 effectively inhibits 
tumor growth in cell culture and animal models of schwannomas and meningiomas. These encouraging preclinical results led to a Phase I clinical trial for 
AR-42 in these tumor types. To date, five NF2 patients have been enrolled in this clinical trial. Monitoring of tumor size before and during treatment by magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) revealed that some tumors have shrunk in size or decreased in growth rate, while some others have remained stable. Two of these 
patients underwent surgery to remove one of their vestibular schwannomas. In each tumor, FoundationOne tests detected mutations in only two out of 405 
cancer-related genes. In addition to NF2, mutations were found in Myc and NUP98. Morphoproteomic analysis showed high levels of expression of several 
receptor tyrosine kinases and their downstream signaling molecules and p-STAT3, NF-κB, COX2, and Sirt-1 in these tumors. These results may be used to 
inform future therapies for these patients. To establish a human schwannoma model which recapitulates characteristics of the human disease, we generated 
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell lines bearing a patient-specific mutation in the NF2 gene from a schwannoma of one of these patients. Clones of iPS cells 
exhibiting a normal karyotype and expressing several stem cell markers were identified. These iPS cells are being evaluated for their differentiation capacity, 
tumorigenic potential, and the effect of the patient-specific NF2 mutation. Development of a reproducible model for NF2-associated schwannomas that could 
be used to study disease pathogenesis and to develop a medical therapy would significantly improve the current treatment options for these tumors.
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Cell of Origin and Therapeutic Model for NF1-associated Para-spinal Plexiform Neurofibromas 
 
Zhiguo Chen, MD, PhD, Department of Dermatology, UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas

Von Recklinghausen’s neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is one of the most common tumor-predisposing genetic disorder. Neurofibromas are the most frequent 
NF1 tumors, and plexiform neurofibromas carry a risk of malignant transformation that can metastasize widely and often portend a fatal outcome. Deep-tissue 
plexiform neurofibromas occur in 20–40% of adult NF-1 patients and their chance of malignant transformation is much higher compared with other forms of 
plexiform neurofibromas. The majority of internal plexiform neurofibromas manifest in the paraspinal region at the neural foramina associated with dorsal root 
ganglia. Their malignant transformation carries a poorer prognosis, in part because they are not evident clinically in the early stage. Currently, little is known 
about the molecular mechanisms mediating the initiation and progression, as well as the identity of the specific cell type that gives rise to these complex 
tumors. In this study, using cell lineage tracing, we identify a subpopulation of embryonic precursor cells as the cell of origin for these para-spinal tumors and 
report a novel, non-germ line model for plexiform neurofibroma. The identity of the tumor cell of origin and the facility for isolation and expansion provide fertile 
ground for continued analysis to identify additional intrinsic and extrinsic factors that likely play essential roles in neurofibroma genesis. It also provides novel 
approaches to develop new therapies to delay and possibly prevent neurofibroma formation in NF1 patients.

Zhiguo Chen, MD, PhD; Chiachi Liu, BS; Amish Patel, BS; Chung-Ping Liao, PhD; Yong Wang, MS; Lu Q. Le, MD, PhD, UT Southwestern Medical Center 

Inhibition of CRL4DCAF1 in Merlin-deficient Malignancies 
 
Jonathan Cooper, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

The tumor suppressor Merlin functions at the cell cortex and in the nucleus. In drosophila, Merlin activates the Hippo tumor suppressor pathway by combining 
with Expanded and Kibra at the cell cortex. In contrast to this cortical role, Merlin functions in mammals to suppress tumorigenesis by inhibiting the E3 
ubiquitin ligase CRL4DCAF1 in the nucleus. In Merlin-deficient malignancies, dysregulated CRL4DCAF1 inhibits the Hippo tumor suppressor pathway by inhibiting 
the Hippo core kinases Lats1 and 2, and combined with other mechanisms, drives oncogenic gene expression. Inhibition of CRL4DCAF1 curbs the oncogenic 
effects of Merlin loss, and thereby serves as a potential therapeutic window for Merlin-deficient malignancies. We will present preliminary results summarizing 
the preclinical efficacy of CRL4DCAF1 inhibition.

Full Author List: Jonathan Cooper, Wei Li, Ph.D., and Filippo G. Giancotti, M.D. Ph.D. 
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NF1 Deletion Generates Multiple Subtypes of Soft-tissue Sarcoma that Respond to MEK Inhibition 
 
Rebecca Dodd, PhD, Duke University

Soft-tissue sarcomas are a heterogeneous group of tumors arising from connective tissue. Recently, mutations in the neurofibromin 1 (NF1) tumor suppressor 
gene were identified in multiple subtypes of human soft-tissue sarcomas. To study the effect of NF1 inactivation in the initiation and progression of distinct 
sarcoma subtypes, we have developed a novel mouse model of temporally and spatially restricted NF1-deleted sarcoma. To generate primary sarcomas, we 
inject adenovirus containing Cre recombinase into NF1flox/flox; Ink4a/Arf flox/flox mice at two distinct orthotopic sites: intramuscularly or in the sciatic nerve. The 
mice develop either high-grade myogenic sarcomas or malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST)-like tumors, respectively. These tumors reflect the 
histologic properties and spectrum of sarcomas found in patients. To explore the use of this model for preclinical studies, we conducted a study of mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway inhibition with the MEK inhibitor PD325901. Treatment with PD325901 delays tumor growth through decreased 
cyclin D1 mRNA and cell proliferation. We also examined the effects of MEK inhibition on the native tumor stroma and find that PD325901 decreases 
microvessel density with a parallel reprogramming of the angiogenic transcriptional pathway. Taken together, our results use a primary tumor model to show 
that sarcomas can be generated by loss of NF1 and Ink4a/Arf, and that these tumors are sensitive to MEK inhibition by direct effects on tumor cells and the 
surrounding microenvironment. These studies suggest that MEK inhibitors should be further explored as potential sarcoma therapies in patients with tumors 
containing NF1 deletion.

This work was supported by a Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award to R.D.D.

Full List of Authors: Rebecca D. Dodd a, Jeffrey K. Mito b, Will Eward c, Mohit Sachdeva a, Rhea Chitalia a, Yan Ma a, Leslie Dodd d, & David G. Kirsch a,b
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Identification of Neurofibroma and MPNST Specific Exosome-associated Markers as Early Detectors of 
Malignant Transformation. 
 
P. Ferruzzi, PhD, Exosomics Siena

Soft-tissue sarcomas are a heterogeneous group of tumors arising from connective tissue. Recently, mutations in the Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) 
is a hereditary syndrome characterized by the development of benign nerve-sheath tumors. These neoplasms represent a major risk factor for further 
transformation to malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST). MPNST have a very poor prognosis as they do not respond to standard chemo- or 
radiation therapy and the only effective treatment appears to be surgery upon early diagnosis. There is an urgent need thus to develop non invasive methods 
for the screening and early detection of NF to MPNST transition, as well as monitoring of disease progression and therapeutic outcome. Exosome-based 
diagnostics represents a cutting-edge frontier of cancer research and clinical management. Exosomes are 30-120 nm vesicles released from all living cells 
that act as an export pathway for cellular proteins and RNAs (mRNAs and miRNAs), mediating intracellular communication and bio-molecule exchange in 
parent cells microenvironment and at distance. Exosomes can be found in easily accessible biological fluid such as blood and are considered early sentinels of 
alterations in cell and tissue homeostasis and metabolism thus becoming an appealing source for identification of novel disease-relevant biomarkers. 

Our work was directed towards the identification and distinction of neurofibroma (NF)- and MPNST-specific exosome associated markers. We performed a 
comparative analysis on more than 30 potential biomarkers falling into diverse ontological categories using exosomes purified from conditioned supernatant 
from a selection of MPNST, plexiform NF and dermal NF cell lines, obtaining intriguing results: i) exosomes originating from different cell models displayed 
differential expression patterns in particular for biomarkers notoriously indicative of aggressive tumors, clearly distinguishing MPNST and Plexiform NF from 
Dermal NF. ii) Utilizing FACS, WB and ELISA assays we have identified at least 3 exosome associated protein markers which distinguished between MPNSTs 
and benign NFs in vitro; 5 markers which were mostly associated to MPNSTs providing clear resolution from Dermal NFs while some Plexi NFs did display 
these proteins and other 3 promising candidate markers which should be further investigated. iii) Molecular analysis of the same samples showed 6 mRNA 
and 2 miRNA markers which have a very appealing performance for accurately distinguishing exosomes originated from malignant neurofibromas. 

Overall, in the battery of preliminary experiments in in vitro models, we have found 8-11 specific candidate markers paving the way to test and validate them in 
plasma samples obtained from murine xenograft and transgenic models, and NF clinical samples with the ultimate aim of developing a non invasive, sensitive 
and specific multimarker assay for identification of NF1 patients with risk of MPNST development and early detection of cancer.

Full list of authors: P. Ferruzzi, PhD Exosomics Siena; P. Guazzi, PhD Hansabiomed OU; D. Zocco, PhD Exosomics Siena; C. Fondelli Exosomics Siena; S. Carroll, MD Medical 
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Small Molecule Inhibition of the Hippo/YAP Pathway as a Therapeutic Strategy in Neurofibromatosis Type 2 
 
William Guerrant, PhD, The Scripps Research Institute

Cellular mechanisms that control cell proliferation and death are essential for processes that require defined cell numbers, such as developmental control 
over organ size and repair of injured tissues, and these mechanisms are commonly dysregulated in cancer. A pivotal regulator of anti-proliferative/growth 
control signaling is Merlin, the product of the NF2 tumor suppressor gene, originally identified as the gene mutated in Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). NF2 
is an inherited disorder with an incidence of approximately 1 in 30,000 births, and characterized mainly by the development of schwannomas of the eighth 
cranial nerve. Moreover, mutations and loss of heterozygosity of the NF2 locus are associated with multiple nervous system tumors, including schwannomas, 
meningiomas and ependymomas.

Merlin regulates a broad spectrum of mitogenic pathways, including the Ras, Rac, Src and mTOR pathways and has recently been linked to the Hippo/YAP 
pathway. This pathway is comprised of a kinase cascade that leads to phosphorylation of the Yes-associated protein (YAP), sequestering it in the cytoplasm 
and preventing it from functioning as a transcriptional activator of pro-growth/anti-apoptotic transcriptional programs. The Hippo/YAP pathway is frequently 
disrupted in cancer, such that YAP is known to function as an oncogene in multiple tumor types through a variety of genetic and epigenetic mechanisms. 
Moreover, several tumors have been shown to be YAP-dependent, underscoring the promise of inhibiting YAP as an attractive therapeutic strategy in NF2-
associated cancers.

Towards the goal of identifying YAP inhibitors we have developed a cell-based screening campaign which will used to probe the Scripps Drug Discovery 
Library of > 640K small molecules. Details related to implementation of the screen will be presented, as well as data demonstrating the role of Hippo/Yap 
signaling in NF2.

This work is made possible through the Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award. 

Additional Authors: Smitha Kota, MS, The Scripps Research Institute, and Joseph Kissil, PhD, The Scripps Research Institute. 
 
 

The p53/mouse Double Minute 2 Homolog Complex Deregulation in Merlin-deficient Tumours 
 
C Oliver Hanemann, MD, PhD, FRCP, Plymouth University Peninusula Schools of Medicine and Dentistry, UK

Deficiency of the tumour suppressor Merlin leads to the development of schwannomas, meningiomas and ependymomas occurring spontaneously or as a 
part of a hereditary disease Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2). Merlin loss is also found in a proportion of other cancers e.g. mesothelioma, melanoma, breast 
cancer and glioblastoma. Another tumour suppressor/transcription factor p53 regulates proliferation, survival and differentiation. P53 deficiency/inactivation 
plays a role in development of many tumours and subsequently targeted therapy has been developed. P53 can be negatively regulated by Focal Adhesion 
Kinase (FAK), Phosphatidylinositide 3-kinases (PI3K)/AKT [Protein Kinase B (PKB)] and Mouse double minute 2 homolog (MDM2) and possibly positively by 
Merlin and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) in different models. We wondered if p53 has a role in Merlin deficient tumours. Using our in vitro model of primary 
human schwannoma cells we demonstrated that FAK is overexpressed/activated and localises to the nucleus in schwannoma cells leading to increased 
proliferation. AKT is strongly activated via Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) - and Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) - receptors increasing survival. Here 
we investigated p53 regulation and its role in proliferation and survival of human primary schwannoma cells using western blotting, immunocytochemistry, 
proliferation, survival and transcription factor assays. The data demonstrate that p53 is downregulated (P < 0.001) and MDM2 (P < 0.01) upregulated in 
human primary schwannoma cells leading to increased proliferation (P < 0.001) and survival (P < 0.05). p53 is regulated by Merlin involving JNK (P < 
0.05), FAK (P < 0.01), AKT (P < 0.05) and MDM2 (P < 0.05). Merlin potentiates p53 activity (P < 0.05) and together with Nutlin-3, a drug disrupting p53/
MDM2 complex, increases p53 total levels (P < 0.05) and stability in schwannoma cells leading to decreased tumour growth (P < 0.001) and survival (P < 
0.001). These findings are important to dissect mechanisms responsible for development of merlin-deficient tumours and identification of therapeutic targets. 
We suggest that Nutlin-3 increasing stability of p53 in combination with FAK or PI3K inhibitors could be good treatment options for schwannoma and other 
Merlin-deficient tumours. 

Sylwia Ammoun, Marei Caroline Schmid, Lu Zhou, Magdalena Barczyk. Plymouth University Peninsula Schools of Medicine and Dentistry, UK.
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Molecular Analysis of Hybrid Neurofibromas/Schwannomas Identifies CTNNA3 as a Candidate for EMT in 
Benign Schwann Cell Derived Tumors. 
 
Anja Harder, MD, Institute of Pathology, HELIOS Klinikum Emil von Behring, Berlin, Germany
Institute of Neuropathology, University Hospital Münster, Münster, Germany

Benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors occur sporadically and within neurofibromatoses (NF1, NF2 and schwannomatosis). Recently we described in detail 
an underrecognized entity of those tumors, called hybrid neurofibromas/schwannomas being characterized by schwannoma-like nodules surrounded by a 
neurofibroma like tumor. We previously demonstrated that hybrid neurofibromas/schwannomas often occur in the setting of neurofibromatosis. 

In our current study we analyzed hybrid neurofibromas/schwannomas for their molecular background, which is yet poorly understood. Beside monosomy 
of chromosome 22, we identified genomic loss of CTNNA3 by Array CGH confirmed by quantitative real time PCR experiments. We furthermore performed 
knockdown experiments in non-tumor rat Schwann cells to uncover the cellular role of the CTNNA3 gene product, alpha-T-catenin, and measured proliferative 
activity, cytoskeletal characteristics and EMT (epithelial-mesenchymal transition)-related gene expression. Our analyses demonstrate a reduced E-cadherin 
expression as a result of alpha-T-catenin RNAi knockdown in Schwann cells and an up-regulation of EMT-related genes such as ZEB and SNAI genes. 

Alpha-T-catenin belongs to the alpha-catenin family and functions as a linking protein between cadherins and actin filaments of the cytoskeleton. Loss of 
E-cadherin expression is a key characteristic of EMT in tumor cells. Here, we describe a relationship between loss of alpha-T-catenin and EMT in benign 
Schwann cell derived tumors. 

Supported by Innovative Medizinische Forschung (IMF) (HA121006).
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In Vivo Analysis of the Consequences of Loss of the NF1 Tumor Suppressor in High-Grade Glioma, Malignant 
Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor (MPNST) and Neuroblastoma 
 
Shuning He, PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Type 1 Neurofibromatosis (NF1) is caused by mutations in the NF1 gene, which encodes neurofibromin, a protein of over 4,000 amino acids. This large protein 
is expressed widely during embryonic development and in the adult and functions as a prominent tumor suppressor. Patients with loss of NF1 are prone to 
develop MPNST and both low and high grade glioma, and other tumors such as neuroblastoma have somatically acquired loss of NF1. While the majority of 
therapeutic approaches have targeted the Ras GAP-related domain (GRD) of neurofibromin, numerous mutations outside the GRD, which do not appear to 
affect protein stability or GAP function, also render NF1 patients prone to develop tumors. Evolutionary conservation of domains outside of GRD also suggests 
that additional important functions are yet to be discovered, especially regarding tumor suppression. In this study, we hope to capitalize on the advantages 
of zebrafish as a model system to identify unrecognized functional domains appropriate for therapeutic targeting and to address pressing questions relevant 
to the generation of new and effective therapies for NF1. We have identified two separate zebrafish nf1 genes and used a zinc-finger nuclease strategy to 
generate multiple loss-of-function nf1 mutant zebrafish lines. Loss of nf1 contributes to tumorigenesis as demonstrated by an accelerated onset and increased 
penetrance of high-grade gliomas and MPNSTs in zebrafish, in combination with loss-of-function mutations of p53. Loss of nf1 also greatly accelerated onset 
of neuroblastoma induced by MYCN overexpression, with a penetrance of nearly one hundred percent by 5 weeks. We are applying these zebrafish tumor 
models to analyze the contribution of the NF1 GRD domain to tumor suppression, and to discover other novel functional domains of NF1 that can cooperate 
with the GRD in NF1-mediated tumor suppression. We hope to develop models suitable for small molecule drug screens, conducted in zebrafish embryos, to 
identify new drugs for high-grade gliomas, MPNSTs and neuroblastomas with loss of nf1 function. 

This study is supported by the Department of Defense and the Young Investigator Award of Children’s Tumor Foundation.

Dong Hyuk Ki, PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Shizhen Zhu, MD, PhD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Eric D. de Groh, PhD, University of Pennsylvania, Jonathan A. Epstein, MD, 
University of Pennsylvania, A. Thomas Look, MD, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.
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Palindrome-Mediated and Replication-Dependent Genomic Rearrangements within the NF1 Gene 
 
Meng-Chang Hsiao, MS, Department of Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Palindromic sequences can form hairpin structures or cruciform extrusions, which render them susceptible to genomic rearrangements. A 197 bp long 
palindromic AT-rich repeat (PATRR17) is located within intron 40 of the neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) gene (17q11.2). Through comprehensive NF1 
analysis, we identified six unrelated patients with a rearrangement involving intron 40 (five deletions and one reciprocal translocation t(14;17)(q32;q11.2)). 
We hypothesized that PATRR17 may be involved in these rearrangements thereby causing Neurofibromatosis type 1. We have identified the breakpoints 
and characterized the underlying rearrangements at the nucleotide level indicating that PATRR17 was indeed involved in all of the rearrangements. In all five 
deletions, as microhomology was present at all breakpoint junctions and all PATRR17 partner breakpoints were located within 7.1 kb upstream of PATRR17, 
fork stalling and template switching (FoSTeS)/microhomology-mediated break-induced replication (MMBIR) was the most likely rearrangement mechanism. In 
the reciprocal translocation t(14;17)(q32;q11.2) case, a 51 bp insertion at the translocation breakpoints was found. This insertion maps to a short sequence 
within PATRR17, proximal to the breakpoint, suggesting a multiple stalling and re-replication process. Although several previous studies indicate a purely 
replication-independent mechanism for PATRR-mediated translocations, the PATRR17-mediated intragenic deletions as well as the translocation are likely 
the result of a replication-dependent mechanism. In conclusion, we show evidence that PATRR17, especially a 7-bp sequence within the PATRR17 loop is a 
hotspot for pathogenic intragenic deletions within the NF1 gene. This is also the first study to suggest a replication-dependent mechanism for PATRR-mediated 
translocation. 
 
Full List Authors: Meng-Chang Hsiao, MS1, Arkadiusz Piotrowski, PhD1,2, Tom Callens, BS1, Chuanhua Fu, BS1, Fady M Mikhail, MD, PhD1, Kathleen BM Claes, PhD3, Ludwine Messiaen, 
PhD1 (1Department of Genetics, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama; 2Medical University of Gdansk, Gdansk, Poland; 3Center for Medical Genetics at the Ghent 
University Hospital, Ghent, Belgium) 

Regulation of Cell Proliferation and Adhesion Via a Novel Region of Drosophila Merlin Interacting with Sip1 
 
Sarah C. Hughes, PhD, Department of Medical Genetics, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

The tumour suppressor protein Merlin is thought to regulate cell proliferation and cell adhesion through interaction with protein partners. Loss of Merlin is 
associated with Neurofibromatosis Type 2 (NF2) tumours. EBP50 or NHERF1 is a scaffolding protein that functions in apical organization of polarized cells. 
Merlin and EBP50 have been shown to interact in vitro in vertebrates. Here, we investigate how the Drosophila NHERF1/EBP50 orthologue, Sip1, and Merlin 
function together to regulate cell proliferation and adhesion. We identify two conserved arginine residues (R325 and R335) in Merlin which are required for 
interaction with Sip1. Mutation of either or both arginine residues results in reduced Sip1 binding to Merlin and loss of Merlin growth suppressor function. 
Over-expression of MerlinR325A and/or MerlinR335L in Drosophila wings result in increased proliferation in the adult wing (increase in size), which is rescued by 
co-over-expression of constitutively active Merlin protein. Reduced Sip1 binding to Merlin also produces defects in adhesion in epithelial cells. Sip1 facilitates 
the activation of Merlin as a tumour suppressor protein. Interestingly, amino acid R335 corresponds to a known nonsense mutation in NF2 patients. Thus, our 
work provides insight into how Merlin functions as a tumour suppressor and in adhesion and this provides insight into the mechanism of NF2 pathogenesis. 
This work was supported by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research.
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Premature Termination of SMARCB1 Translation may be Followed by Reinitiation in Schwannomatosis-
associated Schwannomas, but Results in Absence of SMARCB1 Expression in Rhabdoid Tumors 
 
Theo Hulsebos, PhD, Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam 

In schwannomatosis, germline SMARCB1 mutations predispose to the development of multiple schwannomas, but not vestibular schwannomas. Many of these 
are missense or splice-site mutations or in-frame deletions, which are presumed to result in the synthesis of altered SMARCB1 proteins. However, also nonsense 
and frameshift mutations, which are characteristic for rhabdoid tumors and are predicted to result in the absence of SMARCB1 protein via nonsense-mediated 
mRNA decay, have been reported in schwannomatosis patients. We investigated the consequences of four of the latter mutations, i.e. c.30delC, c.34C>T, 
c.38delA, and c.46A>T, all in SMARCB1-exon 1. We could demonstrate for the c.30delC and c.34C>T mutations that the respective mRNAs were still present in 
the schwannomas of the patients. We hypothesized that these were prevented from degradation by translation reinitiation at the AUG codon encoding methionine 
at position 27 of the SMARCB1 protein. To test this, we expressed the mutations in MON cells, rhabdoid cells without endogenous SMARCB1 protein, and found 
that all four resulted in synthesis of the N-terminally truncated protein. Mutation of the reinitiation methionine codon into a valine codon prevented synthesis of 
the truncated protein, thereby confirming its identity. Immunohistochemistry with a SMARCB1 antibody revealed a mosaic staining pattern in schwannomas of 
the patients with the c.30delC and c.34C>T mutations. Our findings support the concept that, in contrast to the complete absence of SMARCB1 expression 
in rhabdoid tumors, altered SMARCB1 proteins with modified activity and reduced (mosaic) expression are formed in the schwannomas of schwannomatosis 
patients with a germline SMARCB1 mutation.
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FGFR Inhibition Partially Corrects Size Abnormalities in Nf1Col2
-/- Mice  

 
Matthew R. Karolak, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Endochondral bone formation is a fascinating yet complex process by which long bones elongate during development and heal in adults. Genetic diseases and 
pathophysiological conditions can disrupt this process, causing various forms of dwarfism or fracture healing defects (non-union), for which therapeutic options 
are limited. Understanding how bones grow and mineralize with the proper speed and proportion during development should provide directions to design novel 
therapeutic interventions promoting harmonious bone formation toward a functional skeleton and preventing cases of non-union. The chondrocyte is central 
to endochondral bone formation and repair, as the formation of a cartilage anlage/callus is a requisite first step in both processes and requires precise, spacio-
temporal interactions. NF1 patients can present with bowing of the tibia, fracture and impaired fracture healing, characterized by the development of fibrotic, 
cartilaginous pseudoarthrosis (PA) following fracture, suggesting that inactivating mutations in NF1 negatively alters mesenchymal stem cells differentiation and 
chondrocyte differentiation/function during fracture healing. Our past work in mice lacking Nf1 in Col2a1-positive cells (Nf1Col2

-/- mice) showed that neurofibromin 
is required for normal growth plate formation and elongation. Because the mouse/human bone phenotypes associated by constitutive FGFR1 activation match 
closely with mouse models of Nf1 loss-of-function in bone and overlapping expression in the growth plate, we hypothesized that Neurofibromin, the RAS/
GTPase-activating protein encoded by NF1, is a negative regulator of FGFR1 signaling, and that loss of FGFR1 in the growth plate would rescue the growth plate 
defects present in Nf1Col2

-/- mice. We present here data indicating that genetic deletion of Fgfr1 and Nf1 in concert in Col2a1-positive cells does not rescue the 
defects observed in the Nf1Col2

-/- growth plates, including increased matrix catabolism at the osteochondral border and shortened hypertrophic zone length. These 
results indicate that pharmacological targeting of FGFR1 in the fracture context may not be warranted. However, when Nf1Col2

-/- mice were treated with a pan-FGFR 
inhibitor (BGJ-398), we observed partial correction of naso-anal length and body weight after 18 days of treatment. Current studies are underway to determine the 
mechanism for this partial correction of naso-anal length and body weight, including determining whether Fgfr3 is ectopically expressed in the context of Nf1 and/
or Fgfr1 inactivation. 

Funding Sources: Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award, Vanderbilt University Pharmacology Training Grant (NIH NIGMS 2T32GM007628-36) NIH NIAMS 
5R01AR055966-05
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Novel Combination Therapy for the Treatment of Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor (MPNST) 
 
Christine M. Kivlin, The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center 

Objective: MPNST is a devastating malignancy developing sporadically or within the context of neurofibromatosis type 11. As these tumors are highly chemo- and 
radio-resistant, there is a critical need for effective therapies for these patients. Poly (ADP) Ribose Polymerase inhibitors (PARPi) have demonstrated significant 
anti-MPNST effects in our studies. While MPNST cells possess a high level of genomic instability, there is no known defect in homologous recombination (HR). 
Furthermore, PI3K/mTOR blockade has been shown to indirectly impair HR and cause sensitization of BRCA competent tumors to PARP inhibition through a 
synthetic lethal mechanism2,3. The induced “BRCAness” from PI3K/mTOR inhibition could further sensitize MPNST cells to PARPi. The goal of the study was to 
determine the enhanced anti-MPNST impact of PARPi in combination with NVP-BGT-226, a dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor.
Methods: A panel of human MPNST cell lines was used for in vitro studies. Cells were treated with the PARPi AZD2281 in combination with NVP-BGT-226. Effects 
on MPNST tumorigenic behavior were measured using cell culture based assays.
Results: AZD2281 as a single agent shows significant anti-MPNST effects. Combined treatment of AZD2281 and NVP-BGT-226 markedly decreased the growth of 
a subset of MPNST cells. Overall, the effect of the drug combination was greater than with either drug alone, suggesting a synergistic interaction. 
Conclusion: PARPi elicit marked anti-MPNST effects. Our work demonstrates that PARP inhibitor’s effect can be enhanced with the addition of a PI3K/mTOR 
inhibitor. Studies to determine the effects of this combination treatment in vivo are currently ongoing. 

Granting Agency: The Children’s Tumor Foundationa, Texas Neurofibromatosis Foundationb, and the NIH K08 Mentored Clinical Scientist Development Awardc  
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Initial Development of 3D Organotypic Models of Human NF1 Plexiform Neurofibromas for Drug Screening 
 
Janice M. Kraniak, PhD, Wayne State University School of Medicine

Plexiform neurofibromas (PNs) are present at birth in 25-50% of children with NF1. Surgery is the only current option for patients with PNs that are causing serious 
loss of function, such as quadriparesis, or that are suspected of malignant transformation. These tumors can often only be incompletely resected, however, and so will 
re-grow and require multiple, debilitating procedures.

Our goal is to provide the first in vitro organotypic models of NF1 PNs to allow for identification of potential therapeutics. PNs are complex tumors that include a driving, 
deranged Schwann cell component plus other cell types, including the peripheral nerve, fibroblasts, mast cells, and endothelial cells, together with secreted collagens 
and other matrix proteins. We propose that robustly bio-engineered 3D co-culture systems will allow preclinical drug screening that is much more representative of 
likely translational effectiveness than can be achieved through testing in 2D mono-culture.

We are developing 3D co-cultures of Schwann cells derived from human NF1 PNs and control peripheral neurons that we have transduced to express red fluorescent 
protein (RFP) plus fibroblasts, mast cells, and endothelial cells. We are modeling the neural component through incorporation of a hyaluronic acid nanofiber network 
that can be functionalized for the controlled release of neuregulins. Characterization of the models includes the production of stem cell factor and collagen. Confocal 
imaging demonstrates interaction between the NF1 PN Schwann cells and endothelial cells and quantification of the RFP provides an assay of tumor cell growth that 
can be used for assays of drug sensitivity.

It is likely that effective management of NF1 tumors will ultimately require combinatorial approaches of several, targeted therapeutics. In view of the costs and time 
required for preclinical screening in animal models of NF1, we posit that the most feasible way to triage the extremely large number of potential drug combinations will 
be to have reliable 3D co-culture models. 

Additional authors:  Harini Sundararaghavan, PhD and Raymond Mattingly, PhD, Wayne State University
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Merlin/NF2-loss Driven Tumorigenesis Linked to CRL4(DCAF1)-Mediated Inhibition of the Hippo Pathway 
Components Lats1 and 2 in the Nucleus 
 
Wei Li, PhD, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

It is currently unclear if Merlin/NF2 suppresses tumorigenesis by activating upstream components of the Hippo pathway at the plasma membrane or by 
inhibiting the E3 ubiquitin ligase CRL4(DCAF1) in the nucleus. We found that de-repressed CRL4(DCAF1) promotes YAP and TEAD-dependent transcription by 
ubiquitylating and thereby inhibiting Lats1 and 2. Genetic epistasis experiments and analysis of tumor-derived missense mutations indicate that this signaling 
connection sustains the oncogenicity of Merlin-deficient tumor cells. Analysis of clinical samples confirms that this pathway operates in NF2 mutant tumors. 
We conclude that de-repressed CRL4(DCAF1) promotes activation of YAP by inhibiting Lats1 and 2 in the nucleus.
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Mechanical Organization of the Cell Cortex by the Tumor Suppressor Nf2/Merlin Regulates EGFR Trafficking 
and Signaling 
 
Christine Chiasson MacKenzie, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital, Center for Cancer Research/Harvard Medical School

Merlin is the tumor suppressor encoded by the Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) gene, which is mutated or inactivated in a growing list of human cancers. 
Despite intense study, the molecular consequences of Merlin deficiency are not clear; multiple pathways can be deregulated in NF2-deficient cells, depending 
on the cell type and context, complicating efforts to develop well-justified targeted therapeutic strategies for NF2-mutant tumors. 

Recently, our lab has shown that a proximal function of Merlin is to organize the physical properties of the cell cortex by dynamically restricting the cortical 
distribution of the ERM (Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin) protein Ezrin. The cortex connects the cell to the external microenvironment and plays a central role in sensing 
and generating mechanical forces that regulate cell behavior. Therefore we hypothesize that the proximal function of Merlin is to organize the mechanical 
properties of the cell cortex and suggest a novel and unifying hypothesis to explain the broad, variable effects of Merlin loss: The multiple consequences of 
NF2-deficiency reflect the inability of NF2-/- cells to dynamically and appropriately organize the cell cortex.

We previously demonstrated that a key tumor suppressor function of Merlin is to regulate contact-dependent inhibition of cell proliferation (CIP) by inhibiting 
ligand-dependent endocytosis of the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) in contacting cells. Merlin’s localization to the interface between the plasma 
membrane and the cortical actin cytoskeleton places it in a unique position to coordinate the establishment of cell contact with the suppression of mitogenic 
signaling at the plasma membrane. In epithelial cells, the cortical cytoskeleton is tightly coupled to adherens junctions (AJs) and is critical to the sensing and 
transmission of mechanical force between cells. Work from our lab has established an important role for Merlin in stabilizing AJs through a direct interaction 
alpha-catenin, a known mechanosensor. 

In this study, we used bioengineering approaches to define the impact of mechanical forces on Merlin-mediated regulation of EGFR trafficking and activity. 
We found that Merlin controls EGFR in a manner that is dependent on alpha-catenin and is sensitive to the mechanical forces imposed by the extracellular 
environment. Moreover, we found that the aberrant spatial distribution of EGFR activity in the absence of Merlin is driven by ectopic cortical Ezrin. Together, 
these data strongly support the hypothesis that Merlin carries out its tumor suppressor functions by organizing the physical properties of the cell cortex. 
 
Full list of authors: Christine Chiasson MacKenzie Ph.D; Zachary Morris M.D. Ph.D; Annie Jenson; Thomas Carey; Shannon Stott Ph.D; Andrea McClatchey Ph.D; Massachusetts General 
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Frequently Amplified c-MET and STAT3 Signalling Drives Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumour 
(MPNST) Cell Migration, Invasion and Tumour Formation 
 
Elham Marzban Rad B.Sc, M.Sc., Institute of Cancer and Genetics, Cardiff University

Therapeutic options are currently limited for Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours (MPNSTs). MPNSTs are 
characteristically aggressive and are the major cause of morbidity in NF1 patients. Clinical trials for NF1 with single drug agents have so far been ineffective, 
which may be due to the high level of intra-tumoural molecular heterogeneity of MPNSTs. To explore different cell migratory and invasive signalling properties 
within NF1-MPNSTs, and to test multi-drug therapeutic options, we utilised four MPNST cell lines with marked differences in the levels of c-MET protein 
expression, ST8814, S462, S1844.1 and S1507.2. We show that the cellular migration and invasion of ST8814, S1844.1 and S1507.2 cells, which have 
amplified c-MET protein expression, were highly sensitive to the c-MET inhibitor, SU11274. In contrast, cell migration and invasion of S462 cells was 
unaffected by c-MET inhibition, which was attributed to lower levels of c-MET protein expression and a reduced c-MET/STAT3 response to HGF stimulation. 
Of importance, migration and invasion of all four NF1-MPNST cell lines, ST8814 and S462, S1844.1 and S1507.2 were highly sensitive to JAK2/STAT3 
inhibition. Furthermore, STAT3 knockdown prevented wound healing and tumour formation in soft agar within all NF1-MPNST cell lines analysed, revealing that 
STAT3 is necessary for tumourgenesis in multiple NF1-MPNST cell lines with varying signalling profiles. This research reveals that STAT3 frequently promotes 
cell migration, invasion, proliferation and tumour formation within the heterogeneous NF1-MPNST population. This work implies that inhibition of signal 
transduction through STAT3 could be a viable therapeutic strategy to treat NF1-MPNSTs.
 
Laura Elizabeth Thomas BS.c, PhD; Kayleigh Margaret Dodd BS.c, PhD; Meena Upadhyaya BS.c, Ph.D, Prof; and Andrew Robert Tee BS.c, Ph.D (Institute of Medical Genetics/ Cardiff 
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The Role of NF2 in the Developing and Injured Adult Peripheral Nerve 
 
Thomas Mindos, PhD, Peninsula School of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Plymouth

The tumour suppressor Merlin has been widely studied for its role in the development of schwannoma tumours in patients with Neurofibromatosis type 2, 
however the putative role of Merlin in the developing nerve, Schwann cell plasticity and peripheral nerve repair has not been investigated. Schwann cell-specific 
Merlin loss cells leads to hypomyelination in the early developing peripheral nerve which is mostly corrected by adulthood. The Merlin knockout nerves exhibit 
increased Schwann cell proliferation in the developing nerve which results in a decreased internodal length as well as an increased number of Schmidt-
Lanterman cytoplasmic channels in the myelinating Schwann cells.

Following peripheral nerve injury, the Merlin deficient adult nerves regenerate very poorly and we observe a large amount of axonal loss, limited remyelination 
and functional repair, increased macrophage infiltration, increased Schwann cell derived cellularity and upregulation of schwannoma markers distal to the 
injury site. These findings have implications in the role of Merlin in Schwann cell biology, the initiating events of schwannoma tumours and the possible future 
treatment of such tumours.
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Loss of the Imprinted Gene Grb10 Cooperates with Nf1 Loss to Promote Tumorigenesis 
 
Jean L. Nakamura, MD, University of California, San Francisco, Department of Radiation Oncology

Purpose: Individuals with NF1 are susceptible to therapy-associated second malignant neoplasms. To model this susceptibility and to identify mechanisms that 
cooperate with NF1 loss in tumor development, in earlier work we mutagenized Nf1+/- and wildtype control mice with fractionated ionizing radiation. Tumors 
from these models were analyzed for loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and changes in gene expression to identify candidate genetic alterations enriched in Nf1 
mutant tumors. These studies led to the identification of Growth factor receptor bound protein 10 (Grb10) as a candidate for functional analysis.

Methods: Single nucleotide polymorphism sequencing and microsatellite-based genotyping were used to assess for LOH. Targeted expression analysis was 
performed on tumor cell lines generated from our mouse models. Lentivirus was used to express wildtype Grb10, mutant Grb10, or shRNA targeting Grb10 in 
tumor cells or untransformed primary mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs). Immunoblotting, soft agar colony formation and proliferation assays were used to 
assess the functional consequences of expression.

Results: The imprinted gene Grb10 is genetically lost in Nf1 null tumors from our mouse models. Grb10 loss occurred in cis with Trp53 and wildtype Nf1 
in primary tumors as well as tumor cell lines established from our models. This pattern of loss occurs in diverse Nf1-mutant tumor histologies, and thus is 
not confined to a specific tumor type. Furthermore, Grb10 expression is absent in tumor cell lines established from Nf1 mutant mice. Restoring Grb10 in 
Nf1 mutant tumor cells suppressed proliferation and soft agar colony formation. Grb10 restoration in Nf1 mutant tumor cells also decreased Ras pathway 
activation through multiple effectors. Conversely, Grb10 silencing in untransformed MEFs significantly increased cell proliferation. Biochemically, Grb10 
silencing in MEFs increased Ras pathway activation under conditions of serum starvation as well as stimulation by either insulin or Epidermal Growth Factor.

Conclusions: Radiation-induced tumors in Nf1+/- mice are a coherent platform in which to identify and functionally validate genetic mechanisms cooperating 
with the Nf1+/- background. This work demonstrates a role for the imprinted Grb10 gene in tumorigenesis, and shows that Grb10 loss is a genetic mechanism 
that can promote tumor development in vivo. These studies also highlight that tumorigenesis after Nf1 loss can be promoted by loss of a second negative 
regulator of Ras. Experiments are on-going to define the biochemical mechanisms responsible for Grb10’s tumor suppressive functions.

Rana Mroue, Ph.D., Brian Huang, B.A., Steve Braunstein, M.D., Ph.D. Department of Radiation Oncology, University of California,  
San Francisco 
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The Translation Inhibitor Silvestrol has Potent Activity Against NF1- and NF2-associated Tumors 
 
Janet L. Oblinger, PhD, The Ohio State University and Nationwide Children’s Hospital

Protein synthesis is a tightly-controlled process that is frequently deregulated during tumorigenesis.  Hence, there has been much interest in discovering 
drugs that interfere with the protein translational apparatus.  We tested a panel of 24 natural compounds in primary human vestibular schwannoma (VS) and 
meningioma, Nf2-/- mouse schwannoma, human benign meningioma Ben-Men-1, and NF1-/- and NF1+/+ MPNST cells.  Silvestrol, a protein translation inhibitor 
isolated from the Indonesian tree Aglaia foveolata, was identified as the most potent agent.  It is highly antiproliferative against primary VS and Ben-Men-1 
meningioma cells (IC50~10 nM), primary meningioma cells (IC50~20 nM), Nf2-/- mouse schwannoma cells (IC50~70 nM), ST8814 MPNST (IC50~40 nM), 
and STS26T MPNST cells (IC50~10 nM).  Silvestrol has been shown to inhibit protein translation, at least in part, mediated through the inhibition of eIF4A. 
Interestingly, we detected higher expression of eIF4G, eIF4E, and eIF4A, the 3 components of the eIF4F translation initiation complex in human MPNST and 
meningioma cells compared to normal Schwann and meningeal cells, respectively. Likewise, primary VS cells tended to have higher levels than Schwann 
cells. The antiproliferative effect of silvestrol is largely due to the induction of G2/M arrest. Silvestrol reduces various mitogenic proteins, including phospho-
AKT, phospho-Erk, FAK, PCNA, Aurora A and several cyclins (D1, E1, A, and B1).  Importantly, silvestrol profoundly decreased tumor growth in mice bearing 
luciferase-expressing Nf2-/- mouse schwannoma or NF1-/- ST8814-luc MPNST xenografts.  Tumors treated with silvestrol exhibited reduced cell density and 
increased apoptosis.  Consistent with the in vitro data, silvestrol-treated tumor cells had lower levels of Aurora A and higher levels of p-histone H3.  These 
results indicate that NF1- and NF2-associated tumors have deregulated expression in the translation machinery and may explain why these tumors are highly 
sensitive to silvestrol.
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Differences in Gene Expression in Painful and Non-Painful Schwannomas 
 
Kimberly Laskie Ostrow PhD, The Johns Hopkins School of Medicine

A large proportion of patients with schwannomas experience severe unremitting pain that is largely refractory to medical management, while schwannomas in 
other patients are entirely painless. Surgery is the current standard of care for the management of painful schwannomas. Pain may return after surgery due to the 
recurrence of tumors. When surgery is not possible, management in a multidisciplinary pain clinic is recommended, however existing therapies for neuropathic 
pain are largely ineffective for a majority of patients. Whether or not a tumor is painful is not necessarily related to size or location of the tumor. Many small tumors 
cause patients great pain. Therefore, we hypothesized that there is an alteration in pain related gene expression occurring in painful schwannomas.

Our strategy was to use expression microarray analysis to compare gene expression patterns in schwannoma tissue from patients who reported extreme pain 
and those who did not. We isolated RNA from 3 patients with schwannomas who have reported pain, and underwent surgery for schwannoma removal due to 
pain, and 3 patient reporting little pain, who had schwannoma removal for another reason. We performed a microarray study on these samples using the Illumina 
Human HT-12 microarray. Differences in expression between the two groups were identified using the Ingenuity iReport software. We detected 121 differentially 
expressed genes based on a cutoff value of 1.5 fold up or down regulation and p value of < 0.05. Large fold increases in regulation were seen in several genes 
from painful tumors. We narrowed the list of potential candidates down to 17 based on Gene Ontology clustering. This panel of genes included transcription 
factors, membrane receptors, cell surface proteins, transmembrane proteins, signal transducers, ion channels, and transport molecules. To validate the microarray 
data, we expanded the dataset to 6 painless and 10 painful tumors. Tumor cDNA was analyzed by qRT-PCR for expression of the candidate genes. Eight of the 
17 candidate genes showed a greater than 2-fold upregulation in expression in painful tumors with statistical significance (HOXC8, HOXC9, HOXC6, KCNK12, 
ARHGAP19, MBIP, SLC44A1, and IL11RA). Two additional genes, TNFRSF21 and ADCY6 were upregulated more than 2 fold in painful tumors but were of 
borderline significance p<0.06 and p<0.08. One gene, NKX2-1 showed the largest increase in expression in painful tumors, an 11.93 fold upregulation in painful 
tumors, but was not statistically significant (p=0.3). 

This is the first study to examine changes in gene expression relating to pain directly in the Schwann cell tumor, in tissue from human patients with clearly defined 
clinical cases. Eight putative pain related genes were identified. The neuropathic pain field has been focusing on genes expressed in neurons, but considering the 
close interaction of the peripheral neuron and its Schwann cells, we need to consider the role Schwann cells play in development of neuropathic pain. Elucidating 
the mechanism of pain development in schwannomas may lead to specific treatments to target pain related genes or their downstream effectors.

Full List Authors: Kimberly Laskie Ostrow PhD1, Katelyn Donaldson1, Jaishri Blakeley MD1,2,3; Allan Belzberg MD3; Ahmet Hoke MD PhD1 
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Nilotinib and Lapatinib are Effective for Treatment of NF2 related Schwannomas in the Mouse Xenograft 
Model 
 
Iddo Paldor, Nicolas Bonne, Antonella Mangraviti, Jaishri Blakeley, Marco Giovannini, Henry Brem and Betty M. Tyler

Objective: As advances have been made in our understanding of the pathophysiology of schwanommas related to neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2), therapeutics 
that target signaling pathways, angiogenesis, and DNA repair mechanisms are being investigated. Lapatinib, a small tyrosine kinase inhibitor of EGFR/Erb2, 
Bevacizumab,an anti-VEGF monoclonal antibody, Nilotinib, a multi-target kinase inhibitor, and Everolimus, an inhibitor of mTOR were evaluated the efficacy in a 
xenograft model of NF2-related peripheral schwanomma.

Methods: 40 athymic mice were injected with the human cell line SC4 in the anterior flank. When the tumors were measurable(6 days after injection) the mice 
were randomly divided into 5 groups. Control received no treatment; everolimus, nilotinib, and lapatinib were given orally, daily; and bevacizumab was given 
intravenously 2x/week. Tumor measurements were performed by manual caliper on alternate days and tumor volume was calculated. 

Results: Average tumor volumes at baseline were 60.51±2.71mm3. Tumor volumes were matched between groups. After  
14 days of treatment the experiment ended and animals sacrificed. The average tumor size after two weeks of treatment was 45.6mm3 in the lapatinib group, 
57.8mm3 in the nilotinib group, 147.3mm3 in the avastin group, 157.8mm3 in the everolimus group and 227mm3 in the control group.

Conclusion: Nilotinib and lapatinib both seem to have a positive effect in this model of NF2 related peripheral schwanomma. Bevacizumab and everolimus have 
beneficiary effects, yet to a lesser degree than the kinase inhibitors. Further research is required to evaluate whether this effect is additive to radiation treatment, and 
whether it can be shown in a controlled environment in vitro.
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An Online Bioinformatics Tool for Searching Similar Transcriptomics Experiments in the Context of 
Neurofibromatosis (NF), Schwannomatosis and Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors (MPNSTs) 
 
Alberto Pascual–Montano, PhD, National Center for Biotechnology-CSIC. Madrid. Spain

Drug repositioning or repurposing is a strategy by which new drugs are identified because of their capacity to target diseases other than those for which they 
were originally designed. There are several effective strategies for drug repositioning with focus on the drug, the target or the disease. For example, searching for 
structural features of molecules already approved for particular indications, using system biology to check how targets are positioned compared to successful 
targets or using experimental high-throughput data related to the diseases to identify similar or opposite phenotypes. 

In this work, we present the first prototype of an open and publicly available system in which starting with a phenotype of interest (e.g. transcriptomic experiment), 
screens existing public data to identify existing conditions (diseases, drugs, treated cell lines among others) that produce similar or opposite phenotypic results, 
generating new hypothetical ways for drug repositioning by recovering connections between genes, drugs and diseases related to the same biological process. 

The system will be composed by state of the art bioinformatics approaches in order to analyze transcriptomic data from RNA-seq and Microarrays, as well 
as statistical methods to search for the differences and similarities between their phenotypes. This data will be combined with other complementary functional 
information to be able to complete the global picture in order to understand the disease processes and potentially identify existing target drugs. This tool will be 
specifically oriented to concrete experimental environments, like NF, Schwannomatosis and MPNSTs research. This tool can also be used to detect researchers 
working on other diseases different from NF, but similar in phenotypical responses that might share common disease pathways.  

To the best of our knowledge, there are no similar existing systems. Even if there are commercial and academic tools and databases addressing the same 
questions, there is no tool solving the same problems in the NF context, and therefore we consider it of high scientist, social and economical interest for the CTF. 
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Epigenetic Regulation of Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumorigenesis 
 
Amish J. Patel, Department of Dermatology, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas

Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors (MPNSTs) are highly aggressive sarcomas that develop sporadically or in Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) patients. 
There is no effective treatment for MPNSTs and they are typically fatal. To gain insights into MPNST pathogenesis, we utilized a novel MPNST mouse model 
that allowed us to study the evolution of these tumors at the transcriptome level.  Strikingly, in MPNSTs we found upregulation of chromatin regulator Brd4, 
and show that BRD4 inhibition profoundly suppresses both MPNST growth and tumorigenesis.  Our findings reveal a new role for BRD4 in MPNSTs, and 
we identified a novel mechanism of action by which bromodomain inhibition induces apoptosis through induction of pro-apoptotic effector molecule BIM in 
MPNSTs. In addition to BIM induction, we found that BRD4 inhibition also attenuates transcription of Cyclin D1 and Bcl2, which we demonstrate to suppress 
tumorigenesis and initiate apoptosis in MPNSTs.  This dual restraint on proliferation (via Cyclin D1 downregulation) and survival (via Bim induction) may 
indicate how BRD4 inhibition is exquisitely effective against MPNSTs and may represent a paradigm shift in therapy for MPNST patients. Moreover, these 
findings suggest an epigenetic mechanism underlying the balance of anti-/pro-apoptotic molecules, and suggest that BRD4 inhibition can shift this balance in 
favor of cancer cell apoptosis.
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Neurofibromatosis Type 1 Gene Mutation Analysis Using Sequence Capture and High-throughput Sequencing 
 
Sirkku Peltonen MD, PhD, Department of Dermatology, University of Turku and Turku University Hospital, Turku, Finland

Mutation analysis of the NF1 gene has proven valuable especially in young children who may only partially fulfill the clinical criteria. Common mutation types 
are point mutations and mutations that affect mRNA splicing. cDNA based methods require fresh blood, or tissue sample. 

The aim of this study was to develop an NF1 mutation analysis method which utilizes new sequencing methods, does not require invasive sampling for fresh 
tissue.

Genomic DNA of a total of 74 NF1 patients and 13 healthy family members was isolated from saliva using saliva sampling (Oragene, DNA Genotek) and gDNA 
isolation kits (NucleoSpin® Tissue Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co.) according to the protocols provided by the manufacturers. A total of 16 indexed Rapid 
libraries were prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions starting from 500 ng of gDNA per sample. NF1 sequences were enriched from gDNA 
using SeqCap EZ Choice Library (Roche Nimblegen). The design included all NF1 exons and additional 50 nucleotides of flanking intronic sequences. For 
sequence capture and sequencing the libraries were grouped in to two sample sets, a set of ten and a set of six samples. Sequencing was carried out using 
Roche GS Junior sequencing apparatus which utilizes Roche 454 sequencing chemistry. 

The average coverages of the targeted regions were 41x and 74x in the two sets of samples. An NF1 mutation was discovered in 10 out of 16 separate patient 
samples. 

Our study provides proof of principle that the sequence capture methodology combined with high-throughput sequencing is applicable to NF1 mutation 
analysis.The advantages of the DNA-based NF1 mutation analysis include for instance that saliva sampling is noninvasive and can be performed at home. The 
samples can be sent to the laboratory via regular mail. The limitations include the fact that a change at the DNA level does not always predict the outcome at 
the mRNA or protein levels and that deep intronic mutations may remain undetected.
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Evidence of Multiple Independent NF2 Somatic Inactivation and Tumor Initiation Events in Neurofibromatosis 
Type 2-associated Vestibular Schwannomas 
 
Alexander Pemov, PhD, National Cancer Institute

Background and hypothesis. Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is a tumor predisposition syndrome that results from mutation of the NF2 tumor suppressor gene 
(chromosome 22q12). The hallmark of NF2 is the presence of bilateral vestibular schwannomas (VS). It is generally accepted that somatic inactivation of the 
second copy of NF2 is the initiating event for neoplastic transformation in NF2-associated tumors including VS. Though NF2-associated and sporadic VS share 
identical histopathologic findings and underlying cytogenetic alterations, NF2-associated VS often appear multilobulated, are less responsive to radiosurgery, 
and are associated with worse surgical outcomes (increased facial palsy and recurrence rates). NF2-associated VS often appear as a cluster of grapes. We 
hypothesized that the distinct morphology of NF2-associated VS is determined by the genetics of the tumors and that the “grapes” in the cluster are in fact 
individual tumors that arose independently with distinct somatic mutations in the NF2 gene and overall genomic architecture.

Study design and methods. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the mutation status of NF2 by Sanger sequencing and genomic architecture by Illumina 
HumanOmniExpress SNP-arrays in 24 tumor samples procured from five VS, or 4.8 specimen per tumor on average, in four NF2 patients.

Results and conclusions. First, we identified NF2 germline mutations in each of four NF2 patients.  Two patients carried deleterious point mutations in NF2 and 
the other two presented with large chromosomal deletions affecting the gene. Second, we identified 18 distinct NF2 somatic mutations (13 point mutations and 
five chromosome 22 LOH events) in five tumors, or 3.6 average independent somatic NF2 hits per tumor and ranging from 1 to 7 per tumor. Finally, SNP-array 
analysis revealed that a deletion or mitotic recombination affecting the entire chromosome 22 or its q-arm was the most frequent large-scale chromosomal 
aberration in the tumors (5/24, or 21 per cent). The rest of the genome in all but one tumor sample resembled that of normal diploid cells.

These findings suggest that somatic inactivation of NF2 is a relatively frequent event in NF2+/- heterozygous Schwann cells of the cerebellopontine angle. It 
appears that NF2-associated VS are often comprised of multiple cellular populations, in which neoplastic transformation is initiated by an independent NF2 
somatic mutation. To our knowledge, this is the first observation of multiple primary tumors that arise in close proximity to one another and are initiated by 
independent genetic events.
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Inhibition of SIRT2 in Merlin-deficient Schwann Cells Triggers Necrosis 
 
Alejandra Petrilli, PhD, Department of Biomedical Science, College of Medicine, University of Central Florida,
Orlando, Florida 32827, USA 

Neurofibromatosis Type 2 (NF2) is a disorder characterized by the development of tumors such as schwannomas, meningiomas and ependymomas, caused 
by mutations in the NF2 gene. Merlin, a tumor suppressor encoded by the NF2 gene, modulates the activity of numerous essential signaling pathways. Thus 
far, despite increasing knowledge of merlin function, there are no NF2 drug therapies. In a pilot high-throughput screen of the Library of Pharmacologically 
Active Compounds, we tested for compounds capable of reducing viability of mouse Schwann cells (MSC) with Nf2 inactivation which served as a cellular 
model for human NF2 schwannomas. One of the compounds found to be active was AGK2, a sirtuin 2 (SIRT2) inhibitor. SIRT2 is one of seven mammalian 
sirtuins that are NAD+ dependent protein deacetylases. We show that merlin-deficient MSC have higher expression levels of SIRT2 and lower levels of overall 
lysine acetylation than wild-type control MSC. Pharmacological inhibition of SIRT2 decreases merlin- deficient MSC viability in a dose dependent manner 
without substantially reducing wild-type MSC viability. Inhibition of SIRT2 activity in merlin- deficient MSC elicits cell death that is characterized by release of 
lactate dehydrogenase and of high mobility group box 1 protein into the medium. This is not accompanied by significant apoptosis, autophagy, or cell cycle 
arrest.  These findings suggest that SIRT2 inhibition triggers necrosis of merlin- deficient MSCs and that the deacetylase SIRT2 is a potential drug target for the 
treatment of NF2.
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A Mouse Suppressor Screen to Identify New Drug Targets in Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) 
 
Frank J Probst, MD, PhD, Baylor College of Medicine 

NF1 and PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome (PHTS) are familial cancer predisposition syndromes.  In both diseases, substantial variability among affected 
individuals is the norm, even between family members with the same genetic mutation, so the existence of genetic suppressors of these is diseases is almost 
certain.  The introduction of Cre-lox technology to mouse genetics has revolutionized the use of mice to study cancer predisposition syndromes.  Mice can 
now be engineered with “floxed alleles”, and in the presence of Cre recombinase, recombination occurs between the two loxP sites of the floxed allele, which 
deletes a key portion of the gene (or genes) of interest and leads to no functional protein being produced from that allele in that specific tissue.  By using 
various breeding schemes, mice can be produced with one or both copies of a gene (or genes) of interest having floxed alleles.  Until recently, there were no 
early symptoms or signs of disease in mice with either Nf1 or Pten mutations.  However, it has recently been shown that mice that are homozygous for floxed 
alleles of BOTH Nf1 and Pten, AND that carry a Cre recombinase under the control of a Dhh promoter, develop high-grade malignant peripheral nerve sheath 
tumors and typically die prior to 3 weeks of age (Keng et al, 2013).  This allows us to set up a classic suppressor screen, as has recently been done to identify 
suppressors of the mouse model of Rett syndrome (Buchovecky et al, 2013).  Male mice with the genotype (No Cre;Nf1flox/flox;Ptenflox/flox) will be injected with 
the chemical supermutagen ENU  and bred to females with the genotype (Dhh- Cre;Nf1flox/flox;Ptenflox/flox).  Progeny with the genotype (Dhh- Cre;Nf1flox/flox;Ptenflox/

flox) will die prior to weaning unless the ENU has produced a suppressor mutation of either the Nf1 or Pten mutant phenotype (or both).  Mouse whole exome 
sequencing will then be used to identify potential candidate mutations for the suppressor.  This approach has the potential to identify novel pathways involved 
in NF1 and PTEN signaling, which may identify novel therapeutic targets for each (or both) of the respective diseases.
 
Additional Authors:  Rebecca R Corrigan, MS, and Richard A Gibbs, PhD, Baylor College of Medicine

Funding:  Startup Funds to Frank J Probst from Baylor College of Medicine 
 

Potent and Synergistic Cytotoxicity of Combinational Statin and Prodrug Farnesyl Transferase Inhibitor-
Conjugated Dendrimers on NF1 MPNST Cells 
 
John J. Reiners, Jr., PhD, Wayne State University School of Medicine

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a disorder in which N-Ras is constitutively activated due to loss of the Ras-GTPase-activating activity of the protein 
neurofibromin. Ras must be prenylated (i.e., farnesylated or geranylgeranylated) to traffic and function properly. Previous studies have shown that the toxicity 
of prodrug farnesyl monophosphate farnesyl transferase inhibitors (FTIs) to human NF1 malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) cells is potentiated 
by cotreatment with lovastatin. Unfortunately, the poor aqueous solubility of such drugs limits their in vivo usefulness. To address this problem we synthesized 
a series of pro-drug FTI PAMAM G4 dendrimer conjugates that compete with farnesyl pyrophosphate for farnesyltransferase (FTase), and assessed their 
effects on human NF1 MPNST S462TY cells. A prodrug 3-tert-butylfarnesyl monophosphate FTI-dendrimer conjugate (hereafter called prodrug FTI dendrimer) 
exhibited improved aqueous solubility and no effect as a single agent on colony formation or prenylation up to 5 micromolar concentrations. Cotreatment 
of cultures with non-cytotoxic concentrations of the prodrug FTI dendrimer and lovastatin (0.1 to 0.5 micromolar) exhibited synergy in suppressing colony 
formation, inhibiting protein farnesylation and geranylgeranylation, and inducing apoptosis. No potentiation of cell killing by lovastatin was observed following 
cotreatment of immortalized, normal Schwann cells. Cotreatment of S462TY cultures with farnesyl pyrophosphate or geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate 
suppressed the cytostatic/cytotoxic effects of combinational treatment. Lovastatin did not potentiate cell killing by tipifarnib, an FTI that competes with 
the CAAX prenylation motif on substrates for FTase. These studies indicate that prodrug farnesyl monophosphate FTIs can be rendered water-soluble by 
conjugation to PAMAM G4 dendrimer, and exhibit potent anti-MPNST cytotoxicity when combined with clinically achievable statin concentrations. 

Additional authors:  Raymond Mattingly, PhD, Patricia Mathieu, BS, Wayne State University, Richard F. Borch, MD, PhD, Irene George, PhD, Purdue University
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Targeting CXCR4 for MPNST Therapy 
 
Slawomir J. Antoszczyk, PhD, Brain Tumor Research Center and Department of Neurosurgery Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical 
School, Boston MA
 

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) are rare highly aggressive soft-tissue sarcomas arising in peripheral nerves, with very poor prognosis and 
resistance to traditional chemotherapy or radiation.  MPNST has a complex microenvironment with specific interactions between tumor cells and mast cells, stromal 
fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, and endothelial cells.  It was recently reported that the CXCR4/CXCL12 (SDF-1) autocrine loop is upregulated in NF1- MPNST and 
promotes tumor growth.  In this study we targeted CXCR4 activity with AMD3100 (Plerixafor, Mozobil) in orthotopic sciatic nerve MPNST models using implanted 
human and mouse NF1- MPNST cells.  Mouse M2 (37-3-18-4) MPNST cells, derived from a spontaneously-arising tumor in Nf1/Trp53 heterozygous mice (obtained 
from L Parada, Southwestern Medical School, Dallas, TX), were implanted into syngeneic mice, while human S462 MPNST stem-like cells (MSLCs), isolated by non-
adherent culture of S462 cells in neurosphere media with EGF and bFGF (without serum), were implanted into immune-deficient mice. 
 

In vitro, human S462 MSLCs were quite sensitive to AMD3100, while mouse M2 MPNST cells were not.  Treatment of human MSLCs with AMD3100 resulted 
in decreased levels of phospho-GSK3-beta, phospho-AKT and phospho-p42/44 MAPK. To evaluate in vivo efficacy of AMD3100, mouse MPNST M2 cells 
and human S642 MSLCs were implanted into the sciatic nerves of immunocompetent and athymic mice, respectively.  Mice bearing tumors had increased 
levels of serum CXCL12.  Mice displaying neurologic deficits, when tumors were established, were treated with AMD3100 (5 mg/kg/day) for 21 days. In both 
the human and mouse tumors, AMD3100 significantly inhibited tumor growth, decreased neurological deficits and extended survival in comparison to control 
mice. We also observed that AMD3100 treatment of mice bearing S462 MSLC tumors led to decreased levels of phospho-GSK3-beta (Ser9) and phospho-AKT 
(473). This suggests that CXCR4 promotes MPNST growth by activating the PI3K/ AKT and the GSK3-beta signaling pathways.
 

These studies demonstrate the value of sciatic nerve MPNST models for testing novel therapeutics and suggest that inhibition of the CXCR4/CXCL12 pathway 
warrants consideration for clinical testing in patients with MPNST.  
 
Additional Author:  Samuel D. Rabkin PhD, Brain Tumor Research Center and Department of Neurosurgery, Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston MA  
This work was supported by grants from the US Department of Defense (W81XWH-07-0359 to SDR and W81XWH-10-1-0091 to SJA).  

Title: Modeling the Impact of Sex on Gliomagenesis in Mesenchymal Subtype GBM with NF1 Inactivation 
 
Tao Sun PhD, Washington University School of Medicine - St. Louis 

The incidence of brain cancers is generally higher in males than in females worldwide and the reason is poorly understood. The male prevalence in brain tumor 
rates are comparable across all age groups including both pediatric and postmenopausal adult patients, indicating that cell-intrinsic sex differences in tumor 
progenitor cells play a role in determining the sexual disparity in tumorigenesis. In this study, we established a step-wise transformation model system by 
using mouse astrocytes with inactivation of both Nf1 and p53 that allows us to investigate the impact of sex on gliobalstoma (GBM) formation.   

We first found that the male prevalence in GBM is tumor subtype specific. Analyses on human GBM specimens in publically accessible databases revealed 
the most significant sex disparity within the Mesenchymal subtype GBM, with which the inactivation of p53 and NF1 is commonly associated. To explore the 
impact of sex on GBM formation, we established a step-wise glioblastoma formation model by employing murine astrocytes. Male and female Nf1-/- astrocytes 
were isolated from postnatal P1 pups and p53 was inactivated by overexpressing the dominant-negative p53 (DNp53). These Nf1-/-;DNp53 astrocytes were 
either treated with epidermal growth factor (EGF) in vitro, or implanted into immune-compromised mice. EGF treatment led to in vitro transformation of Nf1-/-

;DNp53 astrocytes but only in male cells. In line with this result, our limiting dilution assays showed that male Nf1-/-;DNp53 cells have a much higher frequency 
of cancer stem cells than female Nf1-/-;DNp53 cells. Furthermore, subcutaneous implants of Nf1-/-;DNp53 astrocytes into nude mice led to male predominant 
tumor growth. Survival analyses on the nude mice with intracranial implants of the Nf1-/-;DNp53 cells demonstrated a sex-dependent survival pattern with 
100% death in mice bearing male Nf1-/-;DNp53 cells vs. 36% death in mice carrying the female counterparts. Notably, male Nf1-/-;DNp53 astrocytes showed 
a significantly higher proliferation rate than the female cells. Consistent with this observation, the E2F-Luciferase reporter assay demonstrated that male 
Nf1-/-;DNp53 cells may have a lower pRb activity compared to the female counterparts, which may explain the male predominant transformation under EGF 
treatment. Taken together, our data strongly suggested that tumor progenitors have sex differences in their susceptibility to oncogenic transformation, and it is 
the cell-intrinsic sex differences in cancer stem cell induction and pRB-E2F pathway that determine the sexual disparity in Mesenchymal subtype GBM.
 
Author List: Tao Sun1 PhD, Nicole M. Warrington1 BSc, Jingqin Luo2 PhD, Michael Brooks1 PhD, Sonika Dahiya3 MD, Rajarshi Sengupta1 PhD & Joshua B. Rubin1,4 MD, PhD

Author Affiliations: 1Department of Pediatrics, 2Division of Biostatistics, 3Department of Pathology, 4Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, Washington University School of Medicine, 
St Louis, MO.
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Mer Regulates Hippo Pathway by Recruiting Wts to Apical Region of Epithelial Cells in Drosophila 
 
Ting Su, PhD, University of Chicago

Loss of the NF2 tumor suppressor protein Merlin (Mer) leads to tumorigenesis in humans and mice, and tissue overgrowth in Drosophila. It has been proposed 
that Drosophila Merlin forms a protein complex with Expanded (Ex) in the cell cortex to regulate the kinase activity of the conserved Hippo growth control 
pathway. However, the exact spatial relationships of Mer and other Hippo pathway components and how Merlin regulates Hippo pathway activity in vivo have 
remained unclear. By using a series of transgenes that express YFP-tagged versions of Mer, Ex, and other Hippo pathway members under their endogenous 
promoters, we show that the upstream regulators Mer/Ex/Crumbs (Crb) and the most downstream kinase Warts (Wts) all strongly localize to distinct punctae 
in the apical junctional region of epithelial cells in wing imaginal discs. As shown by immunostaining experiments, Mer, Ex and Crb co-localize in the same 
punctae in the most apical point of contact between cells, called the marginal zone, while Wts punctae are primarily localized in adherens junctions and 
only partially overlap with Mer/Ex/Crb puncta. To better understand the functional relationships between these proteins, we have begun to examine their 
interdependencies. Contrary to previous results using fixed tissues, we show that in living epithelial cells, knockdown of Crb by RNAi does not affect the 
localization of Ex, but does lead to a reduction in Mer abundance at the cell cortex. Although current models suggest that Mer recruits Wts to the cell cortex, 
RNAi-mediated knockdown of Mer has no effect on Wts localization in the adherens junction. Currently we are examining the effect of expressing an activated 
form of Mer on Wts localization and accumulation at the cell surface.  
 
Full List Authors : Michael Z. Ludwig, Ph. D., University of Chicago, Richard G. Fehon, University of Chicago

Ting Su is a recipient of a Children’s Tumor Foundation Young Investigator Award (grant 2013-01-020). This research is funded by a National Institutes of Health grant (NS034783) to 
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Telomere Length in NF1 Tumorigenesis 
 
Meena Upadhyaya, PhD, Institute of Cancer and Genetics, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK 

Telomere erosion and dysfunction plays an important role in driving genomic instability and clonal evolution during the progression to malignancy, in many 
tumour types including non-small cell lung cancer, colorectal cancer, chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, breast cancer and ovarian cancer. 

To investigate the role of telomere length in NF1 tumorigenesis, DNA from 21 MPNSTs, 1 glandular MPNST, 14 plexiform neurofibroma and 10 cutaneous 
neurofibroma was analysed for telomere profile using high resolution Single Telomere Length Analysis (STELA). The mean length telomeres in MPNSTs was 
2.28kb and this was distinct from plexiform neurofibromas 5.79 kb ( p=0.0004). Similarly the mean telomere length of cutaneous neurofibromas (6.14Kb) 
was significantly different from that of MPNSTs (p<0.0001). The telomere length profiles observed in plexiform neurofibromas were indistinguishable from 
those observed in cutaneous neurofibromas (p=0.59). 

We observed bimodal distributions in the telomere length profiles of some MPNSTs which may reflect their marked heterogeneity at both genetic and cellular 
level. Using different microarray platforms we have previously shown that MPNSTs are associated with significant DNA rearrangements reflected by deletions 
and amplifications, and in these tumours the telomerase level is also significantly elevated. Telomere-driven genomic instability during the progression to 
malignancy has been demonstrated in a number of solid tumours. If the DNA damage checkpoints are not fully functional then telomeres can shorten to 
a length at which they become dysfunctional and can fuse with other telomeres or with non-telomeric loci. Our data demonstrate that in NF1-associated 
MPNSTs, short telomeres, telomerase expression and large-scale genomic instability appear to correlate. Furthermore, TP53 lesions in MPNSTs were 
frequently associated with short telomeres. In summary, telomere dysfunction reflected by short telomere length may drive genomic instability, chromosomal 
rearrangements and progression of cancer in MPNSTs. A larger study based on micro-dissected tissue will be necessary to validate these findings.

Rhiannon E Jones, Ashni Sedani, Julia W. Grimstead, Duncan Baird, Institute of Cancer and Genetics, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK
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Anti-VEGF Treatment Augments Tumor Radiation Response and Enhances Neuromuscular Function in NF2 
Schwannoma Model 
 
Lei Xu, MD, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School

Treatment with bevacizumab is associated with a reduction in the volume of growing vestibular schwannomas and improved hearing in some patients. 
However, the hearing response is not durable in all patients and some patients are unable to tolerate long term bevacizumab treatment. These findings suggest 
that in patients with progressive vestibular schwannoma, anti-VEGF therapy alone is unable to achieve a long term therapeutic effect. For patients with sporadic 
vestibular Schwannomas, radiation therapy is associated with long-term tumor control, but hearing loss is its main limitation. We hypothesized that the 
combination of radiation plus bevacizumab could achieve a better tumor control and minimize toxicity compared with each therapy alone. 

In two schwannoma xenograft models, we showed that tumor growth delay is most significant with the combined anti-VEGF treatment (B20-4.1.1, an anti-
human and mouse VEGF antibody, 5 mg/kg, i.p. twice a week) and radiation therapy (5Gy). Anti-VEGF treatment creates a “normalization window”- during 
which vessel density decreased and the remaining vessels are less tortuous and less dilated.  Immunohistochemistry study showed anti-VEGF therapy 
increased pericyte coverage of the tumor vessels. As a result of this normalized structure, vessel perfusion function improved significantly leading to an 
increased tumor tissue oxygenation, which is known to enhance radiation response. Indeed, when radiation is applied during the normalization window, it is 
most effective. Neurologic function is an important endpoint for our study. We observed that B20 treatment improved neuromuscular function as evaluated 
by rotarod test. Furthermore, we showed that B20 enhances neuromuscular function via the following mechanisms: 1) alleviating tumor tissue edema as 
measured by edema index (dry/wet weight measurement of water content), 2) decreasing muscle atrophy as quantified by muscle fiber area after PAS 
staining, and 3) increasing nerve regeneration as evaluated by electronic microscopy. 

Our study is the first to demonstrate that combining anti-VEGF with radiation therapy is more effective in controlling tumor progression and improving 
neuromuscular function, providing rationale for testing the benefits of combined anti-angiogenic therapy and radiotherapy in the management of 
Schwannomas. 

Full List of Authors: Xing Gao, MD, Yingchao Zhao, MD, Ruoxu Dou, MD, Anat Stemmer-Rachamimov, MD, Martin K Selig, Scott Plotkin, MD, PhD, Rakesh K Jain, PhD 

This study is supported by Children’s Tumor Foundation Clinical Research Award. 

MAPK Scaffold Protein KSR1 Drives the Transformation of Human Schwann Cells and Forms a Complex with 
E3 Ubiquitin Ligase CRL4DCAF1 
 
Zhou, Lu, PhD, Plymouth University Peninsula Schools of Medicine and Dentistry 

Scaffold proteins have been shown to ensure specificity of cellular signaling by providing spatial and temporal control in the universal MAPK pathways. Using 
our primary human in vitro model we report that a highly specific scaffold protein for the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway, Kinase Suppressor of Ras 1 (KSR1), 
changes normal Schwann cells to schwannomas. Our data show that KSR1 has higher expression and more localization around the membrane and in the 
nucleus in Merlin-deficient human schwannoma cells, compared to normal Schwann cells. Overexpression of KSR1 active mutants in Schwann cells changes 
them to a tumor-like multipolar morphology. Knockdown of KSR1 with lentiviral shRNA reverts multipolar schwannoma cells back to a normal-like bipolar 
morphology and inhibits cell-matrix adhesion and focal adhesions. Proliferation assays show that knockdown of KSR1 leads to an 80% reduction in Ki67 index 
in schwannoma cells. Importantly knockdown of KSR1 has less of an effect on the proliferation of normal Schwann cells compared to schwannoma cells. In 
addition, suppression of KSR1 increased the sensitivity of staurosporine induced apoptosis in human schwannoma cells. Proteomic analysis suggests that 
KSR1 is highly self-regulated and forms supercomplexes that contribute to tumorigenesis. Co-immunoprecipitation and co-localization evidence confirmed the 
interaction between KSR1 and E3 Ubiquitin Ligase CRL4DCAF1, which is functionally inhibited by Merlin. These findings identify a strong connection between 
KSR1 and the tumorigenesis suppressed by Merlin and suggest KSR1 as a novel therapeutic target for Merlin-deficient tumors.    
 
Full List Authors: Zhou L, PhD; Lyons-Rimmer J; Ammoun, S, PhD; Muller J, PhD; Lasonder E, PhD; Sharma V, PhD; Ercolano, E, PhD; Barczyk, M, MSc; and Hanemann C O, MD, PhD
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Systematic Review of Whole-Body Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Neurofibromatoses 
 
Shivani Ahlawat, MD, Department of Radiology, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

The neurofibromatoses (NF) encompass the rare diseases NF1, NF2, and schwannomatosis (SWN).  Peripheral nerve sheath tumor (PNST) burden can be 
extensive in these patients and potentially affect the entire body. Whole-body magnetic resonance imaging (WB-MRI) is an emerging technique to evaluate the 
total tumor burden in the body, and has been evaluated in patients with NF for the purposes of tumor detection, characterization and assessing response to 
therapy (1-4).  

The aim of this article is to systematically review published data on WB-MRI in patients with PNST syndromes including NF type 1 and 2 as well as SWN.  A 
comprehensive literature search of studies published in PubMed/MEDLINE databases through March 2014 regarding the utility of WB-MRI will be carried out.  

The review will focus on identifying available current information regarding WBMRI image acquisition techniques for tumor detection, characterization and 
assessment of response to therapy. Specifically, the following parameters will be addressed: 1.5T versus 3T magnet strength, three-dimensional (3D) versus 
two-dimensional image (2D) acquisition, optimal plane of imaging, inclusion of functional MRI techniques such as diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) as well 
as utility of contrast material administration.  In addition, the review will assess image analysis with respect to tumor characterization and assessment of 
response to therapy: 2D tumor measurement as per RECIST criteria or 3D volumetric measurement, the added value of quantitative DWI with apparent diffusion 
coefficient maps, and contrast enhancement patterns.

References:  
• Cai W et al. Tumor burden in patients with neurofibromatosis types 1 and 2 and schwannomatosis: determination on whole-body MR images. Radiology 2009;250:665–673.
• Jaremko JL et al. Whole-body MRI in neurofibromatosis: incidental findings and prevalence of scoliosis. Skeletal Radiol 2012;41:917–923.
• Plotkin SR, Bredella MA, Cai W, et al. Quantitative assessment of whole-body tumor burden in adult patients with neurofibromatosis. PLoS One 2012;7:e35711.
• Fayad LM, Blakeley J, Plotkin S et al. Whole Body MRI at 3T with Quantitative DWI and Contrast-Enhanced Sequences for the Characterization of Peripheral Lesions in Patients with 
Neurofibromatosis Type 2 and Schwannomatosis, ISRN Radiology 10/2013; 2013. DOI:10.5402/2013/
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Reproducibility of Circumpapillary Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer Measurements Using Hand-held Optical 
Coherence Tomography in Sedated Children with Optic Pathway Gliomas 
 
Robert A. Avery, DO, MSCE, Children’s National Medical Center

Background:  Young children with Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) and or optic pathway gliomas (OPGs) frequently cannot cooperate with standard vision tests. 
Hand-held optical coherence tomography (HH-OCT) measures of circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer (cpRNFL) thickness have been proposed as a biomarker 
of vision loss in children with OPGs.  This study determined the intra- and intervisit reproducibility of cpRNFL measures using HH-OCT in sedated children. 

Methods:  Children undergoing sedation for a clinically indicated MRI for an OPG and or NF1 who were enrolled in a prospective longitudinal HH-OCT study. 
Multiple HH-OCT volumes (isotropic 300x300 or non-isotropic 1000x100 samplings) were acquired over the optic nerve. Children with two HH-OCT sessions 
within 6 months were included in the intervisit cohort. The intra- and inter-visit coefficient of variation (CV) and intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) were 
calculated for the average and anatomic quadrant cpRNFL thickness. 

Results: Fifty-nine subjects (mean age 5.1 years, range 0.8-13.0 years) comprised the intravisit cohort and 29 subjects (mean age 5.7 years, range 1.8-12.7 
years) contributed to the intervisit cohort. Thirty-five subjects had NF1-related OPGs, 14 subjects had sporadic OPGs, and 10 subjects had NF1 without an OPG.  
Twenty-six OPG subject eyes experienced vision loss. The CV was comparable regardless of imaging with an isotropic and non-isotropic volume in both the intra- 
and intervisit cohorts.  The average cpRNFL demonstrated the lowest CV and highest ICC compared to the quadrants.  For the intervisit cohort, the average ICC 
was typically higher while the CV was typically lower, but not statistically different compared to the other quadrants. 

Discussion:  cpRNFL measures acquired with HH-OCT during sedation demonstrate good intra- and intervisit reproducibility.  HH-OCT measures have the potential 
to monitor longitudinal changes in visual pathway integrity in young children with NF1 and OPGs.

Robert A. Avery, DO, MSCE, Children’s National Medical Center; Avital Cnaan, PhD, Children’s National Medical Center; Joel S. Schuman, MD, University of Pittsburgh; Chieh-Li Chen, 
MS, University of Pittsburgh; Natalie C. Glaug, BA, Children’s National Medical Center; Roger J. Packer, MD, Children’s National Medical Center; Graham E. Quinn, MD MSCE; Children’s 
Hospital of Philadelphia, Hiroshi Ishikawa, MD, University of Pittsburgh.
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Communication Strategies Utilized by People with NF2 and Hearing Loss 
 
Amanda Bergner, MS CGC, Johns Hopkins Comprehensive Neurofibromatosis Center

Background: The hallmark of neurofibromatosis 2 (NF2) is bilateral vestibular schwannomas (VS), which cause hearing loss that progresses to deafness. Hearing 
loss can lead to significant interruption in communication across multiple spheres of life, increasing the likelihood of social isolation and depression. Developing 
reliable and sustainable methods for communication is a key aspect of improving QOL for people with NF2. However, little is known about the communication 
strategies currently utilized by people with NF2 and hearing loss.

Methods: A 14-question online survey was posted on Instant.ly from May-September 2013 and advertised to individuals with NF2 and hearing loss. Survey 
responses were collected and analyzed. This study was approved by the Johns Hopkins IRB.

Results: 187 participants from 5 continents were eligible for inclusion in data analysis. The median age of respondents was 39. Respondents had been living with 
hearing loss for an average of 13.6 years (SD=9.6) at the time of the survey. Approximately half (88/187) reported complete bilateral deafness. 67% (125/187) 
of respondents report utilizing lip reading and 40% (51/125) of these individuals use no other strategies of communication.41% (76/187) report using some type 
of manual signing to communicate, including formal sign languages, cued speech, fingerspelling and/or “homemade” signs. However, only 4 respondents rely 
solely on a formal sign language to communicate, while the remainder use signs in conjunction with other strategies. 14% (27/187) of respondents use a written 
form of language to support communication, including pen/paper and electronic messaging. Despite the number of strategies employed, 95% (179/187) reported 
experiencing communication difficulties across a variety of settings, including school, work, home, car, phone and restaurants with most reporting difficulty in all 
settings.

Discussion: Almost all individuals with NF2 and hearing loss use multiple strategies for communication. Lip reading is the most common approach used in 
this population, though the accuracy of this method is not clear which may be problematic for the portion of this community who use no other strategies to 
communicate. While many people utilize manual signing, the reliance upon sign language as a sole means of communication in the NF2 population is very low. 
Clinicians caring for people with NF2 and hearing loss can provide more comprehensive care by understanding the strategies most commonly employed in this 
population and optimizing clinic visits around the methods of communication being utilized by their patients. This data also speaks to the need to develop additional 
options for communication as a means of improving overall QOL.

Full List Authors: Amanda Bergner, MS, Johns Hopkins Comprehensive Neurofibromatosis Center; Jennifer Smart, PhD, Towson University.

Integrated Genetic Studies of Neurofibromatosis Type 1. A Ten Year, Italian Experience 
 
Donatella Bianchessi1, Sara Morosini1, Cristina Ibba1, Silvia Esposito2, Veronica Saletti2, Daria Riva2, Federica Natacci3, Gaetano Finocchiaro1 and  
Marica Eoli1, 1Unit of Molecular Neuro-oncology, and 2Unit of Developmental Neurology, IRCCS Foundation, “C. Besta” Neurological Institute; 3Service of 
Medical Genetics, IRCSS Foundation, Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico Mangiagalli e Regina Elena; Milan, ITALY

Background: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a human autosomal dominant disorders that affects approximately 1 in 3,500 individuals worldwide. The 
most common features of NF1 are pigmentary abnormalities, such as cafe´-au-lait macules, skinfold freckling, Lisch nodules and cutaneous and plexiform 
neurofibromas (PNs). These signsare age-dependent and present high variability in penetrance and expressivity even between affected members of a family. NF1 
is the most common cancer predisposing syndrome affecting the nervous system: bothGlioma is the most common central nervous system neoplasia in NF1 
patients: 15-20% NF1 children develop low grade optic gliomas. PNs occur in 30% of NF1 patients in peripheral nervous system. Patients with PNs have a 20-fold 
higher risk of developing malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours (MPNSTs) than other NF1 patients.

NF1 is caused by mutations in the neurofibromin gene encoding a negative regulator of Ras guanosine triphosphate (GTP)ase proteins: for this reasonis considered 
a tumor suppressor gene. Mutation detection in the NF1 gene is complex, due to the large size of the gene (>350 kb), the presence of pseudogenes, the lack of 
hot spots, and the great variety of possible mutations.  Hence, the clinical and molecular diagnosis of NF1 may be challenging and its fine tuning is desirable

Methods: During 2003-2013 NF1 mutation analysis of genomic DNA was performed in 458 patients using the multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification 
(MLPA) to look for deletions or insertions located inside the NF1 gene. Subjects who tested negative for MLPA were investigated using denaturing high pressure 
liquid chromatography (DHPLC) and sequencing DNA.  RNA-based cDNA-PCR sequencing was used in a limited group of patients.

Results: 299 of 458 patients were diagnosed according to NIH criteria. 54% were children and about 53% of all NF1 patients were found to have sporadic 
mutations. We identified 197 single mutations and more than 57% were novel. This genetic protocol permitted us to find mutations in 210 of 299 of clinically-
diagnosed patients(detection rate: 70%). 
To improve such detection rate we have recently developed a sensitive, integrated genetic protocol using MLPA and RNA-based cDNA-PCR sequencing.  This 
protocol was validated in a cohort of 33 blood samples from NF1 patients with complete NF1 features, identifying the mutations in 30 cases (91% detection rate).

Conclusions: These data suggest that  integrated DNA/RNA-based protocols can improvedetection rate in patients suspected to have NF1.
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A Subgroup of NF1-Associated Optic Pathway Gliomas Exhibit Progression Outside the Original Tumor Site: A 
Clinical Analysis 
 
Miriam Bornhorst, MD, Department of Pediatric Hematology/Oncology, University of Michigan Mott Children’s Hospital

Background: Optic pathway gliomas (OPGs) comprise 5% of all childhood brain tumors and are the primary neoplasms that intrinsically involve the optic pathway. 
A large portion of OPGs occur in patients with Neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1), who often have a different clinical course than patients without NF1. The current 
recommendation is to treat OPGs when there is evidence of clinical or radiographic progression. However, in this study we show that a subset of patients with NF1 
can have multifocal (non-contiguous) tumor progression without a significant impact on outcome, and may not require therapy following progression. 

Objective: The primary objective of this study is to characterize the radiographic and clinical outcomes of children diagnosed with optic nerve (ON) only OPGs that 
progressed outside the original tumor location.  

Results: This was a retrospective study involving chart review of pediatric patients diagnosed with an OPG between 1985 and 2013 who were managed and 
treated at the University of Michigan. A total of 90 patients were diagnosed with OPG during the study period, including 57 (66%) patients with NF1 and 33 (38%) 
without NF1. 33% (30) of the total population had ON only OPGs, of which 24 (80%) had NF1.  Although 67% of patients with non-NF1 associated ON only OPGs 
had evidence of clinical and/or radiographic progression, none of these patients progressed outside their original site. In contrast 33% of NF1 patients with ON 
only OPGs had progression, of which 75% progressed outside the original tumor site. The median time to progression was 3.5 years, at a median age of 7 years. 
2 patients had progression after receiving chemotherapy for the original tumor. Only 1 patient received chemotherapy following progression for decreased visual 
acuity, and had a partial response. The remaining 5 patients had minimal to no symptoms at time of progression, and had stable (3) to improved (2) disease at last 
follow up. 

Conclusion: This study demonstrates that a subset of patients with NF1-associated ON only OPGs have tumor progression outside the original tumor site. These 
tumors arise in spite of, or even following treatment with chemotherapy. However, this type of progression rarely affects the clinical outcome of the patient, and 
therefore does not always require further therapy. 

Additional Author: Patricia Robertson, MD, Department of Pediatric Hematology/Oncology, University of Michigan Mott Children’s Hospital

Relations between Fine Motor Skill and Parental Report of Attention in Young Children with Neurofibromatosis 
Type 1 
 
Christina L. Casnar, MS, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Research has suggested the children with NF1 often have poorer fine motor skills and are at greater risk for attention difficulties than the general population. 
Recent research is beginning to demonstrate a relation between fine motor skills and attention in older children without NF1. This study aims to examine early 
fine motor difficulties and relations between fine motor skills and attention difficulties in young children with NF1. Thirty-eight children with NF1 and 23 age-
matched unaffected children ages of 4 to 6 participated. Nonverbal reasoning abililties and fine motor functioning skills of varying complexity were examined using 
select subtests from the Differential Ability Scales (DAS-II) and NEPSY-II. Parental report of everyday fine motor functioning was examined using the Scales of 
Independent Behavior – Revised (SIB-R) Fine Motor subscale. Parental report of attention difficulties was examined using the Conners’ Parent Report Rating Scales 
– Revised: Short Form. There were no significant group differences in age, gender, ethnicity and SES Index. For children with NF1, significant difficulties were 
demonstrated on higher-order fine motor tasks, even after controlling for group differences in nonverbal reasoning abilities [F (4, 55) = 5.228, p = .001). Parent-
reported fine motor skills were related to lab-based measurement of complex fine motor abilities. Elevated attention problems were observed for the NF1 group, 
but significant correlations were found between complex fine motor ability and attention difficulties. These findings suggest that children with NF1 do not show 
difficulties on simple fine motor tasks, but do show difficulties, in comparison to unaffected children, on higher-order fine motor tasks. The findings also suggest 
that the difficulties observed with higher-order fine motor tasks in young children with NF1 do not appear to be clearly driven by attention problems. 

Full List Authors: Casnar, C., University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, Janke, K. M., University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, van der Fluit, F., University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, Brei, N. G., 
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, Hunter, S. J., University of Chicago, Tonsgard, J., University of Chicago, & Klein-Tasman, B. P., University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee
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Phase 2 Study of Sunitinib, An Oral Multi-targeted Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor in Subjects with NF1 Plexiform 
Neurofibromas: An Update 
 
Chie-Schin Shih, MD, MS, Indiana University

Background: Sunitinib malate is an orally bioavailable, competitive inhibitor of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGFR), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGFR), 
proto-oncogene c-KIT, and Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 (FLT-3).  This phase 2 efficacy trial is evaluating two cohorts of subjects, adult and pediatric, with NF1 and 
clinically significant plexiform neurofibromas.  The primary response indicator is tumor response by 2D and 3D MRI imaging.  Secondary response indicators 
include volumetric MRI imaging, quality of life measure, biomarker evaluation of cytokines and endothelial progenitor cells, and pain-related outcomes.

Objective: To assess a secondary response indicator i.e. pain in subjects with at least 6 months of follow-up.

Methods: Frequency, severity of pain, and medication usage was documented at initial enrollment visit and at 6 month follow-up for subjects on Sunitinib.  Data 
from patients treated with Imatinib was obtained from retrospective chart review.

Results: To date 21/40 subjects have been enrolled, with 19 evaluable, consisting of 4 adult and 15 pediatric patients.  Two subjects have completed the study, 
one with stable disease, and another with progressive disease.  Two subjects withdrew from the study prior to being evaluated.  Patients with at least 6 months 
of follow-up report 62.5% less pain, and 50% have decreased pain medication utilization, and no patients complained of either increased pain or pain medication 
usage.  No subjects reported an increase in pain or in use of pain medication.  When compared to patients treated with imatinib, patients treated with Sunitinib 
report statistically less pain (p<0.0001) and less pain medication usage (p=0.0011).

Conclusion: Limited patient follow-up data is currently available for other response indicators, but pain response as a secondary indicator and major contributor to 
quality of life and daily functioning for subjects on trial is encouraging.

Nancy Swigonski, MD, MPH, Indiana University; Jamie Case, Ph. D., Indiana University; Kent Robertson, MD, Ph.D, Indiana University; Cindy Dwight, RN, ND, Indiana University; Chang 
Ho, MD, Indiana University; Melissa Markel, MD, Indiana University; Feng-Chun Yang, MD, Ph.D, Indiana University; Wade Clapp, MD, Indiana University
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Use of Exosomes and Bone-Marrow-Derived Cells (BMDCs) as Surrogate Markers of Plexiform Neurofibroma 
(PN) and Malignant Peripheral Nerve-Sheath Tumor (MPNST) Transformation 
 
Angela Di Giannatale, MD, Weill Cornell Medical College (WCMC), NY

Background: The development of neurofibromas and transformation into MPNST are serious complication of the Neurofibromatosis-1 (NF1). Although it is known 
that NF1 microenvironment mediates the initiation and progression of these tumors, the tumor-stromal interactions still remain incompletely understood. We 
have recently demonstrated that tumor-derived exosomes (30-100 nm vesicles) can support primary tumor growth and metastatic progression through BMDCs 
education. Here, we report for the first time evidences that circulating exosomes and BMDCs could be used to monitor neurofibromas progression and may play a 
role in MPNST transformation. 

Methods: To determine the relevance of circulating exosomes concentrations in neurofibromas progression, we prospectively isolated and characterized exosomes 
from plasma of NF1 patients and controls. We isolated exosomes using standard serial ultracentrifugation methods and confirmed their number/size distribution by 
NanoSight. We further analyzed the protein content by bicinchoninic-acid assay and BMDCs by flow cytometry. 

Results: A total of 17 patients with NF1, median age 16 years (range 5-54 years, 13 males) were included in this study. The patients presented several clinical 
features NF1-related. Twelve out of 17 patients presented PN and among them 3 were associated with MPNST. We compared 2 subgroups (patients with PN 
associated or not with MPNST and patients without PN/MPNST) to healthy controls. We found that PN patients (with or without MPNST) have increased exosome 
proteins concentration compared to the other group (p=0.030) and controls. BMDCs analysis demonstrated that specific progenitor cells populations (CD45low/
CD117positive/cMETpositive) were increased in the 2 subgroups when compared with the control group.

Conclusion: These data suggest that analysis of circulating exosomes and BMDCs in NF1 patients may be useful for early detection of subjects at risk for 
developing PN and MPNST. Furthermore, analysis of tumor-derived exosomes could be important to understand the role of the NF1 microenvironment in tumoral 
transformation. 

Full List of Authors: Angela Di Giannatale MD, WCMC; Alberto Benito-Martin Ph.D., WCMC; Yujie Huang Ph.D., WCMC; Prajwal Rajappa MD, WCMC; Kaleb H. Yohay MD and Hector 
Peinado Ph.D., WCMC.
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Nursing Perspective: The Role of a Nurse within a Neurofibromatosis Type I Multidisciplinary Program 
 
Tristen Dinkel, CNRN, CPN, RN, BSN, Children’s Hospital Colorado

Children’s Hospital Colorado (CHCO) has a comprehensive Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) program which has historically had a genetic counselor (GC) as the 
clinic coordinator. Over the years, the program has grown and developed to include several NF1 clinics designed to meet the differing needs of patients. Starting in 
January 2013, Children’s Hospital Colorado (CHCO) hired a registered nurse (RN) to serve as the clinic coordinator for the NF1 Program. The reasoning behind this 
was two-fold. First, as the clinic had grown exponentially over the past several years, more demands were being placed on the GC beyond providing counseling 
services. Second, hiring an RN allowed this person to perform additional duties within the nursing scope of practice. The team divided up the responsibilities 
that were previously held by the GC to create a team effort between the Nurse Coordinator (NC) and GC. The GC role includes the following: screen and counsel 
patients in the diagnostic and multi-disciplinary clinics, assist genetic schedulers in determining which clinic within the NF program is most appropriate and handle 
all concerns from the NF families on genetic counseling/test results.  The NC role includes: coordinate clinic appointments and necessary exams, call patients prior 
to the clinic visit to document current patient status and concerns, develop summary of each patient for team members, assist team in developing follow-up care 
plan for patients, review the follow-up care plan with patients prior to leaving clinic, address family medical concerns and create telephone triage guidelines for 
staff nurses taking NF patient phone calls.  Together the GC and NC educate families on NF care, triage families in to the correct clinics within the program, and are 
the team leads for developing the NF patient database. This division of duties has resulted in the ability to run a more efficient clinic. As the bulk of administrative 
tasks are no longer the responsibility of the GC, she now has more time to focus on her counseling role. The collaboration of these two roles within the program 
produced good balance of addressing counseling and medical concerns all within each person’s scope of practice.

Jennifer Janusz, Psy.D., ABPP-Cn; Children’s Hospital Colorado; University of Colorado School of Medicine; Molly Hemenway, ND, MS, RN, AC-PNP, Children’s Hospital Colorado, 
University of Colorado School of Medicine

Assessment of Morbidity in Patients with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) and Plexiform Neurofibromas (PN) 
 
Rachel Ershler, MD, MHS, National Cancer Institute

Background: NF1 related PN can result in the development of multiple morbidities. Knowledge of the development of these morbidities may aid in patient 
management and in the design of meaningful clinical trials with novel medical interventions.

Objective: To evaluate the morbidities in patients with NF1 and PN at the time of their first clinical evaluation on a longitudinal NCI NF1 Natural History Study. 

Methods: The first clinical evaluation included a standardized medical history and physical examination with documentation of presence or absence of pain, pain 
location, and potential PN related functional changes (motor weakness, bladder, bowel, airway, and lower respiratory).  Additional evaluations in a subset of 
patients included comprehensive rehabilitation medicine evaluations  (assessment of strength in 28 different muscle groups per Medical Research Council (MRC) 
0-5 grading, range of motion, leg length, 6 minute walk-run test, and BOT-2), and auditory evaluations. 

Results: Of 138 patients enrolled, 122 (73 male, 49 female; median age 13.4 years, range 1.4 to 45.3) had PN and were included for baseline data analysis.  
Total PN burden varied from 3 mL to 12,975 mL by volumetric MRI analysis.  46.7% (56/120) of patients reported pain (21/56 at >1 location), and in 51/56 
(91.1%) there was a PN in or proximal to the location of pain.  Presence of pain increased with increasing age (30.6% in patients <10 years, 50.0% in patients 
10-18 years, and 56.3% in patients >18 years).   Additional morbidities included bladder dysfunction (incontinence, increased frequency, retention) in 7 patients, 
and obstructive airway symptoms in 12 patients.  Of 83 patients with comprehensive baseline rehabilitation medicine testing, only 8 patients (9.6%) had normal 
strength (5) throughout.  The bilateral gluteus maximus muscles were most commonly affected (74/83 or 89.2% of patients scored less than 5 on the left, and 
71/83 or 85.5% of patients scored less than 5 on the right).  The left dorsiflexors were the most severely affected (median score 3.7/5).  Leg length discrepancy ≥ 
2.0 cm was present in 12/86 (14%) (range 2.0-6.0 cm).  Baseline audiology testing performed on 83 patients showed mild or moderate hearing loss in 10 patients 
(12.0%) (7 conductive, 3 sensorineural). 

Conclusion: Patients with NF1 and PN have significant morbidity including pain, motor weakness, and other functional deficits.  Work in progress includes: 1) 
Correlation of these morbidities to the presence/absence of PN and tumor volume, 2) analysis of additional rehabilitation medicine evaluations performed in these 
patients, and 3) analysis of subsequent clinical evaluations on the natural history study to relate changes in morbidities over time to changes in tumor burden. 
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Risk of Optic Pathway Glioma Development in Neurofibromatosis Type 1 Patients with Optic Nerve Tortuosity or 
Thickness 
 
Michael J. Fisher, MD, The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Background: Optic nerve tortuosity (ONT) and optic nerve and sheath thickening are MRI abnormalities seen in patients with neurofibromatosis type-1 (NF1).  It is 
unknown whether they are associated with the development of optic pathway gliomas (OPG).

Methods: 132 children with NF1, initial MRI between 1992–2005, and >1 year of subsequent visual acuity (VA) data were identified retrospectively.  The earliest 
available MRI was independently reviewed by three neuroradiologists to provide a consensus assessment.  Subjects with OPG on baseline MRI were excluded.  
ONT was identified using validated criteria.  In parallel, presence of nerve tortuosity or thickening was established from clinical MRI reports.  Optic nerve and 
sheath thicknesses (cross-sectional diameter) were measured.  VA at last follow-up was recorded; data was censored at time of treatment. 

Results: Median age at earliest MRI was 3.6 years (range 1mo–18.2y).  VA was followed longitudinally for a median of 7.3 years (range 1.0–18.5).  Twenty 
subjects (15%) ultimately developed OPG.  Clinical reports noted tortuosity at baseline MRI in 21 subjects (16%), who developed OPG with significantly greater 
frequency than those without tortuosity (33% vs. 12%, p=0.02).  Although use of the validated scale established only 7 subjects (5%) with ONT; the incidence 
of subsequent OPG development was even greater (57% vs. 13%, P=0.0003).  In subjects who developed OPG, tumor-related vision loss (VA <0.2 logMAR 
below age-normal acuity) was not significantly different between those with and without baseline ONT (14% vs. 4%, p=0.32).  There was no difference between 
mean optic nerve (2.3 vs. 2.2mm, p=0.86) or nerve sheath thicknesses (5.2 vs. 5.4mm, p=0.74) at baseline between subjects who did and did not develop 
OPG.  In addition, identification of tortuosity by clinical report on any MRI scan (not just baseline) was associated with an increased incidence of subsequent OPG 
(P=0.012); however, the clinical notation of nerve “thickness” did not increase risk (P=0.76).

Conclusions: In NF1, ONT, but not optic nerve or sheath thickening, is associated with increased risk for OPG development. Closer surveillance of those with ONT 
may be warranted, although ONT does not appear to predispose to OPG-related vision loss. 

Full Author List: Michael J Fisher, Marc H Levin, Gregory T Armstrong, Julian H Broad, Robert Zimmerman, Larissa T Bilaniuk, Tamara Feygin, Grant T Liu; The Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA

Regulation of Mast Cell Activity by KTN0158, a Humanized anti-KIT Monoclonal Antibody 
 
Richard Gedrich, PhD, Kolltan Pharmaceuticals, New Haven, CT

Plexiform neurofibromas are associated with substantial morbidity in patients with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1).  Mast cells express high levels of the receptor 
tyrosine kinase KIT and its ligand, Stem Cell Factor (SCF), has many effects on mast cells including promoting proliferation and survival, chemotaxis and activation 
(1).  Mast cells and the KIT signaling axis appear to play critical roles in the plexiform neurofibroma development (2).  KTN0158 is a humanized anti-KIT IgG1 
monoclonal antibody that is a potent inhibitor of SCF-dependent KIT activation in cells in vitro (IC50 = 210 pM) and enhancement of degranulation by SCF in the 
mast cell line LAD2 (IC50 = 190 pM).  KTN0158 has a similar binding affinity for monkey, cat, dog and human KIT, but does not cross-react with murine KIT.  A 
pilot study was conducted in healthy research dogs and effects on mast cells populations in skin were evaluated.  The dogs received a single dose of KTN0158 at 
10 or 30 mg/kg (n = 2/dose group).  In all dogs, mast cell numbers in the skin were markedly decreased at Day 7 with evidence of recovery on Day 28 in the 10 
mg/kg group suggesting a dose-related effect.  Collectively, these data indicate that KTN0158 is a potent inhibitor of SCF-dependent activation of KIT and suggest 
it is also a potent inhibitor of mast cell activity in vitro and in vivo.  Studies to investigate the potential benefit of KTN0158 in mast cell-related diseases such as NF1 
and to evaluate safety are planned. 
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Analysis of Yeast Networks to Identify Synthetic Lethal Pathways Pertaining to Neurofibromatosis Type I 
 
Tony Hazbun PhD, Purdue University

An enormous amount of functional genomic information is available in Baker’s yeast that enhances our understanding of the network of biological pathways that 
govern cellular activities and function.  We hypothesize that analysis of networks in yeast will be informative for identifying synthetic lethal pathways that may 
have therapeutic relevance for Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1).  For example, the hyperactive Ras activity typically associated with NF1 is conserved in yeast as 
well as downstream effectors of the pathway. Some of these effectors are client proteins of the heat shock protein, Hsp90, hence a possible therapeutic route 
to modulating this pathway is through Hsp90 inhibition. Hsp90 and NF1 regulate a multitude of biological pathways that impinge on oncogenic signaling.  They 
are protein and genetic interaction hubs that involve a large fraction of the genes and proteins in the cell. Genetic deficiencies of the NF1 gene result in a diverse 
and massive set of mis-regulated biological pathways consistent with the observed 100% penetrance of the disease and the enormous variability in expressivity 
of disease severity. The root of this variability is multi-factorial including an enormous diversity of genetic mutations, modifier genes and environmental factors. 
However, a major component that contributes to the complexity and diverse phenotypes observed in NF1 is likely because it is a major genetic interaction hub.  
This project intends to exploit the genetic hub property of NF1 as a possible “Achilles heel” in achieving therapeutic success.  We are investigating a subset of 
these genetic interactions and chemical-genetic interactions to identify the most promising therapeutic leads.

Full List Authors: Kourtney Fultz BS, Purdue University
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Visual Field Outcomes in Pediatric Patients Treated for Neurofibromatosis Type 1-associated Optic Pathway 
Gliomas: A Multicenter Retrospective Study 
 
Gena Heidary, MD, PhD, Boston Children’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School

Introduction:  Most treatment studies of optic pathway gliomas (OPGs) in the setting of neurofibromatosis type 1 have focused on visual acuity or radiographic 
outcomes.  In contrast, there are limited data regarding visual field outcomes following chemotherapy.  This study evaluated the impact of treatment of OPGs on 
visual field (VF) outcomes and investigated the relationship between VF, visual acuity and radiographic outcomes.  

Methods: A retrospective, international multicenter study (N=10 centers) evaluated visual outcomes following chemotherapy in children with NF1-associated OPG.  
Subjects underwent initial treatment with chemotherapy between January 1997 and December 2007.  

Results: Of the 115 subjects, 88 were evaluable for visual acuity outcomes and 59 were evaluable for VF outcome, which included either confrontation or formal 
visual fields.  Of these, formal VF testing at both initiation and completion of treatment was available for 15/59 (25%) patients (8 female, 7 male) and 28 eyes.  In 
this group, mean age at initial treatment was 7 ± 3.5 years and mean follow-up from treatment start was 12.8 ± 8 months.  The majority of patients (12/15, 
80%) had OPGs involving the retrochiasmal visual pathways.    Analysis of VF outcome at completion of chemotherapy demonstrated improvement in 6/28 eyes 
(21%), stable VF in 10/28 eyes (36%), and worsened VF in 10/28 (36%) eyes.  In 2/28 (7%) eyes, VF deficits shifted location.  Visual acuity outcomes in the same 
subjects were improved 6/28 (21%), stable 13/28 (46%) and worsened in 9/28 (32%) eyes. VF outcome was concordant with acuity outcome in 10/15 subjects 
and concordant with MRI outcome in 9/13 evaluable subjects.  In contrast to visual acuity, tumor location in the optic tracts/radiations was not a specific risk factor 
for VF deterioration despite treatment.

Conclusions:  In a group of subjects with NF1-associated OPG that were able to perform VF testing, there was improvement or stabilization of VF after treatment 
with chemotherapy, similar to visual acuity outcomes.  VF, visual acuity and radiographic outcomes, however, were not concordant in many patients.  These data 
suggest that VF data may be an adjunctive means to assess need for, and response to, therapy in NF1-associated OPG.  We plan to further investigate outcome 
using confrontation VF testing (44 patients).  A prospective study with a larger sample size is required to more fully evaluate the value of VF as an outcome 
measure in NF1-associated OPG.
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Development of a Tissue Bank of Plexiform Neurofibromas and Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumors in 
Patients with Neurofibromatosis Type I 
 
Molly Hemenway, ND, MS, RN, CPNP-AC, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado

The last few decades have seen dramatic improvements in outcome for solid tumors in patients without Neurofibromatosis Type I (NF1) but there has been limited 
progress in the therapy of tumors that arise in the setting of NF1, including plexiform neurofibromas (PN) and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST). 
This lack of progress in the therapy of NF1-related tumors is despite advances in surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy for other tumor types. Surgery 
alone, radiation, and conventional chemotherapy have limited long-term effectiveness in treatment of PNs and MPNSTs. The next therapeutic approach in many 
tumor treatments is based in knowledge about the molecular biology of each tumor type. However, there is very limited knowledge regarding the molecular biology 
of NF1-related tumors. A literature review from 1996 to present focused on PN and MPNST tissue biology shows very little data about the molecular biology of 
these tumors as well as even less information about possible therapeutic targets. We intend to establish a bank of PNs, MPNSTs, and blood from patients with 
NF1 and NF-related tumors in order to facilitate the study of the molecular biology of PN and MPSNT. It is our hypothesis that epigenetic disruption in NF1 affects 
a multitude of genes involved in tumor growth, and that the pattern of epigenetic disruption determines the type and aggressiveness of tumors in the individual. 
Studying epigenetic disruptions is critical as epigenetic mechanisms are potentially modifiable. Children’s Hospital Colorado currently treats approximately 
150 patients with NF1 each year. A review of the last 10 years of pathological results indicates that 60 patients have had tissue collected for pathology with the 
diagnosis of PN or MPNST. The development of a tissue bank gives great possibility for research of the molecular biology and genetic expression of these tumors. 
All patients who have an underlying diagnosis of NF1 with PN or MPNST with masses outside of the central nervous system will be identified. Patients and eligible 
parents will be approached pre-operatively for permission to collect samples. Tissue obtained in the course of debulking, for clinically indicated reasons, or any 
mass that is not needed for diagnostic purposes, will be collected at the time of surgery, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then kept in the -70°C freezer in the 
pathology department at Children’s Hospital Colorado/The University of Colorado and/or used to establish primary cultures. In order to identify potential study 
participants and obtain tissue, discussions with key members of all surgical disciplines, as well as disciplines that refer patients to surgery have been conducted 
and are ongoing. The development of the tissue bank will provide the opportunity to study the molecular biology of tumors in the setting of NF1, with the hope that 
in the future, biological knowledge will help design more effective treatment and prevention of disease. 

Nick Foreman, MD, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado; Kelsey Batson, BA, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado

Funding provided by St. Baldrick’s Foundation.

Neurofibromatosis Type I, Optic Gliomas, and Risk for Vasculopathies: A Program Approach
Molly Hemenway, MS, ND, RN, CPNP-AC, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado

Children with Neurofibromatosis Type I (NF1) and optic pathway gliomas (OPG) are at risk for asymptomatic cerebral arteriopathy. Recent research has 
indicated the possibility of progression of arteriopathies and risk for subsequent symptoms and problems including stroke. With detection, surveillance, 
and surgical intervention (when indicated) these arteriopathies can be well managed without subsequent signs and symptoms. The highest risk for 
arteriopathies in NF1 is in those patients who also have an OPG. Therefore, the Neuro-Oncology and Neurofibromatosis program at a large tertiary 
pediatric care center recommends one screening magnetic resonance arteriography (MRA) of the brain for each child with NF1 and a previously identified 
OPG. If the MRA is negative, no further imaging is necessary. Through a retrospective review of over 100 patients with NF1 followed at our center, 40 
children with both NF1 and OPG were identified. Of the 40, 12 have completed a MRA, 2 have recently moved out of state and transferred their care, and 
the remaining 26 patients have a MRA of the brain scheduled with their next routine MRI of the brain and orbits for disease surveillance. Of the 12 who 
have completed the MRA screening, five were noted on scan to have significant vasculopathies and are currently followed by a multidisciplinary Stroke 
Program. One had a mild vascular abnormality felt to be developmental in nature that does not require further follow-up. The remaining six patients had 
normal screening MRAs and will not require further arteriography scans. Appropriate identification, screening, and treatment of children with NF1, OPG, 
and cerebral arteriopathy requires collaboration across disciplines. Our team is comprised of neurology, ophthalmology, genetics, neuro-oncology, 
neuro-radiology, neurosurgery, and hematology. All members of the team need to screen patients who may be at risk, coordinate screening with MRA 
of the brain, interpret results, and determine appropriate follow-up. Cerebral arteriopathy is a rare complication of NF1 in childhood but with increased 
surveillance in at risk populations can be identified and treated without subsequent negative effects on the child. 

Nick Foreman, MD, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado
Tristen Dinkel, CNRN, CPN, RN, BSN, Children’s Hospital Colorado
Jennifer Madden, MS, RN, CPNP-AC, University of Colorado, Children’s Hospital Colorado
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Relations between Social Cognition, Social Competence, and Neurocognitive Functioning in Children with NF1 
 
Sarah A. Hostetter, BA, The Jennifer and Daniel Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, DC

Background: Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) often experience social impairments, which may relate to difficulties with social cognition.  Facial expression 
recognition (FER) is a critical component of social cognition, but has been under-investigated in children with NF1.  Two recent investigations of FER in children and 
adults with NF1 revealed deficits in FER relative to healthy controls (Huijbregts, Jahja, DeSonneville, et al., 2010; Pride, Korganoankar, Barton et al., 2013). In the child 
sample, deficits in FER were strongly associated with problems with executive control, whereas FER skills were unrelated to these processes in adults.  Thus, it remains 
unclear the extent to which aspects of social cognition are related to neuropsychological and psychosocial functioning in individuals with NF1. 

Methods: Children with NF1 (n=30; mean age=11.0±2.55; 53% male) completed a computerized FER measure as well as a screening battery of 
neuropsychological tasks including intellectual, attention, and executive functions.  Parent-reported measures of behavior and social competence were also 
collected. 

Results: Average IQ for the sample was within the average range (Mean = 96.3; SD = 12.55; range = 65-121). Correct responses on the FER measure were 
highly associated with higher WISC-IV Full-scale IQ (r=0.61; p<0.001), WISC-IV Working Memory (r = 0.45, p<.01), and computerized one-back scores (r 
= 0.32, p =.08). In contrast, parent reports of their children’s social competence were unrelated to performance on the FER measure. There was, however, a 
trend for children’s perceived social initiative to relate to parent-reported (but not performance-based) difficulties with working memory on the BRIEF (r = -0.40, 
p = .10).  In addition, children who were perceived as having difficulty inhibiting inappropriate behaviors were also seen by their parents as being somewhat less 
prosocial (r = -0.41, p = .09). 

Conclusions: For this sample of children with NF1, facial expression recognition skills were strongly related to intellectual functioning and working memory.  
Moreover, although FER ability was unrelated to parent-reported social competence, parents’ perceptions of their children’s prosocial and social initiation behaviors 
were associated with ratings of executive functioning.  Results indicate that addressing executive dysfunction in children with NF1 may improve aspects of social 
information processing and competence.

Sarah A. Hostetter, BA; Karin S. Walsh, PsyD; Maria T. Acosta, MD; Roger J. Packer, MD; Kristina K. Hardy, PhD
The Jennifer and Daniel Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, DC 

Symptom Phenotype Classification of Schwannomatosis 
 
Victoria Huang, Johns Hopkins University

Background:  Schwannomatosis (SWN) is a neurogenetic syndrome characterized by the presence of multiple schwannomas in the absence of bilateral vestibular 
tumors.  The two most physically debilitating aspects of SWN are: (1) chronic pain and (2) functional limitations due to nerve injury or regional compression. We 
propose a phenotypic classification system based on symptom presentation in patients who meet clinical criteria for SWN to increase awareness of the range of 
symptoms that patients may have at presentation.   

Methods:  All patients seen at the Johns Hopkins Comprehensive Neurofibromatosis Center (JHCNC) and the Family Center for Neurofibromatosis at 
Massachusetts General Hospital between 1999-2014 who met diagnostic criteria for possible or definite SWN (Baser et al, 2006) and had records available for 
review were assigned a phenotypic group based on their predominant symptoms at first presentation: chronic pain, pain and functional limitation, functional 
limitation alone, and neither pain or functional limitation. Pain was defined by self-report to a specialist during a clinical visit. Functional limitation was provider-
defined by either: (1) neurologic sign or symptom or (2) organ compromise. IRB approval for the retrospective review was obtained.

Results: Across two centers, 107 patients (males=54) met the enrollment criteria. The distribution of predominant symptoms was: 62 (58%) with pain alone, 14 
(13%) with pain and functional limitations, 8 (7%) with functional limitations alone, and 23 (21%) with neither pain nor functional limitation.   

Conclusions:  Patients who meet clinical criteria for possible or definite SWN have variable symptoms at presentation ranging from asymptomatic (21%) to more 
severe phenotypes with pain, functional limitation or both (79%). Chronic pain is a more common feature than functional limitations (71% vs. 20%, respectively); 
distinguishing SWN from NF2.  As the genetics underlying SWN are better understood, such a phenotypic classification system may assist with the interpretation of 
molecular findings and their clinical application.

Table 1. Distribution of predominant signs and symptoms at first presentation in patients meeting diagnostic criteria for schwannomatosis. 

Pain

+ -

Functional + 13% 7%

Limitation - 58% 21%

Full List Authors: Amanda Bergner, MS, CGC; Johns Hopkins University; Vanessa Merker, MS, Massachusetts General Hospital; Allan Belzberg, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; 
Shannon Langmead, CRNP, Johns Hopkins University; Scott Plotkin MD, PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital; Jaishri Blakeley, MD, Johns Hopkins University.
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The Use of REDCap in Building an NF Database 
 
Jennifer Janusz, Psy.D., Children’s Hospital Colorado/University of Colorado School of Medicine

Children’s Hospital Colorado is the largest pediatric hospital in Colorado and one of the largest in the Western United States, covering a seven-state region. As 
such, our program follows a large population of children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1, Neurofibromatosis Type 2, and Schwannomatosis. To allow us to better 
identify the characteristics of our population, as well as track interventions and outcomes, we have worked towards developing a comprehensive database. 
REDCap, a secure web application designed to support data capture, was chosen as the database platform. In addition to security measures, REDCap has other 
advantages over entering data into Excel or SPSS/SAS. First, data is entered into user-friendly screens employing the use of check-boxes and radial buttons when 
appropriate, which helps to decrease entry error. Second, data screens are divided by discipline, so the provider can go to his/her specific screen without having to 
scroll through a large database. Members of the NF team, including the nurse, neuro-oncologist, neurologist, neuropsychologist, geneticist, physiatrist, and neuro-
ophthalmologist, each identified important data to capture from the perspective of their discipline. Examples of data include: demographics, specific NF features, 
vision at presentation and after treatment, developmental therapies and special education services, oncologic surgeries and therapies, neurologic conditions, and 
neuropsychological data. The resulting database has 6 data entry screens, with over 100 data points. To assist data entry, providers formalized clinic templates 
used in the electronic medical record (EMR) so that research assistants can easily find data. The EMR will also be used to help identify subjects, as individuals with 
specific ICD-9/ICD-10 codes can be pulled and their records reviewed. The database is currently approved through our institution’s Internal Review Board (IRB) for 
use as a quality improvement measure, and capturing this information will help us to learn more about the characteristics of our population as a whole. As data is 
entered, we will resubmit an application to the IRB for use of the data in clinical research.    

Tristen Dinkel, CNRN, CPN, RN, BSN, Children’s Hospital Colorado; Molly Hemenway, ND, MS, RN, AC-PNP, Children’s Hospital Colorado/University of Colorado; Gary Bellus, MD, 
Children’s Hospital Colorado/University of Colorado; Emily McCourt, MD, Children’s Hospital Colorado/University of Colorado; Susan Biffl, MD, Children’s Hospital Colorado/University of 
Colorado; Nicholas Foreman, MD, Children’s Hospital Colorado/University of Colorado

An Examination of Social Skills in Children with NF1 
 
Jennifer Janusz, Psy.D., Children’s Hospital Colorado/University of Colorado School of Medicine

Social skills deficits are frequently reported by parents of children with NF1. However, little research has attempted to elucidate specific areas of social skill 
weakness. The Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS) was administered to the parents of 21 children with NF1 during routine clinic visits (54% boys; mean 
age= 11.87 years). The SSIS is a parent-completed questionnaire assessing various aspects of social skills and problem behaviors. Social skills scales include: 
Communication; Cooperation; Assertion; Responsibility; Empathy; Engagement; and Self-Control. Problem behavior scales include: Externalizing; Bullying; 
Hyperactivity/Inattention; and Internalizing. There is also an Autism Spectrum scale measuring behaviors consistent with autism symptomatology. Single sample 
t-tests evaluated differences in the Social Skills and Problem Behaviors domains relative to normative expectations.  Weaknesses were noted in Social Skills 
compared to normative expectations (mean= 88.3; p<.05), with the majority of parents reporting “above average” problems in communication (68%) and 
assertiveness (57%). Approximately 40% of parents also reported problems with empathy and engagement. While the overall Problem Behaviors scale did not 
significantly differ from normative expectations (mean= 103.7; p>.05), 45% of parents did report problems with internalizing behaviors. Of interest, the Autism 
Spectrum scale was elevated for only 3 of the 21 children. There has been recent discussion in the field regarding the prevalence of autism in children with NF1. 
While the SSIS is not a comprehensive assessment of autism, these findings would suggest that social skills deficits seen in children with NF1 are most likely 
due to problems with specific aspects of social communication rather than autism symptomatology. Item review of the elevated scales revealed that most parents 
reported problems with turn taking in conversation, eye contact, using appropriate voice tone, and seeking out new friends. While these behaviors can be seen 
in children with autism, few parents reported specific autism characteristics, such as using odd gestures, stereotyped behaviors, and nonfunctional routines. 
Understanding the underlying social communication deficits in children with NF1 will help provide a more accurate description of the NF1 behavioral phenotype, as 
well as help professionals better formulate social skills interventions for children with NF1.

Jennifer Janusz, Psy.D., ABPP-Cn, Children’s Hospital Colorado, University of Colorado School of Medicine; Cassie Green, Psy.D., Mayo Clinic
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Diagnostic Considerations in Patients with Atypical Skin Manifestations of Neurofibromatosis 1 
 
Dragana J. Josifova, MD, National Neurofibromatosis Service & Clinical Genetics Department, Guy’s and St. Thomas NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK

Introduction: Our National Neurofibromatosis Service provides multi-disciplinary diagnosis and long-term surveillance and management of children and adults with 
Neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1). The clinic focuses on the management of complex NF1 disease manifestations. However, approximately ten percent of new referrals 
require diagnostic input and comprise individuals with atypical clinical presentation of NF1 and negative for NF1 and SPRED1 mutation.  We highlight the patients 
who have been referred to us with a putative diagnosis of NF1 but atypical skin manifestations.

Method: Eight out of 80 new referrals were assessed because of hyperpigmented skin patches, insufficient NF1 diagnostic features and negative gene testing. 
Clinical assessment was made jointly by a geneticist and neurologist. The differential diagnosis was based on the pattern recognition and appearance of the 
hyperpigmented patches, growth and development, especially in children, presence of dysmorphic features and neurological phenotype. Further investigations 
included comparative genomic hybridisation array (CGHa) on DNA extracted form peripheral lymphocytes and/or skin fibroblasts and specific genetic analysis, 
according to the clinical presentation. 

Results: In 8 patients with initial diagnosis of generalized NF1 we confirmed alternative diagnoses including segmental NF1 (2 patients), Hypomelanosis of Ito, 
Neurofibromatosis 2, Ataxia telangiectasia, Beckwith-Wiedeman Syndrome and Cowden syndrome. We performed next generation sequencing (NGS) and identified 
a new autosomal recessive gene in the daughter of a consanguineous family who presented with multiple café au lait macules (CALs) at birth (unpublished data).  

Discussion: The availability of molecular testing has been extremely helpful in confirming a diagnosis of NF1 and Legius Syndrome. However, some cases remain 
a diagnostic challenge, especially in young children with an atypical clinical picture. Consideration of differential diagnoses and appropriate investigations is 
necessary to clarify the aetiology and set appropriate management plan. Multidisciplinary working facilitates this process and proves valuable for patients and 
cross specialty education.

Conclusion: Accurate diagnosis is essential for management, prognosis and recurrence risk assessment for individuals and families and allows for informed future 
reproductive choice. The increasing use of NGS in tandem with expert genetic input will enhance this capability. .

Co-authors: Karine Lascelles MD, Rosalie E Ferner MD  National Neurofibromatosis Service, Guy’s and St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust and King’s College London

Case Report: A Patient with Neurofibromatosis Type 1, Accessory Renal Artery and Pheochromocytoma 
 
Shaini Joy MSN,FNP-C, University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, Texas

Background: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant condition commonly associated with neoplasms of the nervous system. 
Pheochromocytoma is a catecholamine secreting sporadic tumor (1:100000) arising from chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla. It is rare and occurs in about 
1% of the NF 1 patients. Accessory renal artery have been reported in 26% of individuals, and can originate quite distant from the normal renal artery, most often 
from the common, external or internal iliacs. This may also be called the extra-aortic accessory artery.

Purpose: NF 1 and Pheochromocytoma have been reported before , but it is important to explore if there could be a correlation between accessory renal artery and 
uncontrolled hypertension in patients status post adrenelectomy.

Method: A detailed chart review was done to report this case. Patient with diagnosis of NF 1 was noted to have mildly elevated blood pressure (BP) at 15 years 
of age which was monitored for several months and found to be normotensive. Incidentally again at the age of 23 the patient was found to have elevated BP and 
started on antihypertensives. Renal angiogram showed bilateral focal area of abnormality of renal arteries approximately 1 cm from the renal artery origin and 
underwent renal artery angioplasty. The patient continued to have palpitations and uncontrolled hypertension and routine urine metanephrine was 523 ng per 24 
hours(normal: 52-314), normetanephrines was 2639 ng per 24 hours (normal : 88-444).  Computerized Tomography (CT) of the abdomen revealed a solid mass 
adjacent involving the right adrenal gland. Patient underwent a total  adrenalectomy of a 5cm x 3.5cm x 2.6cm mass and the pathology was pheochromocytoma.  
Postoperatively patient’s BP was well controlled for six months. After six months patient became symptomatic again with palpitations and uncontrolled BP. The 
magnetic resonance angiography of abdomen showed accessory renal arteries.

Discussion: Can the presence of the accessory renal arteries in NF 1 patients be the cause of uncontrolled hypertension in this patient status post total 
adrenalectomy for pheochromotocytoma? The unique presentation may increase risk of the disease process which needs to be further explored. The prognosis of 
the patient should also be closely monitored.
 
Additional Authors: John Slopis MD University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, Texas-77030, USA
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Complex Symptomatic Neck Plexiform Neurofibromas in NF1 Children 
 
K Lascelles MD, Neurofibromatosis Unit Guys Hospital and Evelina Childrens Hospital, London

Background: Symptomatic neck plexiform neurofibromas may cause pain and disfigurement and infrequently undergo malignant change.  Impairment of 
swallowing and breathing may be life-threatening and deserve special attention within an expert multidisciplinary team setting.

Description:
Case 1: a 13 year old girl with NF1 presented to the neurofibromatosis service with a 6 month history of a rapidly enlarging neck plexiform neurofibroma. She had 
progressive difficulty speaking, eating and drinking with subsequent weight loss. Her parents reported noisy breathing with apnoeic episodes. She had a 13.5cm, 
firm, tender mass in the left neck causing palatal deviation, partial airway obstruction and dysphonia.  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) confirmed marked 
progression in the size of the lesion over a 4 month period and deviation/compression of pharyngeal airway, displacement / encasement of the left carotid artery 
with preservation of flow. Fludeoxyglucose positron emission tomography- computed tomography (FDG PET-CT) was highly suggestive of malignancy with early 
maximum standardized uptake values (SUV max early) 6.0, increasing to 8.3 on delayed imaging (SUV max delayed). A nasogastric tube was sited, tracheostomy 
and biopsy were performed and she was referred for an urgent oncology assessment (results awaited).

Case 2: a 14 year old boy with NF1 presented with an 8 week history of a rapidly enlarging neck plexiform neurofibroma. He had presented to his local hospital 
1 month earlier with difficulty swallowing and breathing which had improved temporarily with intravenous steroids. He had a firm 9.5 cm mass in the left neck 
with lower cranial nerve deficit and blood pressure was 151/101. No specific cause was identified for the hypertension and he responded to antihypertensive 
medication. MRI demonstrated a large mass causing compression of pharyngeal structures with encasement of the carotid artery. FDG PET-CT suggested 
malignant transformation with SUV max early 15.2, increasing to SUV max delayed 16.8.  Biopsy confirmed high grade malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumour 
and elective tracheostomy was performed prior to starting chemotherapy. 

Conclusion: Both cases illustrate the life-threatening and complex nature of rapidly enlarging neck plexiform neurofibromas.  The initial focus of the multi-
disciplinary team should be directed to stabilizing the airway, monitoring swallowing, fluid and nutritional aspects prior to assessing the malignant potential of the 
neurofibroma. 

Full list of Authors: V Everett BSC, R Obholzer FRCS, RE Ferner MD, National Neurofibromatosis Service Guys and St Thomas NHS Foundation Trust, London

Retrospective Analysis of Outcomes of Benign Plexiform Neurofibromas 
 
Guy D Leschziner, MBBS PhD, Neurofibromatosis Centre, Guy’s Hospital, London UK

Plexiform neurofibromas are a frequent cause of pain and neurological deficit in NF1. Surgery may be associated with significant morbidity.  The development of 
novel drugs emphasises the importance of understanding the natural history of these tumors so that treatment can be targeted to symptomatic tumours.

We assessed 360 NF1 children and adults attending the UK nationally commissioned complex neurofibromatosis type 1 service at Guy’s Hospital, London, 
between April 2009 and March 2014. 113 patients had symptomatic plexiform neurofibromas, that required FDG PET-CT for investigation of malignancy or surgical 
intervention for pain or neurological impairment. Individuals with tumoral spinal cord compression that was amenable to surgery were excluded. Mean follow-up 
was 69 months (range 3-300 months).

25/113 patients had symptomatic plexiforms in more that one site. The most common location was in the lower limb, although symptomatic plexiforms were 
distributed throughout the body. Pain was the commonest symptom, reported by 70% (n=79) of patients. Neurological deficit was present in 16% (n=18), and 
78% (n=14) had weakness on clinical examination; 33% (n =37) had noted increase in size, and 15% (n=17) a change in texture;  81% (n=92) had FDG PET_
CT and  22% (n=20) of these had a delayed SUVmax suggestive of malignant change.

At most recent follow-up, 65% (n=73) of patients remained symptomatic and pain was the most common clinical feature. Surgery was performed on 43 patients. 
Following surgery, 58% remained symptomatic; in patients who did not have surgery (n =70), 68% remained symptomatic. Neurological deficit at onset was 
associated with a higher frequency of symptomatic tumor at outcome (94% vs 57%).  Tumors in the brachial plexus and pelvis were most likely to be symptomatic 
at most recent follow-up (80% and 79% respectively).

This study suggests that lesions with neurological deficit at onset, particularly those in the brachial plexus and pelvis, are most likely to remain symptomatic. Those 
without neurological deficit, especially abdominal and paraspinal lesions, are most likely to become asymptomatic. This suggests that tumors in the brachial plexus 
and pelvis would be suitable targets for novel therapy. Further work should focus on assessing neurological deficit and in phenotyping of pain, the commonest 
presenting symptom at diagnosis and at follow-up, to monitor outcome.

Co-author: Rosalie E Ferner MD, Neurofibromatosis Centre, Guy’s Hospital, London UK.
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NF-1 and Vitamin D: A Cautionary Tale 
 
Robert Listernick MD, Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago, Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University

Over the last 10 years, there has been increased recognition of the importance of Vitamin D sufficiency in the regulation and health of metabolic pathways in 
multiple organs, extending far beyond its role in bone.  Aside from the actions of Vitamin D in bone health in patients with NF-1, low serum Vitamin D levels 
also have been shown to be inversely correlated with the number of dermal neurofibromas (J Med Genet 2006;43:810–813).  In sincere efforts to prevent 
complications of NF-1 using Internet-derived information, patients may inadvertently harm themselves.

A 21-month old girl with NF-1 presented to her pediatrician’s office with daily vomiting, irritability and a 3 pound weight loss over the preceding 3 months. Physical 
examination was unremarkable save for signs of mild dehydration.  Due to concerns of increased intracranial pressure due to a NF-1 associated neoplasm, she 
was sent to the emergency department where neuroimaging was normal.  However, she was found to have a serum calcium level of 14.9 mg/dL (normal 8.8-10.5 
mg/dL), ionized calcium 1.82 mM (normal 1.08-1.34 mM), phosphorus 3.9 mg/dL (normal 4-7 mg/dL) and PTH 11 pg/ml (normal 15-55 pg/ml). Ultimately, 
it was determined that serum total 25-hydroxy Vitamin D was 538 ng/ml (optimum level 30-115 ng/ml). Renal ultrasound demonstrated bilateral medullary 
nephrocalcinosis.  She initially received treatment consisting of intravenous saline diuresis and furosemide.  When this failed to lower the serum ionized calcium, 
she started receiving oral prednisolone (2mg/kg/day) to decrease intestinal reabsorption of calcium and subcutaneous doses of calcitonin        (2 units/kg) which 
were continued as an outpatient.

On further history, we learned that the family had been supplementing the child with 1 cc of a Vitamin D supplement daily (in addition to 24 ounces of whole milk) 
after reading the above article regarding Vitamin D status and neurofibroma development.  They thought this represented 1000 units of Vitamin D.  However, the 
Vitamin D concentration was actually 1000 units/drop, rather than 1000 units/cc. The calculated daily dose of Vitamin D was therefore approximately 20,000 
units, which she had been receiving for 3 months.

Despite the best of intentions, parents inadvertently may cause significant harm in caring for their children’s medical conditions.  As patient advocates, NF-1 
physicians should be aware of all complementary medicines (and the formulation of these products) that patients are receiving. 

Full list of authors: Robert Listernick, M.D., Division of Academic General Pediatrics, Margaret Bock M.D, Division of Kidney Diseases, Joel Charrow, M.D., Division of Genetics, Birth 
Defects and Metabolism; Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago, Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University.

Pharmacotherapy of Attention Deficit (Hyperactivity) Disorder in Neurofibromatosis Type 1: Effects on 
Cognition 
 
Victor-Felix Mautner MD, PhD, University Medical Center, Hamburg-Eppendorf

Objective: The most common co-morbidity in children with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an attention deficit disorder with or without hyperactivity (AD[H]D). 
We tested the hypothesis that long-term medication with methylphenidate (MPH) can improve cognitive functioning in children with NF 1 and co-morbid AD(H)D.

Method: Data of a clinical sample of children (age range: T1, 6–14 years; T2, 7–16 years; mean interval, 49.09 months) with NF1 who underwent standardized 
neuropsychological diagnostics twice was analyzed retrospectively. AD(H)S was diagnosed according to the criteria of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM-IV). The children were divided into three groups according to AD(H)D diagnosis and medical treatment (MPH). A total of 16 children without AD(H)
D (nine females) were compared with 14 unmedicated children with AD(H)D (eight females) and to 13 medicated children with AD(H)D (two females). Effects of 
medication and attention (measured with T.O.V.A-test) on cognitive outcome (IQ; measured with WISC) were tested by repeated measures analysis of covariance 
(rmANCOVA).

Results: Medicated children with NF1 and AD(H)D improved significantly in full-scale IQ from T1 to T2 (IQ[T1] = 80.4, IQ[T2] = 98.4, confidence interval [diff]: 
–25.6 to –10.4, p  < 0.001). This effect was not evident for the other groups: - unmedicated children with NF1 and AD(H)D (IQ[T1] = 88.3, IQ[T2] = 90.9, 
confidence interval [diff]: −8.7 to 0.80, p = 0.096) and children with NF1 without AD(H)D (IQ[T1] = 97.9, IQ[T2] = 96.6, 95% confidence interval [diff]: −6.1 to 
8.6, p = 0.723). With attention measures as covariates, the effect in medicated children with NF1 and AD(H)D remained marginally significant (p = 0.058).

Conclusion: Children and adolescents with NF 1 and co-morbid AD(H)D may profit from MPH medication regarding general cognition. This effect could be specific 
for the group of patients with NF1, and cannot be explained solely by improvements in attention. Controlled, prospective studies are warranted to corroborate our 
findings.

(Neuropediatrics 2014 Feb 6 Epub ahead of print)

Karen Lidzba Ph.D., University Children’s Hospital, Tübingen; Sofia Granström, University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf; Robert A Leark Ph.D., Alliant International University, San 
Diego; Inge Kraegeloh-Mann MD, University Children’s Hospital, Tübingen.
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Outcomes of Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis in Neurofibromatosis Type 1 
 
Vanessa L. Merker, BS, Massachusetts General Hospital

Background: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal dominant genetic disorder, with affected persons having a 50% chance of transmitting the genetic 
mutation to each offspring.  Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) can be used to substantially reduce the risk of having an affected child.  However, there are 
few disease-specific data on outcomes of PGD in patients with NF1.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of a large PGD diagnostic laboratory for demographic data, laboratory outcomes and clinical outcomes.  
We used Chi-square analysis to determine the effect of patient and facility level factors on the ability to establish the NF1 mutation status of an embryo.  Using 
multivariate logistic regression, we examined predictors of live birth after embryo transplantation.   

Results: We reviewed the results for 1356 embryo biopsies generated during 156 PGD cycles in 77 couples affected by NF1.  The average maternal and paternal 
age at time of biopsy was 33.2 and 35.6 years, respectively.  37% of all biopsied embryos were unaffected by the parental NF1 mutation, 43% were affected, and 
20% were unable to be diagnosed as either affected or unaffected.   Definitive diagnosis was more likely to be obtained for embryos of patients with familial disease 
(84% of embryos) (p<0.001) and for embryos biopsied at high volume centers (p=0.01).  Using this data, we estimate that the true proportion of couples who 
achieve a live birth is between 27% and 57%.  Among couples with a confirmed live birth, the median number of cycles undertaken was 2 (range, 1-5 cycles). In 
multivariate logistic regression, having a live birth after a given PGD cycle was significantly associated with having more unaffected embryos available for transfer 
(p=0.03, OR=1.33 per additional embryo).

Conclusions: For many patients, PGD is an attractive option for starting a family.  Using this NF-specific data, clinicians can better counsel patients about their 
reproductive options and set appropriate expectations for the PGD process. While less than half of patients in our dataset achieved a live birth, decreasing the rate 
of non-informative biopsy results may improve birth rates in the future.  

Full List Authors: Vanessa L. Merker, BS, Massachusetts General Hospital; Timothy P. Murphy, Massachusetts General Hospital; Bryan Hughes, BA, Genesis Genetics; Alona Muzikansky, 
MA, Massachusetts General Hospital; Mark R. Hughes, MD, PhD, Genesis Genetics; Irene Souter, MD, Massachusetts General Hospital; and Scott R. Plotkin, MD, PhD, Massachusetts 
General Hospital

Pain and Quality of Life in Pediatric Neurofibromatosis Type 1 
 
Cynthia Morris, BA, Saint Louis University

Background: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF-1) is associated with neurological and systemic complications, including pain. Little research exists on the prevalence 
and correlates of pain in children and adolescents with NF-1. 

Method: In this IRB-approved study, 173 participants with NF-1 (ages 6-17) self-reported pain intensity using two standardized measures, the Box-Scale 21 
(0-100) and the Wong-Baker Faces Scale (0-10) (higher = greater intensity). Pain intensity was assessed at the moment; worst, least, and usual pain intensities 
were assessed with respect to the previous week. Pain frequency was number of days with pain over the previous week (0-7). Maximum likelihood factor analysis 
generated a composite pain intensity/frequency score. Participants completed a Pain Drawing that quantified pain extent (0-100% body surface) and located 
pain across six areas (head-neck-shoulders, upper extremities-chest, back, lower extremities, abdomen, groin). Chart review assessed presence/absence of 26 
complications. Quality of life was measured with the PedsQL, which generates an overall quality of life score, as well as physical, emotional, social, and school 
subscale scores (0-100; higher = better quality of life). 

Results: The sample was 58% male, with mean age of 10.8 years (standard deviation, SD = 3.3) and mean age at NF-1 diagnosis of 4.0 years (SD = 3.4). Pain 
prevalence was 79%. For participants reporting pain, mean usual pain intensity over the previous week was 13.1 (SD = 20.1) for BS-21 and 2.5 (SD = 2.3) 
for Faces; mean pain extent was 11.8% (SD = 12.9). Common NF-1 complications (>20%) were neurofibroma, plexiform neurofibroma, learning disability, and 
macrocephaly. Mixed-method multiple linear regression was used to predict PedsQL scores from demographics, complications, and pain variables. In order of 
effect magnitude, overall quality of life was predicted negatively by pain intensity/frequency (R-squared change = 0.28), learning disability (0.07), scoliosis (0.05), 
pain in the lower extremities (0.02), and pain in the head-neck-shoulders (0.02). Pain intensity/frequency was also the strongest predictor of physical, emotional, 
and school scores (but not social). Short stature, precocious puberty, and epilepsy were also associated with lower quality of life. 

Conclusion: Pain is prevalent in young NF-1 patients and is a substantial correlate of life quality. Clinical assessments and treatment plans for NF-1 would benefit 
from specific attention to pain. 

Full List of Authors: Cynthia Morris, BA, Saint Louis University; John T. Chibnall, PhD, Saint Louis University; Thomas Geller, MD, Saint Louis University
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Use of the Neurofibromatosis 2 Impact on Quality of Life Questionnaire (NFTI-QOL) in Monitoring NF2 Patients 
Treated with Bevacizumab 
 
Katrina Morris MD, Department of Neurosciences, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford

Background: The NFTI-QOL was developed as a disease specific quality of life questionnaire for patients with NF2. It has been shown to be both reliable and 
capable of showing changes over time in 288 patients across four national NF2 centres in England. There is a moderate relationship between NFTI-QOL and clinical 
and genetic severity. However, NFTI-QOL appears to tap into something more than clinician rated severity of disease. 

Bevacizumab is available in England to treat NF2 patients with growing schwannomas. Neuroradiology, audiometry and neurological assessments are used as 
outcome measures but there has been no previous emphasis on patient reported outcomes to evaluate Bevacizumab.

Aim: To use NFTI-QOL to assess the impact of Bevacizumab treatment on QOL in 31 NF2 patients from 2011 to 2013. 

Methods: Mean total NFTI-QOL scores were assessed in 31 NF2 individuals before starting Bevacizumab, at 3 months and 6 months post treatment between 2011 
and 2013. The mean total NFTI-QOL scores in patients treated with Bevacizumab were compared with 117 NF2 patients attending the national NF2 centres on 2 
visits.  

Results: 14 females and 17 males age range 16 to 57 years (median 28 years) were assessed. 31 patients completed the NFTI-QOL before starting Bevacizumab, 
and at 3 months post treatment and 27 patients at 6 months post treatment.  The mean total NFTI-QOL score at baseline (n=31) was 11.9 (SD 4.9) and at 3 
months was 10.5 (SD 4.7), p<0.01.  The mean total NFTI-QOL score at baseline (n=27) was 12.4 (SD 5.2) and at 6 months was 11.0 (SD 4.7), p<0.05.  In 
contrast, the mean total NFTI-QOL score for 117 NF2 controls remained virtually unchanged being 9.3 (SD 5.5) on the first visit and 9.4 (SD 5.3) on the second 
visit.

Discussion: The mean total NFTI-QOL scores were higher in the Bevacizumab group than in the controls, probably because the treated group have more severe 
disease.  The mean total score in the Bevacizumab group decreases significantly in the first three months after treatment and this likely reflects the beneficial effect 
of treatment on QOL.

Conclusions: This study suggests that NFTI-QOL reflects a positive impact on QOL after 3 months of Bevacizumab treatment. A larger study is required to verify 
these initial data.

References: Hornigold RE, Golding JF, Leschziner G, et al. The NFTI-QOL: a disease specific quality of life questionnaire for neurofibromatosis 2. J Neurol Surg B 2012;73:104-111.

Ferner RE, Shaw A, Evans DG et al, Longitudinal evaluation of quality of life in 288 patients with neurofibromatosis 2. J Neurol March 2014 (epub ahead of print).
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Bevacizumab Treatment Interruption in NF2: The Effect of Treatment Break Duration on the Likelihood of 
Vestibular Schwannoma Regrowth 
 
Katrina Morris MD, Department of Neurology, John Radcliffe Hospital, and University of Oxford

Background: Treatment with Bevacizumab became available to neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) patients in the UK in 2011. This was subsequent to reports of 
beneficial radiological and hearing responses in NF2 patients with vestibular schwannomas.

Methods: The imaging of patients commenced on Bevacizumab between August 2011 and December 2013 for rapidly growing schwannomas was reviewed. 
Volumetric measurements were made of index vestibular schwannomas prior to commencement of Bevacizumab (baseline) and at 3 monthly intervals 
subsequently.  A radiological response was defined as ≥20% reduction in tumour volume, tumour progression as ≥20% growth in volume and stable disease as 
<20% growth or reduction in tumour size compared to baseline (REINS criteria).

Results: 66 patients (age 10-57 years; 37 males, 26 females) have been exposed to Bevacizumab between August 2011 and February 2014. 
27 patients (age 10-56, median 26, male 10, female 17) have had 35 breaks in treatment.  Of the 35 breaks in treatment:
 - 5/35 (n=5 patients) are ongoing (follow up 4-14 months)
 - 14/35 (n=11 patients) were short breaks (<3 months) 
 - 16/35 (n= 12 patients) were long breaks (range 3-10 months)
24/27 patients had scans suitable for volumetric analysis.  Prior to the break in treatment,10/24 patients had radiological response, 13/24 had stable tumours and 
1 patient had tumour progression.
There was no significant effect on tumour growth after short breaks in treatment.  Long breaks in treatment were associated with changes in tumour volume 
(median 12% increase; range -11 to +79%).  
One case met the criteria for progressive disease at the end of their treatment break. On restarting treatment, there was a return to the radiological response 
category in 3/12 patients, stable disease in 8/12 and continued tumour growth in 1/12.  Importantly, three patients who had previously had radiologic responses 
did not regain their pre-treatment-break tumour volumes despite re-treatment.

Conclusion: Bevacizumab treatment interruptions of <3 months did not result in significant tumour regrowth in our national UK cohort.  Longer breaks in treatment 
of ≥ 3 months resulted in an escape of response in some patients.  Re-initiation of treatment did not fully recapture the loss of response in a minority of patients.

Co Authors: Martin McCabe, PhD1, Shazia Afridi, PhD2, Raj Jena PhD3, Claire Blesing MD MSc5, Dorothy Halliday PhD5, D. Gareth Evans MD4, Patrick Axon MD3, Pieter Pretorius FRCR5 
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Rhabdomyosarcoma Associated with Neurofibromatosis, Type 1 
 
Jeffrey C. Murray, MD, Cook Children’s Medical Center

Introduction: Mutations of the neurofibromatosis, type 1 (NF1) tumor suppressor gene predispose children to the development of both benign and malignant 
tumors. Benign plexiform neurofibromas and low-grade CNS gliomas are most common. Malignant neoplasms include MPNST, medulloblastoma/PNET, 
neuroblastoma and leukemia. Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is also observed at an increased frequency. We surveyed the literature discussing the NF1/RMS 
association and report an illustrative case.

Review: A review of the literature disclosed two large prospective RMS studies [1,500+ patients (1,2)] on the incidence of NF1 in children with RMS: a 0.5-
1% incidence and ~ 20-fold higher risk in NF1 compared to the general population. Fewer than 20 cases of NF1/RMS have been reported in the past 15 years. 
Embryonal RMS is the most common subtype and the genitourinary system the most common primary site. Because of the limited number of NF1/RMS cases, 
conclusions regarding prognosis, response to multimodality therapy and side effects from such treatment cannot be drawn, except for a consensus to avoid 
ionizing radiation if at all possible.

Report: A 19-month-old boy with NF1 presented with urinary retention and dysuria. Imaging demonstrated a 2.6 x 2.1 x 2 cm bladder base/prostate-region mass. 
Cystoscopic transurethral mass biopsy revealed embryonal RMS. There were no metastases, with a final assignment of stage II, group 3 disease. He received 
conventional chemoradiotherapy (highly conformal protons) and remains in remission. MRI brain/orbits revealed no OPG or other-site glioma.

Discussion/Conclusions: Rhabdomyosarcoma is associated with several familial cancer susceptibility syndromes, including the Beckwith-Wiedemann, Noonan, 
Bloom, Li-Fraumeni and Costello syndromes. The occurrence of RMS with NF1 suggests that some NF1 mutations, perhaps with epigenetic modifiers, may drive 
the development of embryonal RMS, a tumor that seems to lack a signature chromosomal abnormality. While the association of NF1 with RMS is well recognized, 
there is a relative paucity of cases reported. The further reporting of such cases may lead to better insight as to the molecular pathogenesis and potentially 
modified treatment options so as to minimize the potential for the development of secondary malignancies.

Additional Authors:  Jeffery C. McGlothlin, M.D., Anish Ray, M.D., Hayden W. Head, M.D., Carlos A. Galliani, M.D.
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Spinal Characterization on Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Children and Adults with NF1 Enrolled in the 
Natural History Study NCT00924196 
 
Rosa Nguyen MD, University of Maryland

Purpose: To characterize spinal abnormalities on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and associated symptoms in patients with neurofibromatosis type 1. 

Patients and Methods: NF1 patients with one MRI of the spine were selected from participants prospectively enrolled in the Natural History Study NCT00924196 
from February 2008 to August 2013. Patients were assessed clinically and underwent MRI of their spine. Data were analyzed retrospectively. 

Results: Ninety-seven patients (38 females) had baseline imaging of the spine, and 26 patients (27%) had one follow-up spine MRI. Plexiform neurofibromas (PNs) 
surrounding the spine were present in 77/97 patients (79%). The median age at baseline exam was 14.2 years (SD 7.6, range 2.7 to 48.2 years). Seventy-eight 
patients (80%) had spinal tumors. The frequency of spinal tumors rose from 70% in children younger than 10 years to 80% in children and adolescents aged 10 
to 18 years to 89% in young adults older than 18 years of age. Nine patients (36%) had progression of their spinal tumors causing cord compression in 7/9 cases 
(78%). Scoliosis was present in 50/97 patients (51%, 20 females, median age 14.6 years, SD 7.6, range 4.8 to 48.2 years). Patients with spine surrounding PN 
had a 14-fold higher risk of having spinal tumors (OR=13.8, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 4.39 to 43.43, p=<0.0001) and six-fold higher odds of developing 
scoliosis (OR=5.9, 95% CI=1.81 to 19.44, p=0.0033). A total of 58/97 patients (60%, median age 16.1 years, SD 7.8, range 4.8 to 48.2 years) had neurologic 
abnormalities at the time of presentation that progressed in 12/26 patients (46%) during follow up. 

Discussion: We observed substantially higher numbers of patients with PN and spinal tumor involvement in our cohort representing individuals with more severe 
disease than the general NF1 population. Spinal tumors progress with age. Symptomatic spinal tumors can occur earlier in life and in a larger proportion of patients 
than previously thought. Spine surrounding PNs are an important risk factor to predict bony and tumor manifestation of the spine. Systematic longitudinal studies 
are needed to investigate the role of serial MRI and impact on patient outcome. 

Authors: Eva Dombi MD, Srivandana Akshintala MD, Andrea Baldwin NP, BSN, Brigitte C. Widemann MD, National Cancer Institute
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Effects of Everolimus on Meningioma Growth in Patients with Neurofibromatosis Type 2 (NF2) 
 
Diana S. Osorio, MD, NYU Langone Medical Center, New York, NY

Background: Merlin is a known tumor suppressor protein and thought to be a key driver for tumor growth in NF2. Loss of Merlin activates the mammalian target of 
rapamycin (mTOR) pathway, which represents a potential therapeutic target. Published in vitro and in vivo data indicate that mTOR inhibition may be effective in the 
treatment of Merlin-deficient meningiomas. Everolimus is an oral inhibitor of mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) with anti-tumor activity in a variety of cancers. 
 
Methods: We conducted a retrospective review of patients with NF2 and progressive vestibular schwannomas treated with everolimus on a prospective phase II 
clinical trial (NCT01419639) (1). Everolimus was administered at a daily dose of 10 mg in continuous 28-day courses for up to 12 courses. In this retrospective 
study, we included patients with at least one volumetrically measurable meningioma (>0.5 cc) who received at least six 28-day courses of therapy. Tumor 
response was assessed with brain MRI every three months using three-dimensional volumetric analysis. 

Results: Three patients (ages: 30–44 years) met criteria and had 10 evaluable meningiomas, with a total combined volume of 11.84 cc at baseline (median 1.20 
cc, range 0.53–3.00 cc. Median time on therapy was 9 months (range 6–12 months). Total combined meningioma volume remained stable during treatment 
(-1.8%). Correspondingly, none of the individual tumors analyzed met criteria for volumetric response or progression during the treatment period (range -10% to 
+9.4%). 

Conclusions: Neither objective tumor response nor progression was appreciated on NF2 patients treated with everolimus during a median of 6 months in this 
limited study cohort. Further clinical studies will be required to determine whether everolimus affects meningioma growth in patients with NF2.

Full list of authors: Diana S. Osorio, Alexander Filatov, Mari Hagiwara, Jeffrey H. Wisoff, John G. Golfinos, J. Thomas Roland, Jeffrey C. Allen and Matthias A. Karajannis; NYU Langone 
Medical Center, New York, NY.
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The Effect of Lamotrigine on Cognitive Deficits Associated with Neurofibromatosis Type 1: A Phase II 
Randomized, Placebo-controlled, Multi-center Trial (NF1-EXCEL) 
 
Myrthe J. Ottenhoff MD, MSc, Erasmus MC, The Netherlands

Cognitive deficits in Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) typically consist of a lower than average IQ, impaired visual-spatial learning, attention problems and impaired 
executive functioning. The underlying mechanism of these deficits is believed to be an increased gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic inhibition and a subsequent 
decreased synaptic plasticity in the brain. We have recently shown that attenuated function of the hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel 1 (HCN1), 
in inhibitory interneurons plays an important role in the pathophysiology underlying the cognitive deficits in NF1. Lamotrigine, an HCN1-agonist, can restore the function 
of HCN1, together with the electrophysiological and visual-spatial learning deficits in Nf1-mice. This identifies lamotrigine as a novel candidate drug for treating cognitive 
deficits associated with NF1.

Here we present the initiation of a phase II, double blind, placebo-controlled, parallel group, multi-center trial to assess the effect of lamotrigine on cognitive 
deficits in adolescents with NF1. We aim to include 60 NF1 patients aged 12-17.5 years. Participants will receive either lamotrigine or placebo during half a 
year. The primary outcome is performal IQ. Secondary outcomes are hallmark cognitive deficits associated with NF1, assessed by neuropsychological tests 
and questionnaires. Additional secondary outcome measures are intracortical inhibition and long-term potentiation (LTP)-like plasticity assessed by transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (TMS). These are derived measures of GABA-ergic inhibition and synaptic plasticity, respectively; both found to be impaired in Nf1-mice. 
Additionally, these two TMS measures are also impaired in NF1 patients. Assessing the effect of lamotrigine on these measures will, therefore, provide a better 
interpretation of the efficacy of lamotrigine in alleviating cognitive deficits in NF1.
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Treatment of Reading Impairment in Children with Neurofibromatosis Type 1: A Study Update 
 
Jonathan M. Payne PsyD, The Children’s Hospital at Westmead & University of Sydney, Australia

Reading and their related deficits have consistently been identified in children with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), with impairments in letter-to-sound 
correspondences, phonological awareness, whole word recognition, and reading comprehension reported in the literature. Due to the importance of reading for 
school success and life achievement, weaknesses in this area are a significant concern of parents, teachers and clinicians. While there is evidence in the general 
population that reading disabilities can be successfully treated with systematic instruction in phonological awareness and phonics (knowledge of letter-sound 
relationships), literacy interventions have not been evaluated in children with NF1. The aim of this study was to examine the efficacy of a computer-based phonics 
training program in improving reading and reading related skills of children with NF1 (7 - 12 years of age).

The study comprised three phases (double baseline, treatment and maintenance), each lasting eight weeks. Literacy and neurocognitive outcome measures 
were administered pre-treatment and after each phase. The intervention specifically targeted phonological and phonics skills; training participants on segmenting 
sounds, blending sounds, teaching letter-to-sound correspondences and identifying beginning and ending sounds of words. Participants were asked to complete 
one 20-30 minute session per day, five days per week for 8 weeks. To date, 28 children with NF1 and reading difficulties have completed the intervention. Analyses 
revealed significant improvement in non-word reading (primary outcome), regular word reading and a number of secondary outcome measures, including non-
word reading fluency after intervention. Improvements were maintained eight weeks after treatment. Reliable change statistics revealed significant improvement in 
non-word reading for approximately two-thirds of the sample. Data suggests the intervention will improve short and long term outcomes of children with NF1.

Full Authors List: Jonathan M. Payne (DPsych),1,2 Shelley S. Arnold (BPsych),1,2 Belinda Barton (PhD),1-3 Kathryn N. North (MD)1,2,4
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Initial Experience Comparing Simultaneous PET-CT to PET-MRI in Eight NF1 Patients with Extensive Plexiform 
Neurofibromas 
 
Roy A. Raad, MD, New York University (NYU) School of Medicine, New York, NY

Introduction:  Rapidly enlarging, painful plexiform neurofibromas (PN) in NF1 patients are at higher risk for a malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST) and 
PET-CT SUV values > 4 have been used to support more invasive diagnostic and therapeutic interventions [1-3]. However, PET-CT utilizing X-rays impart a untoward 
radiation hazard to this population with a tumor suppressor gene impairment. The use of PET coupled with MR rather than CT imaging is a safer alternative but its 
relative diagnostic sensitivity requires verification.  

Materials and methods: Eight patients with NF1 and progressive PN were accrued from our NYU Comprehensive NF Clinic and agreed to participate in this research 
study comparing SUV values generated by a PET-MRI performed within 1-2 hours after a clinically indicated PET-CT. Indications for PET scanning included increasing 
pain and/or disability associated with a previously identified and enlarging plexiform neurofibroma on serial MRI’s. Six of the patients were females and their mean age 
was 31.6 years (range 20-54 years). This protocol was approved by our IRB and informed consent was obtained for all study subjects. Following an FDG PET-CT, 
a hybrid PET-MRI was obtained using residual FDG activity. Mean uptake time was 74.3 minutes for PET-CT and 208.5 minutes for PET-MR. FDG-avid lesions on 
both PET-CT and PET-MR were assessed by a single reader for both SUVmax from PET-CT and SUVmax from PET-MR and correlation was made between the two 
parameters for each lesion.

Results: 22 FDG avid lesions were detected on both PET-CT and PET-MR with an accuracy of 100%. The SUVmax values ranged from 1.9 to 10.8 for PET-CT and from 
0.8 to 9.9 for PET-MRI. SUVmax values measured on PET-MRI and PET-CT demonstrated excellent correlation (r = 0.9, p < 0.001). 

Conclusion: PET-MRI is a feasible alternative to PET-CT in patients with NF1 when screening for the potential occurrence of MPNST. The reduction in radiation exposure 
approaches 50% compared to PET-CT.

Full list authors: Shailee Lala MD, NYU School of Medicine, Kent P. Friedman MD, NYU School of Medicine, James Babb PhD, NYU School of Medicine, Diana Osorio MD, NYU School of 
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Orofacial Motor Function Impairment and Decreased Electrical Potential of the Masseter Muscle Correlate with 
Maximal Handgrip Force in Individuals with NF1 
 
Nilton Rezende, MD, PhD, Neurofibromatosis Outpatient Reference Center, School of Medicine, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Background: Individuals with NF1 can present with articulation disorders, hypernasality, stuttering, fast rate of speech, hoarseness, atypically loud volume, 
harshness or creak, and breathiness [Cosyns et al., 2011]). These features may derive from poor coordination of articulatory muscles and breathe control, and 
inability to synchronize the complex motor patterns required for speech [Lorch et al, 1999]. However, to our knowledge, no attempt has been made to evaluate 
speech articulatory structures, electrical potential of a masticatory muscle and its possible correlation with reduced handgrip force (Fmax) already described in 
individuals with NF1 [Souza et al, 2009].

Aim: To assess orofacial motor function and electrical potential of the masseter muscle in individuals with NF1 compared with unaffected controls matched by sex 
and age, and its correlation with Fmax.

Methods: The first 24 eligible NF1 volunteers above 10 years of age (12 male, 12 female) and 24 unaffected controls (12 male, 12 female) were evaluated for oral 
facial motor function and voice (through the MBGR protocol - Marchesan, Berrentin-Felix, Genaro, Rehder), bilateral electrical potential of the masseter muscle 
during teeth clenching (using two channel superficial electromyography) and mean Fmax per unit of forearm area (using a handgrip dynamometer). Data was 
presented as mean and standard deviation and compared using Student t test (parametric variables) and as median and interquartile range, compared with Mann-
Whitney test (non-parametric variables). Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used. Probability values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results: Individuals with NF1 presented higher MBGR score and poorer performance than controls concerning posture, mobility and tone of the whole orofacial 
complex (42.16 ± 16.87; 7.29 ± 5.43; P=0.000). Electrical potential of the masseter muscle during teeth clenching was lower in NF1 group than in controls 
(47.03 ± 25.5 mV) (73 ± 32 mV) (P= 0.007), and Fmax was reduced in NF1 individuals [4.5 ± N/cm2] compared to unaffected controls [5.7 ± N/cm2] 
(P=0.035). A negative correlation was observed between MBGR score and Fmax (r=-0.4) (P=0,006), and a positive correlation was observed between electrical 
potential of the masseter muscle during teeth clenching and Fmax (r=0.36) (P=0,012).

Conclusion: NF1 group presented orofacial motor function impairment (that can directly affect breathing, chewing and speech), and reduced electrical potential of 
the masseter muscle during teeth clenching, both results correlated with reduced Fmax. All together, these results point to the potential role of skeletal muscle in the 
pathophysiology of speech and voice impairment in NF1 and also as a target for therapeutic intervention.

Full list of authors: Carla M Silva, PhD; Juliana F Souza, MD/PhD; Luiz OC Rodrigues, MD/PhD; Ana Cristina C Gama, PhD; Nilton A de Rezende, MD/PhD.
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Photographic Prevalence of the Second Toe Signal Phenotype in Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) 
 
Nilton Rezende, MD, PhD, Neurofibromatosis Outpatient Reference Center, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Background: Early diagnosis of NF1 is useful for the clinical management of symptoms and complications. Any other specific congenital NF1 signal could be 
interesting to assure NF1 diagnose. Our group previously reported a prevalence of 12% of a new NF1 sign (using a questionnaire sent by mail with a STS picture 
included), that consists of the uprighting of the second toe nearly superposing the third toe that we nominated Second Toe Signal (STS) (Figure 1).
Aim: To identify by photographic recording the prevalence of STS in individuals with NF1 compared to unaffected controls.

Methods: A hundred and eighty seven individuals with NF1 (presenting at least three NIH diagnostic criteria), and 194 unaffected controls have had their feet 
photographed and evaluated for the presence or absence of the STS by the same examiner. Data was presented as frequency (%) and compared using qui-squared 
test. Probability values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results: Among individuals with NF1 8% presented with positive STS, 80.2% with negative STS and 11.8% of the pictures were considered inconclusive. The 
frequency of the STS among unaffected controls was 0.5% positive, 95.4% negative and 4.1% inconclusive. STS was 16 times more prevalent in individuals with 
NF1 (P=0.0000).

Conclusion: Photographic evaluation confirms that STS is probably a specific and frequent congenital NF1 signal that could be useful to help early diagnosis 
through clinical examination.

Authors: Juliana F Souza MD/PhD, Luíza O Rodrigues MS, Leonardo M Diniz MD/PhD, Karin G Cunha PhD, Luiz GD Júnior PhD, Renata LF Passos MS, Mauro Geller MD/PhD, Nilton A 
de Rezende MD/PhD, Luiz OC Rodrigues MD/PhD.

Granting agencies: FAPEMIG, CAPES e CNPQ

      Figure 1:  
      A) Frontal view of the feet an individual with NF1 (34 y, female);  
      B) Drawing of the Second Toe Signal;  
      C) Lateral view of the right foot;  
      D) Patient’s feet RX
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Ketotifen Suppression of NF1 Neurofibroma Growth Over 30 Years 
 
Vincent M. Riccardi, The Neurofibromatosis Institute, La Crescenta, CA

There is a distinctive benefit to blocking mast cell degranulation before cutaneous neurofibromas are clinically apparent: they are arrested at a very early stage of 
development. There is also retardation of plexiform neurofibroma progression. 

Case Report: The patient was first seen in 1983 at about 3 months of age for a general evaluation. NF1 was diagnosed based on multiple CLS. A right ankle diffuse 
plexiform neurofibroma (DPN) was fully appreciated in October 1984. Commencing in October 1983, oral ketotifen was prescribed, initially 2 mg daily; in early 
childhood it was increased to 4 mg daily. In November 2013 he presented in order to re-establish routine follow-up (30.6 years old). In February 2014, he and 
his parents clarified the ketotifen regimen and photographs were taken of the trunk and DPN. He had a minimal “neurofibroma burden.” The face, neck, trunk and 
extremities revealed no cutaneous neurofibromas; tangential illumination of the flanks showed several 1-2 mm diameter flat or barely sessile elevations consistent 
with very early cutaneous neurofibromas. 

Discussion: Patient findings indicate an NF1-associated proclivity to cutaneous neurofibromas and “arrest” of their development at the earliest sessile stages. Three 
publications* established three specific benefits of oral ketotifen treatment of NF1 neurofibromas with oral ketotifen: Marked decrease in neurofibroma-associated 
itching and/or pain and tenderness; More modest slowing of the growth rate of cutaneous and plexiform neurofibromas and a slower appearance of cutaneous 
neurofibromas; Marked decrease in neurofibroma small-vessel hemorrhaging during neurofibroma surgery. 

Ketotifen treatment over 30 years suppressed the origin and early stages of progression of cutaneous neurofibromas, with minimal DPN progression. In  addition 
to treatment duration – 360 months – there is also the matter of timing. Ketotifen was consistently present precisely when cutaneous neurofibromas were in 
their incipient stages and the mast cells attracted thereto were not able to “take root,” to mature so as to advance the neurofibroma to a permanent, intractable 
lesion. The patient’s treatment response both substantiates mast cell blockage as a treatment strategy for NF1-associated neurofibromas AND clarifies that the 
consequences of ketotifen treatment are dependent on the timing of the treatment. His early neurofibromas were healed, obviating the need for a “cure” at some 
later time. 

*Riccardi VM: Arch Dermatol 1987;123:1011; Arch Dermatol 1993;129:577; Tuberous Sclerosis  and Neurofibromatosis: Epidemiology, Pathophysiology, Biology 
and Management 1990;Chapter 17:167.

Hiding in Plain Sight: The Origin and Significance NF1-associated “Vitamin D Deficiency.” 
 
Vincent M. Riccardi, The Neurofibromatosis Institute, La Crescenta, CA

Low levels of serum calcidiol (CD) in at least some persons with NF1 was reported in 2006.1 It is a puzzle that one of humanity’s most important nutrient 
hormones is deranged in one of humanity’s most common genetic disorders with neither explanation of the association nor adequate characterization of this 
“Vitamin D Deficiency” (VDD). In general, there are multiple important NF1 pathogenesis elements that are overlooked, literally hiding in plain sight. In specific, I 
suggest a causal relationship of NF1 VDD and NF1 mastocytosis. 

Keratinocytes (KC) of mammalian skin synthesize 7-dehydrocholesterol, which is converted by these same cells to cholecalciferol (CC). Some substantial portion 
of KC-derived CC is transported by the blood to the liver, converted there to CD, which is transported by the blood to the kidneys for conversion to CT. CT is the 
primary form of the hormone interacting with the Vitamin D Receptor in multiple tissues. 

The original insight about NF1 VDD (as low serum CD) also showed a correlation with neurofibroma burden,1 19 years after the excess numbers of mast cells 
(MCs) in NF1 neurofibromas was a basis for treatment of NF1 neurofibromas.2 Also in 2006 an excess of MCs was shown in non-neurofibroma NF1 skin.3 
Moreover, in 1985, the sequestration of skin Vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol, CC) by resident MCs in mammalian skin (including humans) was documented.4 These 
several studies suggest that in some very important sense NF1 is comparable to a mastocytosis and, in turn, indicate that NF1 VDD likely results from an 
organismal excess of MCs (as opposed to an intrinsic disturbance of vitamin D metabolism). On the one hand, there is the potential for treatment of NF1 VDD with 
MC-blockers such as ketotifen.2, 5, 6 On the other hand, is the potential for NF1 VDD to explain multiple elements of NF1 pathogenesis, including learning disabilities, 
vascular (angiogenesis) abnormalities, as well as the skeletal  disturbances. 

This presentation will detail the pathology where VDD and NF1 overlap and expand on the ketotifen treatment option. NF1 VDD hypocalcidiolemia is just the starting 
place. 

1. Lammert M et al Vitamin D deficiency associated with number of neurofibromas in Neurofibromatosis 1. J Med Genet 2006;43:810. 2. Riccardi VM. Mast cell 
stabilization to decrease neurofibroma growth: preliminary experience with ketotifen. Arch Dermatol 1987;123:1011. 3. De Schepper S et al. Cafe-au-lait spots in 
neurofibromatosis type 1 and in healthy control individuals: hyperpigmentation of a different kind? Arch Dermatol Res 2006;297:439. 4. Silveira SR, Hadler WA. 
A histochemical investigation on the percutaneous absorption of vitamin D synthesized into the mammal epidermis. Acta Histochem 1985;77:11. 5. Riccardi VM. 
A controlled multiphase trial of ketotifen to minimize neurofibroma-associated pain and itching. Arch Dermatol 1993;129:577. 6. Graves L, III et al. Inhibition of 
mediator release in systemic mastocytosis is associated with reversal of bone changes. J Bone Miner Res 1990;5:1113.
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Clinical Diagnostic Dilemmas in Neurofibromatosis: Things are Often Not What They Seem 
 
Kenneth N. Rosenbaum, Division of Genetics and Metabolism, Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, DC

Although the majority of children seen for evaluation of neurofibromatosis are easily diagnosed based on clinical findings and application of the NIH Consensus 
criteria, as appropriate, diagnostic dilemmas are seen frequently. Recently, we had the opportunity to evaluate two families for neurofibromatosis where the 
diagnostic pathway led to unexpected answers.

Case 1: 12-month-old male seen for evaluation of multiple café-au-lait spots and with a positive family history for NF1 in father. Pregnancy was accomplished by 
2 cycles of in-vitro fertilization and ICSI. Pre-implantation genetic diagnosis was carried out for a previously identified paternal NF1 mutation (c.499_502delTGTT). 
Two embryos (both negative for the paternal mutation) were implanted with one spontaneously lost. The infant was first noted to have café-au-lait spots at 6 
months of age. On initial exam, 15-20 café-au-lait spots were noted. No axillary or inguinal freckling was present. At a follow-up exam at 21-months, gross 
motor and speech delay were evident.  Mutation analysis showed absence of the paternal NF1 mutation, but was positive for a different truncating NF1 mutation 
(c.3800T>A) in exon 28.

Case 2: 5-1/2-month old male seen for evaluation of bilateral congenital bowing of the tibia with a left pseudoarthrosis. Initial physical exam showed macrocephaly, 
a non-dysmorphic appearance and hypotonia. No discrete café-au-lait spots were present. A comprehensive genetic and metabolic work-up including a 
chromosome microarray was performed during an inpatient hospital admission and was negative. An MRI of the brain done at 6-months of age was negative, 
although a spine MRI showed extensive paraspinal neurofibromas throughout the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine with mild compression of the cord at C5. 
Molecular testing of the NF1 gene showed a heterozygous truncating mutation in exon 28 (c.3814C>T). Follow-up examination at 9-months of age showed 
plexiform neurofibromas of the right foot and upper back. Global developmental delay was evident as well. Debulking of the cervical lesion has been carried out. In 
addition, the patient is being followed for bilateral renal cystic dysplasia with borderline hypertension.

The above cases highlight the need for comprehensive assessment of the child with potential neurofibromatosis type 1 along with consideration of unexpected 
explanations for clinical findings seen on exam.

2Maria Acosta, 2Peter Shibuya, 3Deborah Copenheaver, 1Patroula Smpokou

1Division of Genetics and Metabolism, Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, DC
2Division of Neurology, Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, DC
3GeneDx Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD

Abnormal Neural Activity During Spatial Working Memory in Neurofibromatosis Type 1
 
Tena Rosser, MD, Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, USC Keck School of Medicine

Working memory (WM) deficits have been documented in the NF1 mouse model as well as in NF1 patients and are likely secondary to increased GABAergic 
inhibition in specific brain regions. 

Hypothesis: We hypothesized that NF1 patients would show differential activation patterns compared to controls during performance of a functional MRI (fMRI) 
spatial WM task.  

Methods: An fMRI spatial delayed response task was performed by 24 (16 female, 9 male) NF1 patients (mean age 33 years) and 25 age, gender and scanner-
matched controls. Subjects were shown a target array of 1, 3, 5 and 7 black circles. After a variable delay period, they were shown a green circle and asked to 
indicate whether this circle was in the same position as one of the target circles. 

Results: Consistent with previous WM literature, controls exhibited activation of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and occipital cortex in a contrast of high versus low 
WM load (Load5-Load1). In addition to activating IPS and occipital cortex for this contrast, NF1 patients showed activation of the superior frontal sulcus, middle 
frontal and temporal gyrus, and basal ganglia. In a between-group contrast for high versus low WM load, NF1 patients showed hyperactivation of several regions 
relative to controls, including occipital cortex, middle frontal and temporal gyrus, posterior cingulate gyrus and insula. 

Conclusion: NF1 patients showed activation of brain regions not typically associated with spatial WM, suggesting neural inefficiency and/or compensatory activity. 
These findings help elucidate the abnormal cortical networks involved in NF1 cognitive dysfunction. 

Full list of authors: Tena Rosser, MD, CHLA/USC; Montojo C, PhD, UCLA; Ibrahim A, BA, UCLA; Jonas R, BA, UCLA; Nicole Enrique, BA, UCLA; Alcino Silva, PhD, UCLA; Carrie E. 
Bearden, PhD, UCLA

Grant Funding: NIH/National Institute of Mental Health Grant: Neurofibromatosis Type I as a Model for Therapeutic Neuroadaptation Grant #: 1R34MH089299.
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Neurofibormatosis Type 2 (NF2) Presenting as Multiple Cutaneous Schwannomas in a Toddler 
 
Cecilie F. Rustad, MD, Dept. of Medical Genetics, Oslo University Hospital, Norway,cerus@ous-hf.no

We report a Norwegian/Vietnamese girl who presented with multiple cutaneous schwannomas before age 2 years.
Pregnancy and delivery were unremarkable. A nodular, skin coloured tumor was noted on the left buttock at birth. By age one year and 10 months she had eight 
similar nodules at various sites. A lesional biopsy done because of the suspicion of neurofibromatosis was reported histologically as a plexiform neurofibroma  The 
child is now 41/2 years old, remains otherwise healthy, is developing normally and has no café-au lait macules. Her ophthalmological exam was normal as were 
her cerebral and spinal MRI scans on initial assessment at age 21/2 years.

No mutation was detected by Sanger sequencing and MLPA of NF2 in DNA extracted from blood. A second biopsied lesion was also reported to be a schwannoma 
histologically. MLPA performed on DNA extracted from both tumors revealed two mutations; a deletion of the entire NF2 gene which spanned three additional 
chromosome 22q probes and an intragenic deletion of exons 12 to 16. Significant loss of heterozygosity at the NF2 locus was found in DNA from both tumors. 
Bi-directional sequencing of the entire coding sequence of NF2 revealed no abnormal variant in DNA extracted from the tumors. On re-analysis (MLPA) of DNA 
extracted from blood showed mosaicism for the deletion of exon 12 to 16.  Long range PCR analysis confirmed this finding as well as heterozygosity for the five 
exon deletion in both tumors. On re-evaluation of the initial cerebral MRI possible enhancement of the left vestibular nerve was queried and abnormal T1 signal at 
the C7 level was noted. A left vestibular schwannoma was suspected on repeat MRI at age 3 years and 9 months. 

The severe and early clinical presentation of mosaic NF2 in this child is unusual and we speculate that a second hit in NF2 is likely to have occurred during fetal 
development.

Full list authors: Hilde Dahl, MD, Oslo University Hospital, Naomi Bowers, Central Manchester NHS Foundation Trust, Jan Cezary Sitek, MD, Oslo University Hospital, Arvid Heiberg, 
MD, PhD, professor, Oslo University Hospital, Susan Huson, MD, PhD, honorary consultant, Central Manchester University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Gareth Evans, MD, PhD, 
professor, Central Manchester University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

Imatinib Treatment in Paraspinal and Abdominal/Pelvis Plexiform Neurofibromas 
 
Veronica Saletti2, Donatella Bianchessi1, Sara Morosini1, Silvia Esposito2, Luisa Chiapparini3, Daria Riva2, Gaetano Finocchiaro1 and Marica Eoli1, 1Unit 
of Molecular Neuro-oncology, and 2Unit of Developmental Neurology, IRCCS Foundation, 3Unit of neuroradiology “C. Besta” Neurological Institute; Milan, 
ITALY

Background: Plexiform neurofibromas (PNFs) are the most common and debilitating complications of neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1). Recently, a 20% or more 
decrease in volume of PNFs was found in 6 of 23 NF1 patients treated with Imatinib mesylate for at least six months (Robertson et al. 2012). 

Methods: To verify the number of patients showing a 20% reduction or more in tumor volume of at least one PNFs, patients with clinical diagnosis of NF1 
(according US National Institute of Health Consensus criteria) and with measurable disabling PNFs not amenable to total surgical resection, were treated with 220 
mg/mq twice a day (children) and 400 mg twice a day (adults) Imatinib mesylate PO for at least 6 months unless severe toxicity. Rating scales of neurological 
impairment and quality of life testing was used to assess treatment response. 

Results: 4 patients (median age 9, range 5-35) completed at least 6 months of treatment and were evaluable  All had paraspinal and abdominal/pelvis PNFs. 
Two patients interrupted treatment after 7 months, one for MPSN onset and one for gastric hemorrhage. Common adverse events were nausea, weight loss, 
parestesias. MRI with STIR performed at recruitment and every 3 months did not show changes in volume of PNFs. Rating scales of neurological impairment were 
unchanged in all patients. A  slight improvement in quality of life scales was observed.

Conclusions: In the four NF1 patients with PNFs that we have treated only minor responses to Imatinib treatment were detected. 
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Renovascular Hypertension in Children with NF1 
 
Patroula Smpokou, MD, Division of Genetics & Metabolism, Children’s National Health System, Washington, DC

Background: Vasculopathy is a rare complication seen in both children and adults with Neurofibromatosis type 1 and it affects primarily vessels of the brain 
(“moya-moya” disease) and the kidneys (renovascular disease).  Long-term surveillance management in NF1 includes measurement of blood pressure, 
however this is often overlooked and/or forgotten in a busy clinical environment. The importance of meticulous blood pressure assessment and follow up on any 
abnormalities is demonstrated by cases of renovascular disease in asymptomatic children with NF1 and the potential for long-term morbidity in undiagnosed and 
untreated cases. 

Case report: Here, we describe two children with NF1 followed in the Multidisciplinary Neurofibromatosis Clinic of our institution who manifested asymptomatic 
secondary hypertension caused by renovascular lesions. 

A 6 year old girl with NF1 manifesting with cafe-au-lait macules, skin-fold freckling, facial plexiform neurofibroma, and mild learning disability had asymptomatic mild 
hypertension on a routine clinic visit. Investigations for her hypertension revealed a right renal artery aneurysm which was coil-embolized via interventional radiology 
techniques. Her hypertension improved post-procedure, however she still requires anti-hypertensive treatment approximately 1 year post-embolization of her aneurysm.

A 12 year old boy with NF1 manifesting with cafe-au-lait macules, skin-fold freckling, and learning disability, was similarly found to have asymptomatic 
hypertension on a routine clinic visit. His blood pressure was followed over several days after that clinic visit and he was eventually admitted to the Pediatric 
Intensive Care Unit of our hospital with moderate hypertension. He was treated with continuous antihypertensive intravenous infusion with only modest control. 
After extensive laboratory and imaging investigations,  a renal artery stenosis was identified in one kidney via femoral artery catheterization. Interestingly, renal 
ultrasound and CT scan failed to identify renovascular pathology. He was treated with multiple antihypertensive medications and eventually discharged home.  

Conclusions: Renovascular lesions and secondary hypertension are thought to affect <1% of patients with NF1; however, the real incidence of this important 
complication is not known as this has not been studied in large cohorts of NF1 patients. Ambulatory blood pressure measurement is a sensitive marker of the 
presence of renovascular lesions and should always be part of a thorough clinical evaluation in children with NF1. Large studies of children with NF1 are needed to 
characterize the incidence, age of onset, progression, and best treatment modalities for renovascular lesions in this population. 

Deborah Copenheaver, CGC, GeneDx Laboratories; Peter Shibuya, NP, Department of Neurology, Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Health System; Maria T Acosta, MD, 
Department of Neurology, Neurofibromatosis Institute, Children’s National Health System, Washington, DC.
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Heat Tolerance is Reduced in Individuals with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) 
 
Juliana Souza MD, PhD, Neurofibromatosis Outpatient Reference Center, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil

Background: Despite variations in environment temperature and body metabolism, human internal temperature is maintained within a short-range through heat 
dissipation, by sweat evaporation and vasodilation. Several diseases impair thermoregulation leading to a higher risk of heat injuries. Some NF1 clinical features 
could influence both sweat and vascular responses to thermal stress, including skin and neural involvements besides lower aerobic capacity. However, to date, 
heat tolerance has not been measured in NF1.

Aim: To compare sweat function of individuals with NF1 and controls matched by sex, age, height and weight.

Methods: We assessed 14 males and 11 females with NF1, aged between 16 and 57 years, and 23 unaffected individuals (control group – CG). Sweat was 
induced by passive heating, using lower-leg immersion into 42°C water under ambient temperatures between 28-30 °C, during one hour. An absorbent paper inside 
a plastic chamber collected sweat produced in forearm, chest, back and tight. Local sweat rate (SRlocal) was calculated dividing weight difference by its area and 
time of collection, and number of active sweat glands (GSA) using iodine-paper technique. Tympanic temperature, mean skin temperature, heat storage rate, heart 
rate, and arterial pressure were recorded. Data are presented in mean ± SD, and groups were compared using a Student t Test or Two way ANOVA RM with Fisher 
LSD as post hoc.

Results: NF1 groups displayed lower SRlocal in every region measured (Male - forearm: 1.77±0.70; chest: 2.50±0.85; back: 3.11±1.53; tight: 0.91±0.48; 
and Female - forearm: 1.17±0.95; chest: 2.32±1.25; back: 2.65±1.40; tight: 0.65±0.50g.m-2.min-1) when compared to CG (Male - forearm: 2.57±0.68; 
chest: 4.56±2.09; back: 4.92±2.27; tight: 1.40±0.43; and Female - forearm: 2.01±0.58; chest: 3.78±1.80; back: 4.67±1.78; tight: 1.66±0.57g.m-2.
min-1) (p<0.05). As a consequence, NF1 tympanic temperature showed larger increase (Male: +0.75±0.33 Female: +0.59±0.30°C) than controls’ 
(Male: +0.32±0.13; Female: +0.35±0.09°C) (p<0.05). GSA was lower in both NF1 males and females (77±16; 54±1 gland.m-2) than in CG (70±22; 
98±25gland.m-2) (p<0.05), but only in the back region. Heat storage rate was higher in NF1 (Males: 3211.6±236.2; Females: 2064.9±209.9J.min-1.m2) than in 
controls (Males: 93.0±1171.4; Females: 559.5±1198.0J.min-1.m2) (p<0.05), and there was a smaller diastolic pressure decrease in NF1 (Males: -1.69±4.29; 
Females: -0.80±3.77mmHg) when compared with controls (Males: -6.73±4.43; Females: -7.50±4.64mmHg) (p<0.05).

Conclusion: NF1 patients presented a markedly reduced sweat response to passive heating, which caused a higher heat storage rate and an increase of nearly 
0.6°C in tympanic temperature. In addition, the lower reduction in diastolic pressure observed in NF1 groups suggest an impairment in vasodilation response. The 
association of a lower sweat capacity and an impaired vascular response can lead to higher risk of heat illnesses during heat stress and/or exercise.

Authors: Luciana G Madeira MS; Juliana F Souza MD PhD; Renata LF Passos MS; Nilton A de Rezende MD PhD; Nilo RV Lima PhD; Luiz OC Rodrigues MD PhD. 

Granting agencies: FAPEMIG, CAPES and CNPQ.
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Food Consumption and Prevalence of Inadequate Nutrient Intake Among Adults with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 
(NF1) in Brazil 
 
SOUZA MLR, MSc, Neurofibromatosis Outpatient Reference Center, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil

Introduction: Despite some subjective clinical findings, no data on eating habits, dietary patterns or nutrient intake of patients with NF1 were found in the databases.  

Aim: To estimate food consumption and prevalence of inadequate nutrient intake among NF1 adults patients.

Methods: 60 NF1 patients (3 NIH criteria, 29 male, 31 female) aged > 18 years were submitted to nutritional assessment, including weight, stature, body mass 
index (BMI) and dietetic measurements. Food intake was evaluated through three non consecutive food records. The following diet constituents were investigated: 
energy, protein, lipid, cholesterol, carbohydrates, fiber, calcium, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, iron, sodium, potassium, copper, zinc, thiamine, riboflavin, 
pyridoxine, niacin, vitamin C, vitamin D, vitamin A, and saturated, monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids, linoleic acid and linolenic acid. The frequency 
of food consumption was also assessed. Statistical analyses were made by tests: Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Chi-square, T of Student and Mann-Whitney. 

Results: The mean age was 34.48 ± 10.33 years. Low weight (BMI<18,5kg/m2) was present in 10% of the sample, and 31.7% of patients had BMI≥25kg/
m2. Forty-three patients (71.7%) present energy consumption below the individual estimated daily energy expenditure calculated. Fifteen patients (25.0%) had 
excessive consumption of fats. The highest prevalence of inadequate nutrient intake, for men and women respectively, were: magnesium (87.3%; 85.0%), vitamin 
D (85.2%; 90.4%), calcium (73.0%; 88.4%) and pyridoxine (61.1%; 83.4%). Forty-six patients (76.7%) showed consumption of saturated fatty acids above 
recommended by WHO. All patients consumed above 2.3 g/day of sodium (tolerable upper intake level). There were insufficient consumption of fiber, vitamins A 
and C, and excessive consumption of saturated fatty acids and lipids. Within the list of most consumed foods, there is little presence of fruits and vegetables and 
high consumption of added sugar, soda and fries.

Conclusion: NF1 patients in this study showed a high prevalence of underweight and an unhealthy diet, rich in fats and sodium, and insufficient in energy, fiber, 
vitamins and minerals.

Full List Authors: Souza MLR, Jansen AK, Martins AS, Rezende NA (Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil)

Granting agencies: CAPES and FAPEMIG [APQ-00928-11]
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Nutritional Status of Adults with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) in Brazil 
 
SOUZA MLR, MSc, Neurofibromatosis Outpatient Reference Center, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil

Introduction: There are some evidences of modified anthropometric characteristics in NF1, as low weight1, short stature1,2,3, macrocephaly1,2,3 and reduced body 
mass index (BMI)4. However, these characteristics showed different prevalence between the small numbers of studies recorded in the literature review. 

Aim: To evaluated the nutritional status of NF1 adults patients.

Methods: 60 NF1 patients (3 NIH criteria, 29 male, 31 female) aged > 18 years were submitted to nutritional assessment, including measurements of weight, 
stature, waist circumference (WC), hip circumference, triceps skinfold and head circumference. Body mass index (BMI), waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), arm muscle 
area (AMA) and arm fat area (AFA), body fat percentage (BFP) and fat-free mass were calculated. Statistical analyses were made by tests: Kolmogorov-Smirnov, 
Chi-square, T of Student and Mann-Whitney.

Results: The mean age was 34.48 ± 10.33 years. The prevalence of short stature and macrocephaly was 28.3% and 23.3%, respectively. Low weight was 
present in 10% of the sample, and 31.7% of patients had BMI≥25kg/m2. Also 43.3% had low AMA (<percentile 5) and no differences were found for AFA between 
sex. The BFP was considered high in 30%. Fifteen (25%) and seventeen (28.3%) patients had WHR and WC above the WHO cutoffs, respectively. 

Conclusion: Patients with NF1 in this study had a high prevalence of underweight, above the 5% limit recommended by WHO. They also showed short stature, 
macrocephaly and reduced arm muscle area.

Full List Authors: Souza MLR, Jansen AK, Martins AS, Rezende NA. (Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil)

Granting agencies: CAPES and FAPEMIG [APQ-00928-11]
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Progressive Non-Optic Pathway Pilocytic Astrocytomas in Adults with NF1: Histologically Benign, Clinically 
Progressive 
 
Roy Strowd, MD, Department of Neurology at Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD

Background: Pilocytic astrocytomas (PAs), a histologically benign tumor classified as grade I by the World Health Organization (WHO), are common in 
neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). In contrast to PAs of the optic pathway, extra-optic PAs in adults may behave more aggressively than in children.

Methods: A retrospective review of patients treated for progressive, non-optic pathway PA at our institution from 2003-2013 was performed to determine 
differences in outcomes between adults and pediatrics. Patients with a diagnosis of NF1, histologically confirmed non-optic pathway PA, and clinical or 
radiographic progression at age<18 (pediatric) or >18 (adult) were identified. Medical record review was performed for clinical, histologic, and radiographic data 
thought to elucidate differences in outcome. Student t-tests were used to evaluate differences between groups.

Results: Seven patients were identified for inclusion; 3 adult, 4 pediatric, 6 males; mean age 21+/-12.0 yrs. All met clinical criteria for NF1 based on café au-lait 
macules (n=7), dermal neurofibromas (n=2), freckling (n=5), Lisch nodules (n=1), or family history (n=2). Average age at tumor diagnosis was different (32 
vs 12.75 yrs, respectively, p=0.05). Tumor location in all adults was brainstem, and in children was brainstem (n=2), third ventricle (n=1), and right parietal 
(n=1). Routine histopathologic features were similar. Isolated radiographic progression without clinical correlate tended to be more common in pediatrics (75%) 
compared to adults (33%, p=0.09). Progression tended to be rapid in adults (4+/-1 vs 14+/-8 month, p=0.09). Outcomes were universally favorable in pediatric 
patients with improvement or stabilization in all following subtotal resection (n=4). Despite maximum management, outcomes in adults were poor with all patients 
suffering progressive clinical decline (p=0.006). Treatments included adjuvant chemotherapy (n=2), radiation (n=2), bevacizumab (n=1), and RAD001 (n=1). 
At analysis (8.75+/-2.6 months from diagnosis), all pediatric patients were alive but only 1 adult remained living and 2 had died, both having received radiation.

Conclusion: Progressive non-optic pathway PAs may behave differently in adults than children with NF1. In this study, pediatric patients experienced universally 
favorable outcomes, while adult patients suffered progressive clinical decline despite maximum treatment. Though histologically benign, these WHO grade I tumors 
in NF1 adults behave more aggressively. These data inform postoperative counseling.

Co-authors: Fausto Rodriguez, MD,2 Jon Weingart, MD,3 George Jallo, MD,3 Alessandro Olivi, MD,3 Edward Ahn, MD,3 Jaishri Blakeley, MD1

1Department of Neurology, 2Pathology, 3Neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD
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Distinct Patterns of Memory Deficits in Children with NF1 
 
Karin S. Walsh

Background: Learning and memory deficits are a hallmark of the NF1 phenotype. Targeted research in the NF1 knockout mouse has shown the potential for 
rescuing disrupted hippocampal long-term potentiation. However, translation of these models and findings to human trials has proven elusive. While hippocampal-
mediated memory processes (e.g., acquisition, encoding) have been the focus of mouse research to date, the contribution of frontal-mediated processes (e.g., 
consolidation, retrieval) and the interaction between the two has gone largely unaddressed, and arguably may explain the limited correspondence between mouse 
and human research. The aim of this study is to examine the prevalence and pattern of memory impairments in children with NF1 and the contributions of frontal 
functions to these patterns. 

Methods: Cross sectional data from a retrospective clinical sample of children with NF1 (N=80) and a comparison group of non-NF1 children diagnosed with 
ADHD (N=19) was analyzed. Mean age was 9 years (SD=3.5) in the NF1 group, and 10 (SD=3.9) in the ADHD group (n.s.). Males comprised 56% of the NF1 
sample and 59% of the ADHD sample. The NF1 group was categorized by pattern of memory performance into 3 groups: not impaired, retrieval impairments, 
generalized memory impairments, and other memory impairments. Group differences were analyzed (ANOVA) comparing the NF1 memory impairment groups 
with the non-NF1 ADHD group to determine unique patterns of performance. 

Results: A third of the NF1 sample demonstrated impaired memory. Three subtypes of memory impairment were identified in this NF1 cohort, each showing a 
unique pattern of performance. Further, as a group, children with NF1 demonstrated greater immediate and long-term retrieval deficits than those with ADHD (non-
NF), despite the ADHD group demonstrating significantly greater metacognitive and attention deficits. 

Conclusions: These findings suggest several distinct patterns of memory impairment, which may map on to specific neuroanatomical areas known to contribute 
to memory, specifically pre-frontal and hippocampal regions. This may contribute to new approaches to research that will enhance the translation from mouse to 
human and vice versa. 

Full Author List: Karin S. Walsh, Deborah Potvin, Kristina K. Hardy, Maria T. Acosta, Roger Packer, & Gerard A. Gioia

Incidence of Neoplasms in 424 Women with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) 
 
Xia Wang, MD, PhD, Henry Ford Health Group

To examine the characteristics of neoplasms in women with NF1, a multicenter survey has been conducted in Henry Ford Hospital, University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, Johns Hopkins University and Children’s National Medical Center in Washington DC. Charts have been reviewed for 424 unselected women affected 
with NF1. Age distribution within this cohort is: 31% are 20-29 years, 24% are 30-39, 20% are 40-49, 13% are 50-59, 8% are 60-69, 4% are 70 years or older. 
The study sample included 250 (59%) European Americans (Caucasians), 119 (28%) African Americans, and 41 of other ethnicities. 

There are 22 cases of breast cancers. Twelve (54.5%) are European Americans. Nine (41%) are African Americans. Breast cancer occurrence (p= 0.00095) is 
associated with family history of cancers. Family history of cancer was documented for 50% of the women with breast cancer versus 17.9% of the women without 
breast cancer.

The incidence of centrally located neurological tumors, including optic gliomas, glioblastomas, astrocytomas and low grade gliomas, is significantly increased 
among European Americans. European Americans were (p=0.002) more likely to develop these tumors (21.2%) than African Americans (6.7%).

Learning disability has been found to be more frequently associated (p= 0.02) with optic glioma and central nervous system tumors: 48.8% in subjects with tumor 
versus 29.4% without tumor. However, learning disability as a result of glioma treatment in early childhood cannot be stratified based on the data collected.

The dermal neurofibroma load or the pigmentary stigmata, such as number of the cafe au lait macules, are not significantly associated with the incidence of breast 
cancer, brain tumor, or neoplasms risen from epithelial, endothelial or mesoderm lineages.  

This project is supported by Department of Defense, US Army Medical Research.

List of authors: Renee Tousignant, MS, Henry Ford Health Group; Albert Levin, PhD, Henry Ford Health System; Bruce Korf, MD, PhD, University of Alabama at Birmingham; Jaishri 
Blakeley, MD, Johns Hopkins University; Maria Acosta, MD, Children’s National Medical Center.
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Long-term Evaluation of 21 Individuals with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) and Multiple Sclerosis (MS) 
 
Victoria Williams MD, National Neurofibromatosis Service, Guy’s and St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust (GSTT) London

Introduction: The association of NF1 and multiple sclerosis is well recognised, but there have been differing reports of phenotype and no previous long-term 
evaluation of management and clinical outcome.

Methods: We performed a retrospective assessment of the 800 patients attending our national NF1 clinic.

Results: We identified 21 individuals with NF1 and demyelination on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or fulfilling a clinical diagnosis of MS. There were 21 
females and 5 males. The age at diagnosis was 20-53 years (median 34 years) and follow up was 1-37 years (median 8 years). We observed 2 radiologically 
isolated syndromes (RIS), 1 clinically isolated syndrome (CIS),
7 primary progressive MS (PPMS), 7 relapsing remitting MS (RRMS) and 4 secondary progressive MS (SPMS). 2 RIS developed clinically definite MS 3 and 10 
years after presentation. 2 patients died from MS complications, 9 are unable to walk unaided, 9 have minor or no symptoms.

11/21 had CSF examination, 10 had unmatched oligoclonal bands (OCBs), 1 with CIS had no OCBs. 6/21 were treated with disease modifying therapy (DMT) 
with no associated malignancies. However in the 15 without DMT there were 3 atypical neurofibromas, 2 malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours (MPNST), 2 
gastro-intestinal stromal tumours (GIST). 8/21 had documented osteopenia or osteoporosis. 

There were 2 patients with RRMS, atypical phenotype and negative NF1 testing – one with optic pathway glioma, no skin manifestations; another with multiple café 
au lait patches, axillary freckling, no neurofibromas and a retinal hamartoma. 

Discussion: A broad spectrum of demyelinating conditions was observed, including 2 patients with unusual NF1 phenotype. There was an excess of patients 
with PPMS as reported previously. The range of severity and response to therapy mirrored that in the general population. However, there was a high frequency of 
atypical neurofibroma /MPNST/GIST unrelated to DMT, suggesting that people with MS may be more susceptible to malignancy. On long-term follow-up RIS have 
converted to clinically definite MS.

Conclusion: On longitudinal follow-up we encountered a broad range of clinical manifestations and severity of demyelination.  RIS require assiduous monitoring and 
the potential risk of malignancy must be kept in mind in people with NF1 and MS.

Co-author: Rosalie E Ferner MD National Neurofibromatosis Service, Guy’s and St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust and King’s College London
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Specific Academic and Neurocognitive Deficits are Related to Written Language Difficulties in Youth with 
Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) and Plexiform Neurofibromas (PNs) 
 
Pam Wolters, PhD, Pediatric Oncology Branch (POB), National Cancer Institute (NCI)

Background: Cognitive and learning difficulties are frequent in youth with NF1, including problems with written language (Hofman et al., 1994) and handwriting 
(Gilboa et al., 2010) when compared to siblings or children without NF1. This study further assessed written language abilities and investigated possible 
contributing academic and neurocognitive functions, such as visual-motor skills, sequential processing, and executive functioning. 

Methods: Children (9-18 years) with NF1 and PNs on a natural history study were administered a psychological evaluation assessing IQ, specific cognitive 
functions, and academic achievement, including tests of written language (Woodcock Johnson Tests of Achievement-III [WJ] 3 written language subtests; Test of 
Written Language [TOWL-4]; both yield standard scores [mean=100; SD=15]). Two raters evaluated handwriting quality based on criteria in the WJ test manual 
(ratings from 0=illegible to 100=artistic). 

Results: Thirty-nine children (mean age=13.8 years, range=9-18; 72% males) with NF1 and PNs completed the written language tests. The mean WJ Punctuation 
score (81.2; 62% below Average) was significantly lower than Spelling (88.3; 47% below Average), Writing Fluency (91.9), and Writing Samples (95.0) scores (all 
ps<.01), and Spelling was significantly lower than Writing Samples (p<.01). Fifty-four percent of youth had handwriting rated as below average (scores <30; 
range 8-75), which was characterized by moderately to severely inconsistent spacing, letter size, and letter formation. Mean TOWL-4 Contextual Conventions 
(grammar; 94.5), Story Composition (content; 98.5), and overall Spontaneous Writing scores for writing a story about a picture were Average (98.3), but 33% 
scored below Average. Punctuation and spelling, but not handwriting, were related to spontaneous writing. Worse punctuation and spelling were related to poorer 
Performance IQ, verbal fluency, and working memory scores (ps<.05 to .001). Together, 4 neurocognitive variables (Performance IQ, letter verbal fluency, letter 
sequencing, processing speed) accounted for 54% of the variance in Spontaneous Writing scores (p<.0001). Letter sequencing (21%; p<.01) and verbal fluency 
(12%; p<.05) both accounted for significant amounts of variance in spontaneous writing beyond that of the other predictors.

Conclusions: Youth with NF1 and PNs exhibit deficits in written language, particularly in punctuation, spelling, and handwriting. Neurocognitive impairments 
in executive functions, such as verbal fluency and working memory, contribute to punctuation and spelling problems, which are academic skills important for 
spontaneous writing. More impaired executive functions, particularly verbal fluency and letter sequencing, are related to poorer spontaneous written language. 
Interventions for children with NF1 should target both the underlying academic skills and executive functions to improve written language skills. 

Full List Authors: Mary Anne Tamula, MA2, Staci Martin, PhD1, Andrea Baldwin, CRNP1 Andrea Gillespie, RN1, and Brigitte Widemann, MD1. 1POB, NCI, NIH and 2Clinical Research 
Directorate/CMRP, Leidos Biomedical Research, Inc. (formerly SAICFrederick, Inc.), National Laboratory for Cancer Research, Frederick, Maryland, 21702.

Funded by the Intramural research program of the NIH, NCI, POB; funded by the NCI
Contract No. HHSN261200800001E.
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Omni Shoreham Hotel
MEETING SPACE FLOOR PLAN
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2013 NF Conference Session
Original sketch by Chad Leathers,  
Program Director, Cupid’s Undie Run NF CONFERENCE


